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Attachment I
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Regulatory Analysis

REGULATORY ANALYSIS
REVISION OF 10 CFR PART 50, APPENDIX K
Alternate Power Level Assumption for ECCS Evaluations
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Part 50, Appendix K, "ECCS Evaluation Models," contains a requirement that safety analyses
used for evaluating the performance of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) under
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) conditions be conducted at 102 percent of the licensed power
for the plant. The provision appears to have been intended to account for uncertainties
attributable to instrumentation error. Licensees have proposed using instrumentation that
would reduce the uncertainties associated with measurement of reactor power, thus allowing
justification of a reduced margin between the licensed power level and the power level
assumed for ECCS evaluations. Licensees could use a reduced ECCS analysis margin to
facilitate small, cost-beneficial increases to licensed power. If the uncertainties associated with
power measurement instrumentation errors can be shown to be sufficiently small, then the
current rule unnecessarily restricts operation. Therefore, the objective of this rulemaking is to
allow the reduction of an unnecessarily burdensome regulatory requirement.
A.

Backaround

A holder of an operating license (i.e., the licensee) for a light-water power reactor is required
by regulations issued by the NRC to submit a safety analysis report that contains an evaluation
of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance under accident conditions. In § 50.46,
"OAcceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light-water nuclear power
reactors," the Commission requires that ECCS performance under loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) conditions be evaluated and that the estimated performance satisfy certain criteria.
Licensees may conduct an analysis that "realistically describes the behavior of the reactor
system during a LOCW (often termed a "best-estimate analysis"), or they may develop a model
that conforms with the requirements of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. The majority of ECCS
evaluations are based on Appendix K requirements. The opening sentence of Appendix K
establishes the requirement to conduct ECCS analyses at a specified power level: "It shall be
assumed that the reactor has been operating continuously at a power level at least 1.02 times
the licensed power level (to allow for such uncertainties as instrumentation error)." Licensees
have proposed utilizing instrumentation that would reduce the uncertainties associated with
measurement of reactor power, thus allowing justification of a reduced margin between the
licensed power level and the power level assumed for ECCS evaluations. The proposed rule
would revise this provision in Appendix K, thereby allowing licensees the option of using a
value lower than 102 percent of the licensed power in their ECCS analyses.
Several licensees have expressed interest in using updated feedwater flow measurement
technology (see Section IV,"Calorimetric Uncertainty and Feedwater Flow Measurement") as a
basis for seeking exemptions from the Appendix K power level requirement and to implement
power uprates. One licensee, Texas Utilities Electric Company (TUE), has obtained an
exemption from the Appendix K requirement for Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2 and is pursuing
an increase in licensed power based on more accurate feedwater flow measurement
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impetus for changing the rule.
Ifadopted, the proposed rule would give licensees the option to apply a reduced margin
between the licensed power level and the assumed power level for ECCS evaluation, or they
could maintain the current margin of 2-percent power. The proposed rule would provide
licensees the opportunity to pursue voluntary power uprates without the need to reconsider
ECCS evaluations, although the basis for the assumed power for ECCS analysis would
change. Some licensees could benefit from the revision without increased licensed power
through revisions to their ECCS evaluations at a lower assumed power level.
As presented in this regulatory analysis, the industry could realize a significant financial benefit
by relaxation of this requirement. The intent of the rule, to assure margin to ECCS
performance in the event of a LOCA, would still be honored and plant risk will not be
significantly affected under the proposed rule.' However, the impact of raising the licensed
power level for a plant must be evaluated on a plant-specific basis.
B.

Existing Regulatory Framework

Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 was written to define conservative analysis assumptions for
ECCS performance evaluations during design-basis LOCAs. Large safety margins are
provided by conservatively selecting the ECCS performance criteria as well as conservatively
establishing ECCS calculational requirements. One conservative calculational requirement is
to assume that the reactor is operating at 102-percent power when the LOCA occurs. The first
section of Appendix K establishes the requirement to conduct ECCS analyses at a specified
power level, along with other heat-source assumptions. As stated parenthetically in the rule
itself, the power level requirement is imposed to account for uncertainties, including instrument
error.
The 102-percent power requirement does not appear elsewhere in NRC regulations, but it has
been widely applied in guidance documents. The tables that follow list sections of the
Standard Review Plan (SRP) (Reference 2) that contain the 102-percent power requirement
The first table shows SRP sections that incorporate the 102-percent value, but that offer the
possibility that a smaller value could be justified. The second table shows those SRP sections
that give the 102-percent value without an alternative. The staff intends to review the affected
SRP sections and will evaluate the impact of the proposed rule on those safety analyses.
Further, the staff is considering the need for specific guidance to help licensees appropriately
account for power measurement uncertainty in safety analyses
The only regulatory guide containing the 102-percent power requirement is Regulatory
Guide 1.49, "Power Levels of Nuclear Power Plants" (Reference 3).

1NRC reviews of extended power uprates for two boiling water reactors (much greater than 1-percent
increases) did not identify significant risk increases. The NRC staff has taken the position that risk
evaluations are not expected to accompany applications for marginal licensed power increases
(Reference 1).

SRP Sections Containing the 102-percent Power Margin With an Option
Title
SRP Section
Loss of Non-emergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries
15.2.6
of Normal Feedwater Flow
Loss
15.2.7
Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow, Including Trip of Pump and Flow
15.3.1-15.3.2
Controller Malfunctions
Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft Break
15.3.3-15.3.4
Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator Error)
15.4.3
Inadvertent Operation of ECCS and Chemical and Volume Control System
15.5.1-15.5.2
Malfunction That Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory
Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Relief Valve or a BWR Relief Valve
15.6.1
Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of Postulated Piping
15.6.5
Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
SRP Sections Specifying the 102-percent Power Requirement
Title
SRP Section
Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated Loss-of-Coolant Accidents
6.2.1.3
Mass and Energy Release Analysis for Postulated Secondary System Pipe
6.2.1.4
Ruptures
Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase InFeedwater Flow, Increase in
15.1 .1-15.1.4
Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator Relief or Safety
Valve
Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser Vacuum, Closure of
15.2.1-15.2.5
Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and Steam Pressure Regulatory Failure
(Closed)
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That Results in a Decrease in
15.4.6
Boron Concentration in the Reactor Coolant (PWR)
This proposed rule is not part of the proposed effort to revise Part 50 on a risk-informed basis,
as described in SECY-98-300 (Reference 4). A risk-informed revision of Appendix K
requirements, if undertaken, would involve a broad review of all ECCS analysis requirements
and acceptance criteria.
11.

OBJECTIVE OF THE PROPOSED RULE

The objective of this rulemaking is to remove an unnecessarily burdensome regulatory
requirement. Appendix K was issued to ensure an adequate performance margin of the ECCS
in the event a design-basis LOCA were to occur. The margin is provided by conservative
features and requirements of the evaluation models and by the ECCS performance criteria.
The existing regulation does not require that the power measurement uncertainty be
demonstrated, presupposing that the mandated margin is sufficient to account for uncertainties
expected to be involved with measuring reactor power. By allowing a smaller margin for power
measurement uncertainty, the proposed rule would not violate the underlying purpose of
Appendix K.
A secondary objective is to avoid unnecessary exemption requests. The staff has previously
sought rule changes to avoid the prospect of multiple exemption requests. In SECY-96-147
(Reference 5), the staff took steps to revise regulations that were associated with large
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were being changed as a result of recurrent exemptions, which indicated an inadequacy in a
regulation. In the case of this proposed change to Appendix K, the staff is anticipating
recurrent exemptions and has determined that revising the rule at this early stage will be the
best course.
An economic benefit is a strong consideration for licensees. The economic benefit of an
increase in licensed power can be considered in terms of replacement energy cost savings for
utilities that no longer need to purchase the additional power generated as a result of a power
uprate. Of course, plant-specific features and situations change the estimated benefit for any
given plant either more or less favorably. Factors influencing the decision of a utility to
upgrade a plant vary, and a plant-specific cost-benefit analysis would be required to determine
whether a specific facility should pursue the uprate.
Under the proposed rule, some licensees could realize savings without seeking a power
uprate. By revising their ECCS analysis based on a lower assumed power level, licensees
could gain margin that could lead to less stringent requirements for LOCA mitigation system
(i.e., ECCS) performance or in core thermal limits.
Ill.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Rulemaking Options
The staff considered the following options:
No Rule Change
Instead of instituting a rule change, the regulation could be maintained in its current form
and multiple exemptions to the existing regulation could be granted under 10 CFR 50.12.
A short-term benefit to this approach would be that the NRC would avoid the costs of
changing the rule and of implementing the revision. However, in the long term, this is not a
satisfactory alternative from the standpoint of regulatory efficiency.
Each exemption request would need to be reviewed in accordance with the criteria of
10 CFR 50.12 in addition to reviewing its technical merits. The exemption request review
would be handled as a separate regulatory step from the review of a power uprate request
for each application, as is the case with the pending exemption request for Comanche
Peak Units 1 and 2. Applying this process to a series of exemption requests would be an
unnecessary expenditure of NRC and licensee resources, an expenditure not encountered
under an amendment to a rule.
Option 1
Maintain the provision requiring an analysis margin to account for uncertainty in power
measurement, but remove the specification of the 2-percent value for the margin.
Licensees would then need to propose and justify the value used for their analysis.
This option is not preferred because it would not meet backfit criteria. Although it could
provide relief to licensees that seek to reduce the margin, it would constitute a backfit on
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nonetheless be required to justify a value. Because the proposed change is expected to
have negligible risk impact, there is no basis for a compliance or adequate protection
backfit for this option.
Option 2
Allow licensees the option to justify a smaller margin between licensed power and the
assumed power level for ECCS analysis for their plant or to maintain the current margin
now mandated.
This is the preferred option. Making this change to the rule would give licensees the
opportunity to benefit from a reduced margin by demonstrating that power measurement
uncertainty is sufficiently small. Licensees would if there is a sufficient benefit relative to
the effort to justify the change in a license amendment request. Licensees could gain
benefits from operation at higher power or relax ECCS-related technical specifications. In
such cases, licensees would need to justify the reduced power measurement uncertainty
as part of the license amendment request Other licensees may elect to revise the ECCS
analyses for their facility and seek benefits without increasing licensed power. Maintaining
the current Appendix K requirements is not adverse to safety and should be permitted as
an option.
Option 3
Eliminate the requirement for a margin between power level and assumed power.
This option is not preferred. The staff would need to investigate the feasibility of
eliminating the requirement for an assumed power margin for analysis. Without a required
analysis margin, licensees could seek benefits without addressing power measurement
uncertainties. Justification for this option would involve demonstrating the acceptability of
not accounting for any uncertainties behind the 2-percent power analysis margin. The
technical effort involved in this option is probably not justifiable since a generic
demonstration of the safety implications would be more costly than for option 2, and there
is no safety benefit relative to option 2.
Option 4
Broadly revise Appendix K, addressing several conservative requirements.
The staff considered addressing several of the calculational requirements in Appendix K
with the objective of reducing excessive conservatism. This would be a long-term effort,
which, if pursued, would not avoid the exemption requests expected in the shorter term.
Further, given the existing option in 10 CFR 50.46 for licensees to apply best-estimate
methodology to avoid Appendix K conservatism, and the substantial staff resource effort
entailed in a broad Appendix K revision, the staff decided that this was not a preferred
option.
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EVALUATION OF VALUES AND IMPACTS

Since the proposed rule does not in itself change any plant configurations or operating
parameters, the staff evaluated likely benefits that licensees would seek to achieve from the
revised rule. Those licensees electing to use the option afforded by the proposed rule to
pursue licensed power level increases for their plants are likely to realize the largest financial
benefits as a result of the proposed rule. Therefore, the evaluation that follows emphasizes
the costs and savings associated with a small (i.e., approximately 1 percent) increase. in
licensed power. However, as discussed in the Decision Rationale section, there are only slight
differences between the costs and benefits associated with the options evaluated by the staff.
Therefore, the main decision criteria became regulatory efficiency impacts of a large number of
exemption requests that would be faced without a rulemaking and the desire to complete a
timely rulemaking.
In conducting the evaluation, the staff followed the "Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission," NUREG/BR-0058, Revision 2 (Reference 6), including the
use of a 7-percent discount rate to adjust values to 1999 dollar values. First, benefits and
costs are identified for the proposed rule, then the overall effect is evaluated for each of the
rulemaking alternatives considered. The values and impacts associated with rulemaking
option I were not evaluated, because it was eliminated from staff consideration in view of
backfit ramifications. Therefore, the evaluation that follows covers options 2 through 4
compared to the no-rulemaking alternative. The staff considered the no-rule-change
alternative as the base case. In the event the rule was not revised, numerous exemption
requests are anticipated that would be similar to the exemption already approved for
Comanche Peak.
Previously, the staff concluded that marginal power increases have little risk significance (see
Reference 1). Therefore, the staff considered value impact attributes related to health effects
and property loss resulting from accidents to be unchanged by the proposed rule. Also, the
financial benefits under each option evaluated are equivalent. As a result, the attributes
contributing to the final selection of a rulemaking alternative are limited to regulatory efficiency
implications. When data were readily available, the staff made quantitative approximations for
the factors. However, the evaluation was eventually qualitative, since the benefit of regulatory
efficiency maintained by avoiding large numbers of exemptions is difficult to quantify.
A. Values
1. Savings to Licensees
Licensees who want to use the option offered by the proposed rule could realize a significant
economic benefit from an increase in licensed power. The benefit realized by a particular
licensee will be influenced by a number of factors, including the market price of electricity,
generating costs, and the mix of generating assets within the utility (i.e., types of units: nuclear,
fossil, etc.). The staff estimated licensee savings under two sets of assumptions: replacement
power cost savings and generation cost savings.
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On a purely replacement-power-cost-savings basis, the staff assumed that demand for
electricity will increase such that any increase in generation by nuclear units will be purchased.
Naturally, the validity of this assumption could be affected by market factors and the particular
situation of the utility considered. However, based on the average annual increase in utility
electric production from 1990 to 1998 for all sources (about 1.7 percent - see Reference 7) and
a generally greater annual increase by nuclear units, use of added nuclear generating capacity
of 1 percent appears to be a reasonable assumption. The licensee's benefit is considered on
an average-plant basis using 1998 data from Reference 7. The retail price of electricity sold
by electric utilities during 1998 averaged 6.74 cents per kilowatt-hour. Using the total amount
of electricity produced in 1998 by nuclear generation, 674 billion KWH (reflects an industry
wide capacity factor of 70 percent for 103 operating units) and assuming a typical power
increase of 1 percent to be achievable from the proposed rule, the annual increase in electrical
output for a single unit would be about 65.4 million KWH. Using these values, a unit could
save about $4.4 million annually in replacement power costs, or $453 million for all operating
units. However, increased power generation incurs some additional costs for the utility. The
generating cost for nuclear power units during 1995 (Reference 8) was $19.23 per MWH (this
value includes fuel, operation, and maintenance costs). For the average plant being
considered, the increased generation would add about $1.7 million in annual costs (adjusted to
1999 value). Therefore, the net benefit for the average unit would be the difference between
the replacement power savings and this additional generation cost, or $2.7 million. Over the
average remaining lifetime of a U.S. nuclear power plant (about 17 years), the savings would
be approximately $26 million (in 1999 dollars). The average lifetime does not account for
expected license renewals.
b. Generation Cost Savings
This estimate assumes that a utility would use the increase in nuclear generating capacity
gained from a 1-percent power uprate to reduce the amount of power generated by units that
are more costly to operate. No benefit from the sale of additional power is included in this
scenario because the utility is assumed to sell the same overall amount of electricity after the
nuclear unit power uprate. Comparison of power generating costs in Reference 8 shows that
gas and oil-fueled units had higher generating costs than nuclear units, while coal-fueled units
had the lowest costs. It is reasonable to assume that a utility with units fueled by various
means would use increased nuclear generating capacity to reduce more costly means of
generation. Therefore, the staff assumed that a utility would apply the increased capacity of
the average nuclear unit considered above to reduce the power generation by gas and oil
fueled units. The staff assumed that the reduction would be split evenly between the two
types of units. Applying generation cost data from Reference 8, power generation costs from
gas and oil-fueled units would decrease by about $2.7 million, which is offset by the increase
in costs of power generated by the nuclear unit of $1.7 million, yielding a net savings for the
utility of about $1 million annually. Over the average lifetime of a U.S. nuclear power plant
(17 years), the savings would amount to $9.8 million (discounted to 1999).
These scenarios represent a range of the benefits that licensees may expect if they choose to
pursue the power uprate afforded by the proposed rule. A variety of factors could change the
results for any particular utility, but the staff expects that for those licensees in a position to
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above, or between $1 million and $2.7 million annually.
The magnitude of the benefit from a license change not involving power uprate and the
manner by which it would be applied are subject to plant-specific considerations. Licensees
may decide to seek a change in technical specifications for ECCS systems based on revised
analyses, rather than to increase licensed power. In other cases, licensees might pursue
benefits by altering core performance characteristics based on the revised ECCS evaluation.
There is a wide range of possible scenarios and such savings would probably only add slightly
to the industry savings realized from eventual power uprates. Therefore, the staff did not
attempt to quantify the savings for plants that might make changes to their ECCS evaluations
but would not seek power uprates.
2. Savings to NRC
The monetary savings realized by the NRC through rulemaking are expected to be modest, in
that they lie only in the difference between processing license amendments for power uprates
or other license changes associated with the revised rule and processing exemption requests
along with similar license amendment requests. The costs of processing amendment requests
and exemptions are discussed later.
There is also a benefit from improved regulatory efficiency, because multiple exemption
requests need not be considered under the proposed rule.
B. Impacts
1. Costs to Licensees
Licensees electing to pursue the benefit offered by the proposed rule would incur costs of
upgrading plant instrumentation that provide the basis for the improved accuracy in power
measurement. There are also several costs incurred by those licensees seeking a benefit
from the proposed rule. These include the resource investment to conduct analyses to support
a license amendment request, whether it is a power uprate or other technical specification
change, and costs associated with submitting the license amendment to the NRC. Finally,
there are costs incurred to implement the changes to the plant to allow operation at higher
power.
For this evaluation the staff assumed that the acquisition and installation costs for an ultrasonic
flowmeter or for other changes that licensees could make to improve the accuracy of thermal
power measurement would be part of the overall power uprate cost. Costs of analyses to
support a power uprate amendment request would be approximately $5 million, based on
effort claimed by industry to support other power uprate requests (Reference 9). Some of
these expenses could decrease as future applicants will realize efficiencies based on
experience gained by earlier applicants. The staff also considered approximate values for
both licensee and NRC costs that are available from NUREG/CR-4627 (Reference 10), which
presents a cost estimate for a "complicated" technical specification change. For this
assessment, the staff assumed that the analysis and submittal to justify a smaller assumed
power margin incur costs equivalent to such a "complicated" amendment. Making adjustments
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smaller assumed power margin could be about $75,000. Thus, using these estimates, each
licensee would expend at least $75,000 to use a reduced analysis margin, and those licensees
seeking the power uprate would incur costs of about $5 million.
'The staff estimates the licensee's cost of plant modifications to accommodate a small power
uprate to be in the range of $5 million to $10 million, which accounts for hardware, procedural
changes, and personnel training costs. This estimate is based on licensee power uprate cost
estimates ranging from $150/KWe to $2250/KWe (Reference 11).2 The staff used the higher
cost information in the analysis to ensure that licensee costs would not be underestimated.
2. Costs to NRC
NRC realizes costs under any of the scenarios considered in this evaluation. The costs for
review and processing of license amendments or exemptions, as well as revisions to guidance
documents and rulemaking costs themselves, are considered next.
NRC licensing action costs are based on dollar values, rather than on staff full-time-equivalent
positions, given in NUREG/BR-01 84 (Reference 12) for the expected NRC staff effort to
implement new requirements and on a so-called complicated technical specification
amendment review discussed earlier. NUREG/CR-4627 estimates that such a review would
entail an NRC cost of $42,000, adjusted to present value. Assuming that the NRC cost to
review the proposed assumed power margin reduction is comparable to that required for a
power uprate amendment, the cost for each would be in the range of $42,000. Thus, the NRC
would incur a cost of $42,000 for each proposed margin reduction, and an additional $42,000
to process each request for a power uprate.
NRC costs to revise the rule and update review guidance were estimated by the staff. The
rulemaking costs vary depending on the scope of the rule revision considered. Revision of
associated guidance documents is estimated to be a one-time cost of about 0.4 FTE, or about
$54,000. To supplement the generic information discussed above, the staff also surveyed the
NRC staff resources used for relatively recent licensing actions that might be representative of
staff activity associated with the proposed rule, such as exemption requests and similar power
uprate requests. This survey formed the basis of the staff's assumption that an Appendix K
exemption request would require about 7 weeks of staff effort, valued at approximately
$21,000 (assuming $75 per hour for staff effort).
Savings might be realized as more exemption requests are approved and if generic submittals
were made to address those facilities of similar design; however, the staff would need to
ensure that plant-specific features for certain facilities did not invalidate the generic
assessment Thus, some review would still be needed for each request

The cost values from Reference 3 are in 1985 dollars. The total cost of $5 million to $10 million given
here is a current value.
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C. Health, Safety, and Environmental Effects
In the Appendix K exemption recently approved for Comanche Peak, the instrumentation
manufacturer (Caldon, Inc.) claims that a safety benefit will be achieved by using the
instrument even during operation at a higher power level. The vendor quantified the benefit in
terms of the probability that the power level of the plant will exceed the licensed level at the
initiation of the accident. Although the staff does not dispute the claim of a safety benefit, the
overall safety impact of an increase in licensed power depends on.a variety of plant-specific
factors.
A slightly higher power level (i.e., about 1 percent) will result in a slight increase in decay heat
load, but is not expected to affect the success criteria and required response time of ECCS
equipment and the available operator response time following transients and accidents. In
NUREG-1230 (Reference 13), the staff considered the risk impact of changes associated with
the revised ECCS rules, including power increases, and determined that a power change of
5 percent or less had little risk significance.
In Reference 1, the staff discussed its consideration of the risk impact from BWR extended
power uprates, which are much greater than the marginal power change expected under the
proposed rule. In these cases, the staff concludes that extended power uprates are expected
to only slightly affect the risk profile of a plant. In Reference 1, the staff judged that marginal
power uprates, of about 1 percent, were not expected to require an assessment of the risk
impact on the plant. However, licensees requesting increased licensed power must
demonstrate on a plant-specific basis that deterministic requirements are satisfied (e.g., those
based on the general design criteria of Appendix A to Part 50).
D. Comparison of Alternatives
The operating reactor population used for this assessment was 103 units as of December
1998. An assumption common to each option considered is that those licensees wanting to
pursue power uprate afforded by a rule revision would do so shortly after issuance of the final
rule. Assuming the proposed rule is issued in final form during 2000, the average remaining
plant lifetime is approximately 17 years, not accounting for expected license extensions.
Not all licensees are expected to seek a power uprate under the proposed rule. As described
earlier, some would seek only to revise the ECCS analyses for their facility. For the purpose of
this evaluation, the costs and benefits for these licensees are not considered, because a large
range of options is involved and because the staff found that the proposed rule was justified by
limiting the benefits to those plants seeking power uprate. For this evaluation, the staff
assumed an approximately even split of the nuclear plant population between these two
categories of 50 plants whose licensees sought a power uprate, and 53 plants whose
licensees were not seeking a power uprate. If only 50 plant licensees pursue a marginal
power uprate, they would share an annual benefit ranging from $50 million to $135 million,
based on the two scenarios considered earlier.
The table entitled, uCost Estimates for Rulemaking Options," located at the end of this section,
summarizes the staff's cost estimates used in its comparison of the alternatives. For each
alternative, the staff assumed that the costs applied to 50 plants, as indicated in the table.
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NRC costs comprise salaries, benefits, and contract support.
1. No-Rule-Change Alternative
Ifthe current requirement remains in place and no rule change is permitted, the staff expects
that a significant number of licensees will pursue exemption requests, following the example of
Comanche Peak. Licensees for at least 19 plants have expressed their interest to NRC in the
staff review of the Caldon, Inc. ultrasonic system. It is not clear how many of these licensees,
or if others, would eventually pursue exemption requests. The staff assumed that if licensees
determined that the relaxation had financial benefits for them, then those licensees would seek
the benefit whether or not the rule were revised. The licensee costs to support exemption and
amendment requests were discussed earlier. The staff used values of $75,000 and $5 million,
respectively. Also, costs for implementing the power increase total about $10 million. The
typical NRC cost to review exemption requests were discussed earlier and are estimated to be
about $21,000 per request. Added to this cost is the NRC cost to review the justification for
the reduced power level margin of $42,000. The licensee and NRC costs associated with the
power uprate would be the same as those considered for the 1-percent power increase
assumed for options 2 and 3, about $42,000.
2. Option 2
Under option 2, the change is not mandatory. Therefore, each licensee would first determine
whether an investment to reduce the analysis margin is justified in light of the potential
benefits. Licensees opting to obtain a power uprate or other license amendment must conduct
an analysis to justify a reduced assumed power margin, and then prepare license amendments
to obtain a power uprate or technical specification change.
The costs for these activities were discussed earlier and are considered the same as in the no
rule-change case, although some savings may be expected because an exemption request is
not involved. The NRC would incur a cost of $42,000 for each proposed margin reduction, and
an additional $42,000 to process each request for a power uprate. The staff estimated that
the rulemaking effort for option 2 would require 0.9 FTE or about $122,000. Once the current
regulation is changed, any NRC SRP sections and regulatory guides that use the currently
required value for assumed power margin would have to be revised to remain consistent with
the regulations. These costs totaling $54,000 were discussed earlier. The staff estimated the
total NRC cost for generic activity under this option to be $176,000.
3. Option 3
Under this option, as in option 2, those licensees seeking a higher licensed power level, or
other benefit, would incur costs. The costs would be associated with revising plant technical
specifications and conducting those analyses necessary to amend the license to operate at a
higher power level. These costs are the same as those considered in option 2.
Under this option, the NRC assumes a much greater burden in that the rulemaking to eliminate
a requirement, versus its modification, would be expected to entail a significant amount of
technical and administrative effort compared to option 2. For instance, the NRC staff would
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protracted review of the revision would be expected and would entail significant staff costs.
NRC costs are estimated on the basis of the previous value for the staff review of a licensing
basis revision, or about $84,000 for each licensee submittal, and a one-time NRC cost of
$1.5 million assumed for the staff analysis of the generic issues involved and rulemaking to
eliminate the requirement. This cost would be divided between staff effort and contractor
services, as appropriate.
4. Option 4
Under this option, the staff would revise several parts of Appendix K, and some plants could
then decide to seek higher licensed power levels under the revision. Because a more far
reaching rule change would reduce conservatisms by more than just a change to the power
measurement conservatism, a greater potential benefit should be expected. Thus, for this
option, the staff assumed that plants might realize a 5-percent power uprate if Appendix K
were broadly revised. The licensee costs involved with such a power uprate for a facility'could
be expected to be somewhat more than costs assumed for the 1-percent change. The staff
assumed that the costs to support and then implement such a change would roughly double,
to about $10 million and $20 million per plant, respectively. The NRC rulemaking and review
costs for this option are more difficult to estimate, but an increase to about $5 million for a
multi-year rulemaking effort requiring extensive technical support is reasonable. The NRC cost
to review each more extensive amendment would also roughly double to about $100,000.
Thus, each licensee's cost would total about $27 million, and the NRC would incur costs of as
high as $10 million for the overall effort involved. This option would also take much longer to
implement than the others.
E. Backfit Considerations
The NRC has determined that the backfit rule in 10 CFR 50.109 does not apply to this
proposed regulation and that a backfit analysis is not required for this proposed regulation
because the proposed rule does not involve any provisions that would impose backfits as
defined in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1). This proposed rule would amend the NRC's regulations by
establishing an alternate requirement that licensees may voluntarily adopt
F. Impacts on Other Programs, Other Agencies
The only potential impact the staff foresees is that further changes to Appendix K could result
from the proposed risk-informed review of 10 CFR Part 50, discussed in SECY-98-300.
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NRC Costs

Licensee Costs
option'

No Rule

(per plant)
No. Opin
of
lns(each
Request
Request
Plants
Power
Margin
Uprate
Change
I
50

$75K 2

Effect
Power
Uprate

$5M

Licensee
Total
(each
option)

(per plant)

(generic)

Process
Margin
Change

Process
Power

Rule &
Guide

Uprate

Changes

NRC
Total
(each
option)

OVERALL
TOTAL

$10M

$754M

$63K 2

$42K

-

$5.3M

$759M

I

Change

2

50

$75K

$5M

$10M

$754M

$42K

$42K

$176K

S4.4M

$758M

3

50

$75K

$5M

$10M

$754M

$42K

$42K

$1.5M

$5.7M

$780M

4
Notes:

_ $10M
$5M
$100K
$1.5B
$20M
$10M
50
1. Options 2 and 3 consider a 1-percent power uprate; option 4 involves a 5-percent power uprate.
Option I was not considered in the value-impact analysis.
2. Costs of preparinglreviewing the exemption request are included.

$1.51B

V.

DECISION RATIONALE

The safety impact of options 2 and 3 is essentially equivalent to the baseline, or no-rule
change alternative, because licensees for 50 plants are expected to submit exemption
requests for the relief offered by the proposed rule, if it is not issued. The staff has previously
determined that there is negligible risk impact from a marginal increase in licensed power,
therefore, public health and safety and common defense and security continue to be
adequately protected. Therefore, the staff considered value impact attributes related to health
effects and property loss resulting from accidents to be unchanged by the proposed rule.
Cost and benefit estimates are summarized in the table that follows. Differences in overall
costs between options 2 and 3 and the no-rule-change alternative are small, and these values
should be assumed equivalent. Also, the financial benefits under each option evaluated are
equivalent. As a result, the attributes contributing to the final selection of a rulemaking
alternative are limited to regulatory efficiency implications. When data were readily available,
the staff made quantitative approximations for the factors. However, the evaluation was
eventually qualitative, since the benefit of regulatory efficiency maintained by avoiding large
numbers of exemptions is difficult to quantify.
The preferred rulemaking alternative is option 2. The no-rule-change alternative could not be
eliminated on the sole basis of overall cost considerations. The staff then considered NRC
precedent for revising rules to eliminate or avoid excessive numbers of exemption requests as
a basis for narrowing the choices to options 2, 3, and 4. Although a broad revision to
Appendix K (option 4) could provide greater relief from ECCS analysis requirements (benefits
are assumed to increase proportionally compared to the 1-percent power increase), such a
change could not be completed in the short term. The NRC is currently prioritizing such a
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-14revision along with other changes expected to be pursued to revise Part 50 on a risk-informed
basis. Option 3 would take longer to implement than option 2 because of the more involved
technical justification that would be required, as discussed earlier. Also, the NRC costs are
expected to be somewhat greater for option 3. The anticipated benefits of the two remaining
options are the same.
Decision Rationale Summary

Option

No. of
Plants

Cost
Licensees

Benefit

NRC

Total

Annual

Lifetime

No Rule Change

50

.$754M

$5.3M

$759M

$50M-135M

$488M-$1.3B

2

50

$754M

$4.3M

$758M

$50M-135M

$488M-$1.3B

3

50

$754M

35.7M

.$760M

$50M-135M

$488M-$1.3B

4

50

$1.5B

$10M

$1.51B

$250M-675M

$2.4B-6.6B

The industry has expressed its intention of submitting numerous requests for exemption from
Appendix K to ease the assumed power level requirement. The exemption requests could be
avoided or minimized by an expeditious rulemaking. In the interest of regulatory efficiency, the
staff has proposed to revise the rule now, rather than proposing more involved action that will
take much longer to implement. The simple revision contained in option 2, the proposed
alternative, eliminates an unnecessary regulatory burden with little potential for adverse risk
impact, and can be achieved relatively quickly.
VI.

IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed rule will be issued for public comment. Following review of public comments
and incorporation of any changes to the proposed rule, it will be issued in its final form and
should be made effective 60 days following issuance.
Tentative Schedule:
*

Proposed Rule Issued for Public Comment

September 1999

o

End of Public Comment Period

December 1999

*

Final Rule Issued

April 2000
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I

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
REVISION OF 10 CFR PART 50, APPENDIX K
This document examines the environmental impacts of its regulatory actions in
core
accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, for a rulemaking addressing NRC's current emergency
is
NRC
cooling systems (ECCS) evaluation requirements for nuclear power reactors.
proposing to modify these requirements, which are contained in Appendix K to 10 CFR Part
50. The proposed rule would provide a voluntary option for licensees to apply a reduced
margin between the licensed power level and the assumed power level for ECCS evaluation.
The currently required analysis margin is 2 percent of licensed reactor power.
NRC's regulations for implementing Section 102(2) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended, are contained in Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51.
These regulations require that an environmental impact statement or an environmental
as
assessment be prepared for all licensing and regulatory actions that are not classified
"categorical exclusions" in accordance with 10 CFR 51.22(c) and are not identified in
10 CFR 51.22(d) as other actions not requiring environmental review.
This document presents the findings of NRC's environmental assessment of the proposed rule.
Identification of the Proposed Action
A holder of an operating license (i.e., the licensee) for a light-water power reactor is
required by regulations issued by the NRC to submit a safety analysis report that contains an
evaluation of ECCS performance under accident conditions. Section 50.46, *Acceptance
criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors," requires
that ECCS performance under loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) conditions be evaluated and
that the estimated performance satisfy certain criteria. Licensees may conduct an analysis
that "realistically describes the behavior of the reactor system during a LOCAO (often termed a
"best-estimate analysis"), or they may develop a model that conforms with the required and
acceptable features of Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50. Most ECCS evaluations are based on
Appendix K requirements. The opening sentence of Appendix K establishes the requirement
to conduct ECCS analyses at a specified power level: "it shall be assumed that the reactor has
been operating continuously at a power level at least 1.02 times the licensed power level (to
allow for such uncertainties as instrumentation error)."
The proposed rule would give licensees the option to apply a reduced margin between
the licensed power level and the assumed power level for ECCS evaluation. The current
margin of 2 percent power may be maintained, if preferred. If licensees can show that the
uncertainties associated with power measurement instrumentation errors are less than
2 percent, and a smaller margin can be justified, then the current rule unnecessarily restricts
operation of some facilities by limiting their ability to operate at higher power levels, and. in
other cases by imposing unnecessary requirements on ECCS performance.
Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 was written to define conservative analysis assumptions
for ECCS performance evaluations during design-basis LOCAs. Large margins for important

-2safety parameters were provided by conservatively selecting the ECCS performance criteria as
well as conservatively establishing ECCS calculational requirements. The staff has long
recognized that Appendix K incorporated substantial conservatisms and previously had
considered methods that would acceptably reduce safety margins. The conservatisms were
necessary when the rule was written because of a lack of experimental evidence at that time.
When the NRC adopted changes to 10 CFR 50.46 to allow "best-estimate" modeling, it
concluded that experimental evidence gained since the original rule was implemented and
analysis advances allowed the consideration of alternative approaches. In the proposed rule,
the staff is extending the application of its understanding of ECCS evaluation conservatism to
allow relaxation of one of several conservative analysis features.
The current analytical approach of assuming 102 percent of licensed power for ECCS
evaluation is adequate to protect public health and safety; therefore, the NRC does not intend
to backfit a change to the regulation on operating reactors. Because the proposed revision
would not constitute a backfit, the bases for current ECCS evaluations must be preserved.
Therefore, the revision will retain the current requirement as an option for licensees.
Need for the Proposed Action
The objective of this rulemaking is to allow the voluntary relaxation of an unnecessarily
burdensome regulatory requirement. Appendix Kwas issued to ensure an adequate
performance margin of the ECCS in the event a design-basis LOCA were to occur. The
margin is provided by conservative features and requirements of the evaluation models and by
the ECCS performance criteria. By allowing a smaller margin for power measurement
uncertainty, the proposed rule does not undermine the underlying purpose of Appendix K.
A secondary objective is to avoid unnecessary exemption requests. The staff has
previously sought rule changes to avoid the prospect of multiple exemption requests. In the
case of this proposed change to Appendix K, the staff is anticipating recurrent exemptions and
has determined that revising the rule at this early stage will be the best course.
Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Action
The proposed rule would affect an analysis assumption for ECCS evaluation, not actual
LOCA effects. Use of a reduced power margin alone cannot affect core damage frequency,
the large early release frequency, or actual accident release consequences. The actual
accident sequence and progression of a LOCA are not changed unless the licensee modifies
its facility. However, the proposed rule may have indirect effects on the environment by
allowing licensees to pursue changes to their facilities such as increases to licensed power.
The most obvious change a licensee might pursue under the proposed rule is to
increase the licensed power of the facility without conducting ECCS evaluations at a higher
power level. Licensees requesting higher licensed power levels are required to assess
environmental effects of the change. However, the NRC expects only negligible effects on the
environment from small power level changes, such as those that are likely to result from the
proposed rule. The NRC previously considered the effects of small increases in licensed
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power level and concluded that such changes would present little change in risk. In
NUREG-1230 (Reference 2), the staff considered the risk impact of changes associated with
the revised ECCS rules allowing best-estimate analyses, including power increases, and
determined that a power level increase of 5 percent or less had little risk significance. This
conclusion was, in part, based on the staff's estimate that a small power level increase would
only slightly increase the fission product inventory. Also, the staff judged that a slightly higher
power would not appreciably alter the potential for LOCAs or affect predicted accident
progression.
The staff also considered the risk impact from boiling water reactor extended power
uprates, which are much greater than the marginal power change expected under the
proposed rule. In these cases, the staff concluded (Reference 3) that extended power-uprates
are expected to only slightly affect the risk profile of a plant The staff also stated that
marginal power uprates. of about I percent, were not expected to require an assessment of
plant risk.
An overall affect of a power uprate for a large number of plants is the possible increase
in the amount of spent fuel generated by operating at higher power. For the purposes of this
assessment, the staff assumed a linear relationship between power level and amount of fuel
discharged, and a 1-percent power level increase for 50 plants. Using information on
predicted fuel discharges contained in the "Generic Environmental Impact Statement for
License Renewal of Nuclear Plants' (Reference 4), the staff estimated that a marginal power
increase for half the operating plants would amount to a total of approximately 70 additional
discharge fuel bundles per year. This is less than the number of fuel bundles discharged
during a typical reactor refueling for a plant. There is a potential cumulative effect associated
with the anticipated annual increase in discharged fuel. However, it is not considered
significant in light of the cumulative level of all fuel discharges during the lifetime of an
operating facility.
Under the proposed rule, some licensees could realize savings without seeking power
uprates. By revising their ECCS analysis based on a lower assumed power level, licensees
could gain margin that could lead to a relaxation in requirements for LOCA mitigation system
(i.e., ECCS) performance or in core operating parameters. Changes to technical specifications
requirements for ECCS system performance will require license amendments and licensees
will need to determine environmental impacts. In these cases involving relatively small
changes to ECCS analyses, the staff expects that no significant environmental impact would
result.
The proposed action, as well as its indirect and cumulative effects, would not increase
the probability or consequences of acc.dents; no changes are being made in the types of any
effluents that may be released off site; and there is no significant increase in occupational or
public radiation exposure. Therefore, there are no significant radiological environmental
impacts associated with the proposed action. The proposed action does not involve non
radiological plant effluents and has no other environmental impact. Therefore, there are no
significant non-radiological environmental impacts associated with the proposed action.

Alternatives to the Proposed Action
As required by Section 102(2)(E) of the NEPA (42 U.S.C.A. 4332(2)(E)), the NRC has
considered possible alternatives to the proposed action. The staff considered the following
rulemaking options: (1) maintain the provision requiring an analysis margin to account for
uncertainty in power measurement but remove the specification of the 2-percent value for the
margin and require licensees to assess power measurement uncertainty; (2) eliminate the
requirement for a margin between power level and assumed power, disregarding power
measurement uncertainty; and (3) broadly revise Appendix K,addressing several conservative
parameters.
The alternative of retaining the existing assumed power requirement (i.e., no-action
alternative) would essentially have the same environmental impact as rulemaking alternatives
I and 2 if licensees pursued exemptions from the current Appendix K requirement Under the
no-action alternative, licensees could also consider the more costly alternative of implementing
a best-estimate ECCS evaluation under § 50.46. However, fewer licensees are expected to
take this course, because if there currently were sufficient benefit, they would have already
done so. The potential power increase under a best-estimate evaluation is expected to be
greater than the marginal power increase associated with the proposed rule. However, the
fewer licensees that would use this option reduces the resulting overall environmental impact.
The staff assumed that the environmental impact for either scenario under the no-action
alternative would be roughly equivalent
The environmental effects for the first two alternatives would be roughly equivalent,
because about the same number of licensees would seek benefits under any change that
would allow a relaxation in the requirement The main distinction between these alternatives is
the course taken to revise the rule. But the end result is the same, in that a marginal power
increase would be an indirect result As discussed earlier, the staff considers marginal power
increases to present little risk on a plant-specific basis and the overall effect of increased spent
fuel generation is considered small.
The final rulemaking option, to broadly revise Appendix K requirements, could allow
greater increases in licensed power for operating plants. However, since there is not a clear
understanding of the magnitude of the changes that might result, the staff can only speculate
that such a revision would lead to power uprates somewhat greater than those expected under
the proposed rule change. The resulting power increases may be commensurate with those
associated with previous changes considered by the staff, such as those discussed in
NUREG-1230, which were not considered risk-significant.
Therefore, none of the alternatives considered by the staff is expected to significantly
affect the environment.
Agencies and Persons Consulted
The NRC developed the proposed rule and this environmental assessment. The
proposed rule will be published in the FederalRegister for all interested parties to review. All
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comments received within the stated time limit will be considered in developing the final rule.
The NRC is sending this environmental assessment to all St.-te liaison officers for comment.
Finding of No Significant impact
On the basis of the environmental assessment, the Commission concludes that the
proposed action will not have a significant effect on the human environment. Accordingly, the
Commission has determined not to prepare an environmental impact statement for the
proposed action.
Also, the NRC is committed to following Executive Order 12898, 'Federal Actions To
Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations," dated
February 11, 1994. Since there are no significant offsite impacts on the public from this action,
the NRC has determined that there are no disproportionately high and adverse impacts on
minority and low-income parties. The NRC uses the following working definition of
environmental justice: Environmenta/justicemeans the fair treatment and meaningful
involvement of all people, regardless of race, ethnicity, culture, income, or educational level
with respect to the development implementation and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies.
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OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
1. INTRODUCTION
The Atorric Energy Commission herewith announces its decision in the rulemaking proceeding
concerning acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light.water-cooled nuclear power
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Acceptance Criteria were contained in a letter of January 7, 1972, which became part of the hearing record.
In an order dated January 26, 1972, we denied the request of one participant to subpoena one or more
members of the ACRS in light of several considerations. Nevertheless, we did permit solicitation of an
expansion of the views of the Committee as a body through the use of interrogatories, a procedure which
was subsequently followed. We reaffirm our belief that this procedure struck an appropriate balance
between the competing concerns, permitting a useful additional viewpoint to be added to the record,
without unduly inhibiting the deliberative process by which the Committee fulfdls its statutory purpose of
advising the Commission. Following the certification of the evidentiary record to us, we again solicited the
views of the Committee. These were furnished by letter of September 10, 1973, which was served upon all
]earing participants who wer sequested to comment thereon at the oral argument before us on October 9,
1973.
Another significant area of controversy during the proceedings related to the permissible scope of
subject matter to be included. In Chapter III of its concluding statement, CNI takes strenuous objection to
rulings that certain subjects-aeferse&in-depth. =ua= of, loss-of-coolant accidedit. Ote •t•hnical basis for
applyin a single filure criterion, the ntter of ECCS design and design changes, and finally the question of
fuel densiwcation--were beyond the scope of the hearing. For a variety of reasons we find CNI's arguments
unpersuasive.
There was an obvious practical necessity to place some reasonable limitations upon the subject matter
of the proceeding. Otherwise there would have been no way to compile a meaningful record and reach a
decision within a reasonable time. As a practical matter, the proceeding could not have covered every
conceivable technical question arguably bearing upon the subject matter. This proposition has an important
coroTary-.1.e rule nnounced can be no broader in scope than the record supporting IL Thus the erule

of such

deals with mctters developed on this record; martters outside the secord form no part of this decision. Where

Order of

relevant, questions not explicitly addressed by the rule must be considered on a case-by-case basis in
individual licensing proceedinp For example, we specifically require that the matter of fuel densifcation
be taken into account in analysis but do not specify the method (see discussion on calculation of the initial
stored energy in the fuel, pp. 11004-102 injm). Matters such as pressure vessel integrity and steam
generator tube failure are the subject of other Commission regulations which must be complied with in
every case. A showing of compliance must be made on the record of each case. Moreover, our Rules of
Practice contain a mechasm whereby parties may show that such circumstances with respect to a
particular reactor are such that a regulation would not serve its purposes. I0CFR 2.758. See also
Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point Unit No. 2), memorandum and order dated October 26, 1972,
dealing with the admissibility of evidence as to pressure vessel integrity.
Three additional matters-the causts, probability and consequences of a LOCA were properly
excluded from the "'safety" phase of the beafrn, which started with the assumption that the highly
unlikely LOC)A had occurred, for w1tat --. ; reason. That phase involved the question of the validity of
performance criteria for systems designed to mitigate the admittedly severe consequences of such a
postulated accident. With respect to the environmental phase of the hearings, however, these subjects
assumed a far more prominent and relevant position. There the focus of attention was upon the balancing
of costs-including potential adverse environmental effects-and benefits, the most notable of which is an
increase in the Pargn of safety. CMI, which now argues that thee subjects should have been treated in
greater depth, elected not to participate in the environrimeal phase, where discussion of such subjects
would have been apprupriate.
The matter of ECCS design and d•esip changes is beyond the scope of the instant proceeding for yet
another reason. V)ur General Design Criterion number 3S (10 CFR part 50, App. A, Criterion 35) requires
provision of -a system to provide abundant emergency core cooling." That criterion embraces the concepts
of performance (reasonable assurance that the system will cool the core) and. reliability (reasonable
assur'ance that the individual components will work). Acceptance criteria for such systerrts-both our
earlier Interim Acceptance Criteria and the new criteria announced loday--elate only to the performance
aspect of this design criterion. In other words, ECCS acceptance criteria establish limits on design
parameters (in terms of quantities such as time and temperature), which, if not exceeded, would provide
assurance that the intended function of cooling the core will be accomplished by the specific system
gmeven case. These ECCS criteria establish a unirorm set of standards by which the
combination or design and operating limits can be judged acceptable or not solely from the standpoint of
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occur. The adequacy or superiority of a
z.Aculated clad damage should an unlikely losof-coolant accident
and so is a subject peculiar
specific ECCS design in all respects would draw on more general considerations,
vf 4riterion 35, ibitiry. "eals with the
to the specific licensing case. As noted, the remaining aspect
limitations imposed by
separate question of whether particular designs will work as intended and meet the
=us and zot for enen'
m~lbpal
iqes=, .•.. .n ins proper lot 1D•ivdus licensing
performance criteria. Thh
record of the hearings.
The rule we announce today is supported in every respect by the evidentiary
Hearing. 37 F.,. 288.
of
Notice
Supplemental
This is consistent with the procedures we spelled out in the
proviso:
following
(January 8,1972). Those procedures also included the
of such tiformation
if reliance is placed on information which is not in the record, notice will be given
to respond thereto.
opportunity
an
request
to
and
thereon
comment
to
and an opportunity provided
and to us subsequent to the conclusion
Several requests to con•ider material furnished to the hearing board
to in thew requests encompasses:
referred
material
The
us.
before
are
hearings
the
of the safety phase of
and Wilcox (February 22, 1973);
Babcock
of
on Behalf
(1) Appendix B to the %.oncluding Statement
February 22, 1973, letter of Transmittal
(2) The information referred to in Attachment A of the
on Behalf of Combustion Engineering, Inc.;
accompanying the Concluding Statement of Position Submitted
for Babcock and Wilcox to each of the
counsel
from
and (3) The October 26, 1973, letter (with enclosures)
been furnished to all other particpants. on them in
Commisione•r In each instance, the submissions havesubmissions
but have placed no reliance
extta-record
these
of
We have examined each
that ample opportunity was afforded to all
reaching our decision. We agree with the Regulatory Staff
of sworn testimony subject to questioning at
par•icipants in the proceeding to develop their case by way
to utilize the mechanism of Rule 2 of the
the time of the hearings. Accordingly, we deny the requests
responses with Tespect to these belated
Supplemental Notice of Hearing to elicit comments and
aubmisdons.
of ongoing
ourselves to new knowledge acquired as a result
In adopting this course, we are not blinding
that research programs-both analytical and
reseac. On the contrary, we believe that it is important
the knowledge relevant to ECCS performance. The
experimental-COntinue, in order that we may increase
such programs underway at the present time.
nuclear industry and the Commission have several
may permit a more liberal allowance on maximum
We are aware that some inforration exists that
provide. This information is not unambiguous.
calulated clad temperature than our present criteria
if these extra-record submissions were to be
however, and there has been no adequate exploration of it even
this subject. We have recently directed the
considered along with all of the record evidence concerning
attention to study to determine more
priority
to give
Director of the Division of Reactor Safety Research
to be simply a function of oxidation. This is
exactly the temperature at which clad embrittlement ceases
submissions referred to above. As new
extra-record
the %"-v subject principally discussed in the three
time consider the possibility
knowledge is acquired, the Commission will =alyze it, and at an appropriatethat the limited amount of
believe
however,
not,
do
We
of amending the rule we announce today.
extensive
comparatively recent knowledge now available,Justifies delay in the isane or a rule based upon
examination of this isue.
?rmprietazy Data
made clear that the ultimate
The Commission memorandum of June 6, 1972, issue d in this proceeding,
protection of data claimed to be
rulemaking decision in this case would not necessarily result in permanent
a rultem ing proceeding which is
proprietary. We there recogrnzed the "strong public interest in conducting
of the technical issues
consideration
that open
as open as possible to full public scrutiny," and explained
vein, we approved
that
In
heawing.
rulemaking
"wasa motivating factor in the experimental use of a public competitors of the participant offering the
procedures whereby all counsel-including those representing
proprietary, and to attend and participate in in
data-were permitted to examine data claimed to be
board and by other participants, each counsel
a sessions involving such data. Subject to ieview by the
came•
to his client for consultation or guida.ce.
was allowed to subrrit issues involving the proprietary matter
stated:
With respect to the decisional phase of the case,we explicitly
to treatMent of proprietary information
confined
is
holding
"we would underscore that our present
form part of the basis for the
during the hearing phase of this proceeding. Should such information
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ultimate rulemaking decision, tIhe Commission will again-and in that contXt---eddress the quertion
of that information's public disclosure.
Subsequently, Combustion Engineering (CE) voluntarily submitted data asserted to be proprietary with
full knowledge that such data might be made public at a later time. Included within that submission is a

chart appearing on page 6-5 of CE's Redirect and 'Rebuttal Testimony (Ex. 1144). See
page 1119 inWrm. This item consists of data experimentally confrmning the adequacy of certain heat

transfer correlations at low pressures. Each licensee must use one of these correlations in order to bring its
reactor operations into conformity with the limitations here prescribed. The correlations are part of a rule
which will be used by the entire industry in strengthening the degree of reasonable assurance of public
health and safety. The data conforming the correlations are thus part ofrthe basis" for the rule.

Upon reexaamining the matter of data claimed to be proprietary, in the context of promulgating the
decision itself, we conclude-in the circumstances of this case-that this aspect of the CE data should no
longer be protected and should be disclosed in the public interest. Accordingly, and unless good cause be
shown, this portion of the submitted data will be placed in the public document room 30 days following
the date of publication of the rule in the Federalfegisrer.Combustion Engineering and other participants
may submit views as to the treatment of this item by filing appropriate papers with the Secretary within 15
days following the date of this decision.
For use in implementation of the Mle, we Iave also approved two correlations chimed to be
proprietary. First, we approve WesUnghouse's transition boiling correlation (Exhibit 1152, section 25).See
*rfM pp. 1309-.110, 1116-1118. Second, we approve Genera] Electric's Hench.Levy CHF correlation
(referred to in Ex. 1001. p. 4-21; Ex. 132, p. C-9; and Tr. 14184ce seq.). See pp. 1109, 1113.11il5,.0tfrt
Both of these items, previously approved for use under the interim policy statement (36 Fed. Reg. 12247).
apply only to an individual company's evaluation models, and are more akin to matters involved in
individual licensing proceedings, and thus must presently be considered to be distinct from the CE data.
Accordingly, our present inclination is to continue to protect these two items in a manner consistent with
our approach in individual licensing cases (see 10 CFR 2.790)-subject, of course, to the outcome of our

v=6.. The

pending reexamination of policy and rules concerning data for which proprietary protection is requested
(38 Fed. Ret.g 31543). At the same time, we aie prepared to receive comments from all participants as to

afi maxim=m

the public disclosure of these two items as well. Such comments may also be submitted by filing
appropriate papers with the Secretary within 15 days following the date of publication of the rtle in the
FederalRegiser.
Our conclusion as to the CE Item is limited to the particular facts of this case. 2 Existing rules (10 CFR
2.790) shall continue to apply to individual proceedings. Similarly, the conclusion as to this Item is without
prejudice to whatever determinations we may reach in the pending reexamination referred to above.
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Implementation Schedule
The matter of implementation of the nile ultimately adopted has generated strongly divergent views.
Indeed, at the oral argument on October 9, 1973, the implementation schedule was the source of more
convioversy than any other issue. As appropriate in a rulernaking proceeding of this magnitude, the varied

interests represented by the participants produced a broad range of views.
the ultimate

Iaimed to be

.ing which is
tnical Issues
ve approved
offering the
.ipate in in
'Ach counsel
3T guidance.

"r.. , the

CNI, while arguing that the record supports no rule at all, apparently took the view that in any event
cost.benefit balancing was irelevant to implementation. The Regulatory Staff, recognizing that certain
social and economic costs would flow from in,"lementatjon of its propoa, argued that those costs should
"nonetheless be borne in ordei lo fashion a ti•mly esponse. The majority of the industry participants, on
the other hand, argued that the various costs were so burdensorne (and the benefilts so minimal) as to

the facton ";%k,.ombine
to make this case unique are the followlkW.
(1) This is a rulemaking proce•aing, Lnwohling Commission reliance on the CE data, claimed to be proprietary, i

'Among

pTrOutFAing sety rules applicable to a0l vendors and ticenees.
(2) This p~ceeding %as conducted under its own rles and not under the rules ofgeneral applicability. See 10 CFR
Par 2, Subpaxt G.
(3) Priot to the voluntmry subrission of the item, al• vendots ere placed on notice of the fact that piopietumy data
forrning a panrt of the basis for the ultimate decision night be publicly disclosed
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cycle-which means
would accord with the normal reactor fuel
-'warrnt an lrnplementation schedule which fully effective for as long as three years. Finally, one participant
that for some reactors a rule would not be
plants.
They
argued for perma nent exemption of existing
be made to conform to the rule wl be tim.econsuming. must
must
that
calculations
the
We note that
phenomena
Additional
Statement.

!

V
H
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the Interim Policy
gas in the
wl require analysis well beyond that defined in
deformation, clad bursting, expansion of the
clad
models:
evaluation
the
in
account
into
be taken
(including effects of densification), clad oxidation
pp between fuel and cladding, variable gap conductancedecay heat from actinides, flow redistribution. The
in repeated
(two-sided oxidation, heal generation by oxidation),
in noding and input parameters must be explored as well as
s'nsitivity of c•lculabted results to variations
splits
for a spectrum of pipe break sizes, including
for each break
compute runs. Calculations will be required
of the discharge coefficient must be used
double-ended breaks,. At least three values This large number of calculations wW now be needed for all
1.0.
the reactor
exaMIne4 spanning the range from 0.6 to
reactors currently under licensing review. Only
other
for
as
well
as
reactors,
power
newer
Each vendor
of the
the analyses for the plants they have sponsored.
performing
of
capability
the
have
will
vendon
calculations for all the plants it has designed.
will suddenly be inundated by needs to provide does not take proper account of the steps needed for
We reject at the outset any schedule which the vendon cannot develop the models and produce the
that
well-founded implementtion. It is evident
This is
proposed by the Staff in its ConcludingtheStatement.
period
four-month
the
that
assumption
ftecessry calculations in
upon
well have done adva.e calculations
so even though prudent manufacturers may rule. Inasmuch as ow rule as somewhat different from that
the
that the AEC
the Staffs proposal would ultimately be
will have to begin anew. It is also unlikely not wish to
process
calculation
the
Staff,
the
by
proposed
to be ready in a four.month period. We do
evaluation model can be completed and proof-tested impossible demands on either the vendors or the
makes
require a schedule for implementation that hasty steps on the basis of unconsidered analysis, perhaps
taking
to
lead
as well as
Regulatory Staff or that might
we wish to ensure that the calculations be thorough
requiring retraction or revision later. Rather,
timely.
down or
would be tantamount to an order shutting to take
hesitate
A requirement of immediate compliance
not
would
We
calculations were complete.
substantially derating all mctors until requisitethe record shows, and we frnd, that the Interim Acceptance
But
that action if circumstances so warranted.
during the relatively
protection for the public health and safety
there is not
Criteria will provide reasonable assurance of
addition,
in
rule.
new
the
in compliance with
cumrinate
will
which
period
participants.
brief transitional
industry
view, espoused primarily by the utility and
sufficient basis for presently accepting the
as three years.
used to
which would defer implementation for as long
of improvements could be made in the models
number
a
that
announce
we
rule
The evidence has demonstrated
the
into
and these have been incorporated
evaluate emergency core cooling systerm, number of unknowns, and thus reduced the degree to which
today. These proceedings have reduced the safety assumptions. In short, the new rule provides a more
unknowns must be bridged by conservative
Criteria, we ha
of our confidence in the Interim Acceptance
Because
analysis.
safety
for
basis
will continue
objective
our reevaluation. We also conclude that theyimproved rule,
throughout
effect
in
remain
to
them
an
permitted
period. However, since we now have
to provide reasonable assurance for a transitional to implement it at a rate which meets the following
choose
supported by an evidentiary record, we
principles.:
models necessary
development of the complex evaluation
1. The schedule should allow for thorouOh
to comply with the new rMle;
at the earliest
the new rule's incremental increase in safety
2. The schedule should seek to effectuate
practicable time;
without unwarranted disruption in the nation's
a"crmplished
be
shod
goal
thh
possible,
If
3.
productfion of electric energ.
respect to all
the following implementation schedule with
adopt
we
principles,
these
by
may issue
Guided
been issued and for which operating licenses
previously
have
licenses
operating
facilities fot which
of this decision:
required or
during a period or one year from the date
purpose of computing the time within which
the
for
effective
become
shall
rule
The
I.
its publication in the FederalRegister.
permitted actions must be done 30 days following
1
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2. Within six mynths following said effective date, all licensc3
snal• submit the requisite evaluation to
the Director of Regulation for review. The evaluation shil be accompanied
by such proposed changes in
technical specifications or license .menndments as may be mecessary
to bring reactor operation in
conformity with the rule.
3. Any licensee may request an extension of the six-month period for good
cause. Any such request
shall be submitted not less than 45 days prior to the expiration of the six-month
period, and shall be
accompanied by affidavits showing precisely why the evaluation is not complete
and the minimum tim e
believed necessary to complete It. The Director of Regulation shall cause
notice of such a request to be
published promptly in the FederalRegister; such notice shall provide for
the submission of comments by
intereed persons within a time period to be established by the Director
of Regulation. I, upon
review
the firegoinj submissions, the Diretor of Regulation concludes that
good cause has been
shown for an extension, he may extend the six-month period for the shortest
additional time which in his
judgment will be necessary to enable the licensee to comply with paragraph
2 above. Requests for
extensions of the six.month period, subritted under this paragraph, shall
be ruled upon by the Director
of Regulation prior to the expiration of that period.
4. Upon the submiz-o of the matters specified in paragraph 2 above, (or
under paragraph 3 above, if
the six-month period is extended), the facility may continue or commence
operation within the limits of
both the proposed technical specifications or license amendments submitted
under the above procedure,
and all technical specifications or license conditions previously imposed by
the Commission.
S. Further restrictions on reactor operation will be imposed by the Director
of Regulation If his
review of the evaluations submitted under paragraphls 2 and 3 above so warrants
6. Exemptions from the operating requirements of paragraph 4 above
may be granted by the
Commission for good cause. Requests for such exemption thall be submitted
not less than 45 days prior
to the date upon which the plant would otherwise be required to
operate in accordance with the
procedue of paragraph 4 above. Any such request shall be filed with
the Secretary, who hall cause
notice of JIs ncipt to be published promptly in the Federal Register;
such notice shall provide for the
submison of comments by interested persons within 14 days following FederalRegister
publication. The
Director of Regulation shall submit his vsiewv as to any requested
exemption
within five days following
expiration of the comment period.
7. Any request for an exemption submitted under paragraph S above must
show, with appropriate
affidavits and technical submissions, that it would be in the public
interest to allow the licensee a
specified additional period of time within which to alter the operation
of the facility in the marier
required by paragraph 4 above. The request shall also include a discussion
of the alternatives available for
establishing complianct with the rule.
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The Commission noted, in the Interim Policy Statement that:
Protection against a highly unlikely Ios-of-coolant accident ILOCA) has long been an essential
part of
the defens-in-depth concept used by the nuclear power industry and the
AEC to assure the safety of
nuclear power plants. In this concept, the primary assurance of safety
is accident prevention by
correctly designing, crisructing, and operating the reato. Extensive
and ystematic quality assurance
practices are required and appWk at every step to achieve this
primary assurance of mfety.
Nevertheless, devisiions fcom
"xpected
behvior are postulated "to occur, and protective systems are
instaled to take corr ective action as required in such eventL
all this, the occurrence of
serlious accidents is postulated, in spite of the fact that theyNotwithstanding
are highly unlikely, and engineered safety
features are installed to •mi"igate the tonsequences of these unlikely events. The loss-of-coolant accident
is such a postulated impiobable accident; the emergency core cooling
system JECCSJ is one of the
safety features installed to mitigate its consequence.
The following elernentary description of a hypothetical LOCA
given to indicate the points of
principal attention and to provide a background for a,discussion of the Ischanges
in the regulations and their
conservatism It should be remembered that the calculations that are made of
the
effectiveness of the ECCS
center on maintaining the integrity of the zircaloy cladding, since if
it remains intact we can be sure that
the uranium dioxide fuel pellets will be kept separate and coolable. To
keep the zircaloy intact requires
controlling Its maximum temrerature and its oxidation.
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Although the ECCS is intended to cope with a wide range or possible breaks in the primary System
piping, most attention has been focused on the sudden severance of the large diameter cold leg pipe for the

pressurized water ractor (PWR) and of the recirculation jet-pump inlet pipe for the boiling water reactor
(BWR). Pwstulated breaks of these lines define the onset of the hypothetical accident for the two kinds
of
meactor. Before the hypothetical accident, the reactor is assumed to be operating at 102% of full
power.
thus including a margin for such factors as instrument error. The temperature of the zircaloy cladding
at
this time would be near that of the adjacent water, in the neighborhood of 600WF. The average temperature
Qf the hottest U02 pellet would be well above 2000'F with a peak temperature in the center greater
than
40,00F. The excess heat content of the U0 at -this average temperature, called the '"stored heat,"
is
approximately proportional to the power density and is affected by the thermal resistance of the
"gap

between the U03 pellets and the cladding. The stored heat is important because it would contribute
significantly to the later temperature history of the cladding.

Very early in the LOCA the prompt flssion heat would stop as the density of the water moderator
decreases. At the sare time, the cooling of the outside surface of the zircaloy cladding would diminish
salrply because of t:,e altered hydrodynamic flow. Under these conditions, the temperature distribution
acros the uranium dioxide and the zircaloy would tend to even out, dropping the peak temperature
in the
cerner of the V00, increasing the U00 temperature near its surface and increasing the temperature
of the

zircaloy. If there were no heat removal from the outer surface of the uircaloy, its temperature would

quickly approach the average temperature of the U01. An appreciable amount of the stored heat would
be
removed by the rushing water and steam as they escape from the reactor vessel, thus limiting the initial rise
in temperature of the zircaloy.
After the accident began the fuel pellets would continue to be heated by the decay of the usion
products and of the actinide elements (neptunium and plutonium) that were produced during
reactor
operatior dt addition, If the zircaloy cladding reached temperatures 6}oubd800O*F orabon, its ection
:wtvf steam to form zirconium dioxide would begin to add to the heat generation. These hest ources
would
au the avenage temperature of the fuel rods to stat to increase after the cooling effect of blowdown
ceases, and the temperature of the zircaloy would now continue its increase, keeping pace with that
of the
fuel pellets. The temperature excursion would eventually be terminated as the ECCS begins to reflood
the
core. Both PWR's and BWR's have ECC systerrm'I which water would reflood the reactor. In BWR's
the

reflood would be provided by accumulation of water from the low pressure injection system and the core

.•,

,,,

spray system. Direct core spray is discussed below. To accomplish reflood in a reasonable time, the
rate at
which the emergency cooling water would encroach on the core (the reflood rate) must be high enough
to
provide a heat transfer rate from the core that would be sufficient to counter the heat input rate
from
decay heat and from zircaloy oxidation. The Commission believes that the calculated
reflood rate should
have a substantial mar&n over the rate that isjust sufficient to turn the temperature excursion around
in a
hon tiM•.

As the cooling water reaches the hot core much of ft would be converted to steam, and It is this steam
together with entrained water droplets that would provide the itial cooling of the hotter regions of the
For the reflood water to continue entering the core ht must displace the steam, which would have to
escape from the reactor vessel and find its way into the containment atmosphere. In the pressurized water
"reactors the steam would have flow thiough the steam generator and pump to emcape through a cold leg
break; the reduction of reflood so
rate by the relat'vely high resistance to flow of this path is caed "steam
binding". Steam binding would severely imit the rate of reflooding the core, reducing it from an intended
6
to I I inches per second, o fhom 1.0 to 2.S inches per secoad, depending on the reactor design. The
rule we
announce considers all the evidence in the record on this important subject of steam binding and provides
acc ptauble overall assurance of ECCS errectiveness. The inquiry, however, should not end there. Thus
&
the Commission urges the pressurized water reactor manufacturers to seek out design changes that
would
"overcome steam binding. This same point of view Is reflected in the September 10, 1973, letter of the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
Boling water rectors would not be subject to steam binding, because their system design provides
a
more direct path for the steam to escape, but the same requirement for rapid reflood would
have to be met
excessive clad dar•nage were to be avoided. Boiling water reactors do have a core spray system that vOWld
start about 30 seconds after occurrence of the break, but its cooling effect on the central rods of a fuel
bundle mright be insufficient in itself to prevent exceeding the temperature linmis we have •at. The
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break of the recirculation line would
of reflooding within three aunutes after a postuted
terminate the excursion.
of the core would occur in two stages, first by
To recapitulate, after a large LOCA the principal cooling
steam during blow-down, and second by the reflood
the uncontrolled escape of the pressurized water and
the stored heat, albeit to an extent not yet fully
of the core. The first would be effective in reducing
and the second would overcome the afterheat
settled, and for which we require conservative estimates,
in determining the temperature history of the
generation rate of the core. Both would be important
zircaoy cladding.
available to the operator in relation to limiting the
'Without redesign and back-fitting, the only measures
are to limit the power and the power density of the
design ba"s accident within the given design framework
by
somewhat independently of the total reactor power
reactor. The power density can be manipulated
generation
power
to provide more uniform
adjustments of fuel enrichment and control rod action
been a tendency to reduce the maximum
has
there
that
throughout the core. The Commission notes
density to the average throughout the core) to satisfy
allowed peaking factor (ratio of the highest power
leave less margin above the normal operating ,ange for
ECCS criteria. These lower allowed peaking factors
is required to ensure that these factors are not
maneuverg; thus peater cae in reactor operation
exceeded.
Principal Changes From Interim Policy Statement
systems
The Interim Policy Statement includes: (1) general criteria for emergency core cooling
for
requirements
(2)
IAC),
or
Criteria,
Acceptance
applicable to all light-water power reactors (the Interim
by
reactors
of
analysis using a suitable evaluation model, (3) provisions for application to various classes
evaluation
acceptable
of
specified dates, (4) provision for variance under stated conditions, and (5) a listing
above. No
models. The new regulation has sections serving the same purpose as (1), (2), (3), and (4)
acceptable
and
required
The
decision.
this
complete listins of acceptable evaluation models accompany
the
determine
to
Staff
Regulatory
the
for
features of evaluation models, however, will provide the basis
acceptability of such models as rmay be furnished.
one,
The principal changes from the Interim Policy Statement ae as follows. The old criterion number
two
by
replaced
is
2300fF,
exceed
not
should
cladding
zircaloy
the
of
specifying that the temperature
maximum
the
on
limit
a
providing
and
F
22000
to
temperature
zircaloy
peak
allowed
criteria, lowering the
of the
allowed local oxidation. The other three criteria of the IAC are retained, with some modification
require
reactions,
metal-water
wording. These three criteria limit the hydrogen generation from
maintenance of a coolable core geometry, and provide for long-term cooling of the quenched core.
that
The most important effect of the changes in the required features of the evaluation models Is
to
calculated
are
they
when
consideration
into
taken
be
now
swelling and bursting of the cladding must
clad
of
region
the
to
applied
and oxidation criteria must be
occur, and that the rrwimiu temperature
and oxidation are calcuiated to occur there. Another
temperature
maximum
the
when
swelling or bursting
operation just before the accident. the thermal
important change Is the requirement that, in the steady state
cladding should be calculated taking into
conductance of the gap between the fuel pellets and the
such phenomena as fuel densification, and
consideration any. increase In gap dimensions resulting from
gases. When these effects amr taken into
should also consider the effects of the presence of f'sion
evaluation models are mostly
ray be taculated. Other changes in the
where
consideration a higher stored eiM( broad
conservative assumptions with more detailed calculations
In the diyection ofreplacing previous
developed.
been
have
methods
information is available or where better caiculationahas been modified to conform to its
experimental
new Th,7e
wording of the definition of a loss-of-coolant accident
of consideration of
in pipes. Justification for the exclusion
usage, limiting it to breaks
of the transcript
39
long-accepted
Volume
throughout
discussed
vesel failures from the LOCA is extensively
(April 11, 1972), and we have referred to It earlier (p. 1087).
of the evaluation models that a•e
The new regulations also require a more complete documentation
used.
Consemvftisms
ensure an adequate
Comrmission believes that the implementation of the new regulations will
¢The
LOCA ever occur. This margin is provided by
mar=gn of performance of the ECCS should a design basis
1093
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:conservative features of the evaluation models and by the criteria themselves. Some of the major points that
contribute to the conservative
nature of the evaluations and the

(1)Stored Heat. The assumption of 102% of maximum criteria are as follows:
power, highest allowed peaking factor, and
highest estimated thermal resistance between the
U0a and the cladding provides a calculated stored
heat
that is possible but unlikely to occur at the time
ofa hypothetical accident. While not necessarily
a
margin
over

the extreme condition, it represents at least an assumption that
an accident happens at a time which is
not typical.

(2)B/ow.doim The calculation of the heat transfer
during blowdown Is made In a very conservative
maur•er. There is evidence that more of the stored
heat would be removed than calculated, although
there is
not yet an accepted

(i

0.17

way of calculating the heat transfer more accurately.

It is probable that this represents
* conserratisrm of several hundred degrees F in stored
energy after blowdown, most of which can reasonably
be expected to carry over to a reduction in the calculated
peak temperature of the zircaloy cladding.
(3)Rate of Heat Gentratiom. It Is assumed that
the beat generation rate from the decay of fusion
products Is 20% gr•ter than the proposed ANS
standard. This represents an upper limit to the
degree of
uncer••inty. The assumption that the fusion product
level is that resulting from operation at 102% of rated
power for an infinite time represents &a improbable
situation, with a conservatism that is probably in
the
range of S to 15%. The use of

irtan
absoc

cladd:
--axda
distan
befonr
a Prec

the Baker-Just equation for calculating the heat generation

from the steam
oxidation of zircaloy should also provide some conservatism,
but the factor is uncertain.
(4) The Peak Teipem rure tizeiono The limitation
of the peak calculated temperature of the cladding
to 2200WF and the stipulation that this criterion
be applied to the hottest-region of the hottest fuel
rod
provide a substantial degree of conservatism. They
ensure that the core would suffer very little damage
in
the accident.

be del

divide
hiud
(3.
cbersh

Suggestions have been made during the hearing
for quite different types of criteria, bearing more
directly on the actions available to reactor operators
or to the mechanism by which the ECCS would
terminate the temperature transient. For reactors
that have already been constructed, the only limits
in this
sense available to the operator would be on the
power of the reactor and on the distribution of
power
within the core. This fact led to the suggestion
by some of a criterion limiting the power density
in
some
fashion. (See, for example, Exhibits 1043 and 1044.)
This proposal is rejected on the basis that its relation
to the ECCS is tenuous and arbitry, and that the
imposition of such a restriction might inhibit innovation
in reactor design. Similarly, since the temperature
transient would eventually be terminated by core
flooding, the suggestion has been made by some
that the #lowed power density be tied in a conservative
way to the reflood rate (Exhibit 1113, pp. 14.18
and pp. 17.4 to 17.S). Although this suggestion
bs
considerable merit for application to the present
design of ECCS for PWR's, the setting of limits would
still
require calculation of the temperature history of
the cladding by some evaluation model. For this
reason
this proposal was rejected in favor of modifying
of the Interim Acceptance Criteria. In doing this,
however,
the Commission has intentionally incorporated
the effects of the conservative features indicated
above to
provide a suitable safety factor In the relationship
between the capability of the ECCS and the power
density in the reactor.
In its Concluding Statement the Consolidated National
Intervenors claim that there is an "Inadequate
base on which to base predictions of the course
of an accident" and that "uncertainties and errors.,
are
unknown", and in Chapter S they present a list of
"information needs," for Commission guidance. The
Commission realizes that the knowledge in regard
to a number of facets of the analysis of. loss of
coolant
accident is imprecise; it is partly for this reason
that there is an on-going Water Reactor Research Progrmm.
The Con'mission is confident, however, that the
criteria and evaluation models set forth here are more
tham
sufficiently conservative to compensate for remaining
uncertainties in the models or In the data.
Continuing resarch and development will provide
a more extensive data base for such Items as heat
transfer coefficients during blowdown and during
spray and reflood cooling, oxidation rates for zirconium,
fission product decay heat, steam-coolant interaction,
oscillatory reflood flows, fuel densification, pump
modeling and flow blockage. With the additional
data It may become practical to assign a statistically
meaningful measure or precision to the calculation.
It is probable that, with a better data base, some
relaxation can be made In some of the required
features of the evaluation models. However, the
Commission believes that any future relaxation
of the regulations should retain a margin of safety
above
and beyond allowance, for statistical error.
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11. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

ctot, and
Zred heat
a margin
a which is

A. THE CRJTERIA
(])Peak Cladding Tenponviure The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature shall not
exceed 2200°F.
(2) Maxinrm Qadding Oxidrtion. The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed
0.17 times the total cladding thickness before oxidation. As used in this subparagraph total oxidation
mans the toea tai ckness of cladding metal that would be locally converted to oxide if all the oxygen
absaored by and reacted with the cladding locally were converted to stoichiometric zirconium dioxide. If
cladding rupture is calculated to occur, the inside surfaces of the cladding shall be included in the
oxidation, beginning at the calculated time of rupture. Cladding thickness before oxidation means the radial
cistance from inside to outside the cladding, after any calculated rupture or swelling has occurred but
before significant oxidation. Where the calculated conditions of transient pressure and temperature lead to
a prediction of cladding swelling, with or without cladding rupture, the unoxidized cladding thiness shall
be defined as the cladding cros-sectional area, taken at a horizontal plane at the elevation of the rupture, if
it occurs, or at the elevation of the highest cladding temperature if no rupture is calculated to occur,
divided by the average circurderence at that elevation. For ruptured cladding the circumference does not
include the rupture opening.
(3)Maximm Hydrogen Generation. The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the
hercal reaction of the cla•ddinqg with water or steam sa not exceed 0.01 times the hypothetical amount
that would be generated If all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the
cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.
(4) Cookble Geoetiry. Calculated changes in core geometry shall be m.ch that the core remains
amenable to cooling.
(5) LwT•remn Coointg. After soy calculated successful initial operation of the EBCS, the clculated
core temperature sa be rmintained at an acceptably low value and decay heat s4hl be removed for the
extended period of time required by the long.lived radioactivity remaining In the core.
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3. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF THE CRITERIA
(I)Peak CZadding Temperature. The calaulated maximum fuel element cladding temperature shall not
exceed 2200F.
(2) Maxirmrm CUdding Oxidation. The calculated total oxidation of the cladding %hallnowhere exceed
0.17 times the total cladding thickneus before oxidation. As used in this subparagraph total oxidation
means the total thWcknes of cladding metal that would be locally converted to oxide If all the oxygen
by and reacted with the cladding locally were converted to stoiciaometric zirconium dioxide. If
cladding rupture is calculated to occut, the inside surfaces or the cladding Sh be included in the
oxidation, beginning at the calculated time of rupture. Cladding thickness before oxidation means the radial
from inside to outside the cladding, after any calculated rupture or swelling has occurred but
before signiicant oxidation. Where the calculated conditions of transient pressure and temperature lead to
a prediction of cladding swelling, with or without cladding rupture, the unoxidized cladding thickness shall
be defined as the cladding cross.sectional artea, taken at a horizontal plane at the elevation of the rupture, If
It occurs, or at the elevation of the hight-i cladding temperatuve If no rupture Is calculated to occur,
divided by the average circumftrence at that elevation. For ruptured cladding the circumference does not
include the rupture openi.a
D ussion of Peak Cladding Temperature and Maximum Oxidation
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The purpose of these first two criteria is to ensure that the zicaloy cladding would remain sufficiently
intact to retain the UOa fuel pellets in their separate fuel rods and therefore remain in an easily coolable
array. Conservative calculations indicate that during the postulated LOCA, the cladding ofr"many of the fuel
rrods would swell and burst locally with a longitbdinal split. The split cladding would remain in one piece If
It were not too heavily oxidized, and would still restrain the U02 pellets. The possibility of destructive
damage to the zircaloy cladding must be exarmined for times late in the course of the LOCA when oxidation

I

cladding brittle. The limits specified in these
at high temperatures in the steam atmosphere could render the
as it goes through the
criteari will assure that some dhctility-ýwould .remaintn the 4irtcaloy cladding
condition amenable to
a
in
essentially intact,
guenching process, and therefore that the core would remain
long-term cooling.
2-1 to 2-7 (Scatena, of General Electric).
The steam oxidation process is described in Exhibit 1122, pp.
hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl radicals.
to
Water molecules are absorbed on the surface and dissociate
into oxygen ions and hydrogen
converted
steps)
Within the surface ahe hydroxyl radicals are (in several
at the surface and escape.
molecules
hydrogen
into
combine
atoms. The hydrogen atoms, wherever formed,
in the metal. When their concentration is high
The oxygen ions diffuse into the surface, and are dissolved
enough zirconium dioxide is formed.
water molecules to the surface
The initial reaction rate is limited by the counter-diffusion of gaseous
a short time, until an oxide
only
lasts for
and of hydrogen molecules away from the surface. This limitation
is controlled by solid state
rate
the reaction
film is formed. Thereafter, at sufficiently high temperatures,
oxide and the metal. A
zirconium
the
diffusion processes: largely the diffusion of oxygen ions through center, with high concentrations on the
the
to
gradient of oxygen concentration will exist from the surface
outside surface and lesser concentrations in the interior.
phase, with a close packed hexagonal crystal
At room temperature pure zirconium is in the alpha
to beta phase, with a body.centered cubic structure.
structure. On heating above 11 0SF, it is transformed
1122) is useful as a guide to the phases that will
The zirconium-oxygen phase diagram (Fig. 2-4 of Exhibit
at which the oxidation takes place (between
be present under oxidizing conditions. At the temperatures
0
likely be oxidized to stoichiometric ZVO *inside this
1400 and 170 ?K in the figure), the outer surface will
a high concentration of dissolved oxygen-, then a region
will be some alpha phase zirconium stabilized with
beta phase. When thi is quickly tooled to room
of mixed alpha and beta phase; and in the interior, pure
the zirconium oxide, the unchanged
temperature three regions can be distinguished metallographically: alpha phase zirconium that exis:,.d as
of
region
a
and
alpha phase zirconium (called stabilized alpha phase),
phase). These three regions are shown in the
beta phase while it was hot (the so-called prior beta
photomicroyaph of figure 2-5 of Exhibit 3122.
phases are brittle, and that what ductility and
Jt is wel known that the oxide and stabilized alpha
is associated with the prior beta phase material.
resitance to shattering is exkibited by the oxJdized zircaloy
the strength remaining in the oxidized metal with either
For this reason it has been the custom to correlate
alpha material (called Xl, or 1), or, coversely.
the sum of the thicknesses of the oxide and the stabilized
beta phase (called Fw). For example, Hobson and
the fraction of the original thickness remaining as prior
correlate their data on ductility and hardness, while
Ritternhouse (Exhibit 509) preferentially use Xi to
has used FW.
Combustion Engineering (see for example Exhibit 1144)
of the prior beta phase is equally strong or ductile.
all
not
that
fact
The situation is complicated by the
oxygen. This fact has been suspected for some
since these properties depend on the amount of dissolved
the ease of measurement, has been the assumption that
time and the basis for using Xl or Fw, aside from
related to the thickness of the oxide and stabilized
the oxygen content in the prior beta phase is closely
beta
gives a correlation between the hardness of the prior
alpha layers. For example, figure 7 of Exh•"ibt 509
different
statement (page A-5), indicated a belief that a
phase and Xi. Westinghouse, in their concluding
more appropriate.
of oxygen in the prior beta phase, would be
7
exposure pararmtet, Telated to the amount
21,629-30; and in ExhibIt 1133, pp.2 and
and
20,93541
pages
Transcript
at
disussed
The mate: is
29-33.
of oxygen in the prior beta phase will not be
As a result of the diffusion process, the concentration
depth below the surface. (See, for example, figure 2-3
uniform within a sample, but will depend upon the
direct testimony, Exhibit 1078.) From the
of Scatena, Exhibit 1122, or figure A-3 of the Westinghouse
it is obvious that it is possible for the beta phase
phase diagram, given by both Scatena and Westinghouse,
diffusion
2600F than at 2000°F. Furthermore, since the
zirconium to take on a higher oxygen content at
the beta
into
oxygen
of
Incursion
greater
a
might expect
r2te depends exponentially upon temperature, one
alpha phase at higher temperatures. Westinghouse has
phase for a given thickness of oxide and stabilized
the
1078), and although the results are not unequivocal,
calculated three cases (p2ge A-10 of Exlhibit
more
significantly
0
cases i.dicates that it is possible to have
comparison of the 2200°F and the 2000 F
for about the same value of XL
oxygen in the beta phease at the higher temperature
Hobson, the Regulatory Staff in their supplementary
of
tests
In discussing the slow compression
brittle than
that "... the 2400F specimens seem to be more
testimony (Exh'it 1113, page 18.14) stated
V
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FW values would indicate, compared to the tower
temperature specimens. The basic inference Hobson
feels should be drawn from this observation is
that embrittlement is not just a monotonic function
or Xi penetration, but is also related to the exposure
or Fw,
temperature. The most likely explanation for this
behavior is increased oxygen in the beta
phase, due to increased oxygen solubility
and to more rapid
diffusion kinetics."
4.he hove
DY also observed that the •
,
to rupt•ue 4epends upon &hetemperature *t
ge
which
P•d awn ocurs as well as the extent of oxidation. For example,
Combustion
Engineering
in
Exhibit
1144,
page 2-2, stated with respect to their compressive load tests,
"The limiting value of %415of0.012 cm (a
measure of the extent of oxidation) is based upon experimental
tests at 2300 to 2500WF.
21]0°F demonstrated that the limiting value
tests at
of 0.012 was sgnificantly increased so thatOxidation
the 0 .012 an is
increasingly conservative with decreasing temperature below
2300°F." Babcock and Wilcox, although
strongly disagreeing with much of the Oak Ridge Interpretation of their
results, apparently confirmed the
major thesis thai
tl*
ement i a function of both the extent of oaidation and
the oxidizing
,nperture.1n theb concluding statement, page 239, they suated, "However, the tests confirmed,
under
similar experimental conditions, the implication
from the Oak Ridge tests that a correlation
ductility and renaining bets friction does not
between
adequately characterize cladding
ductility above a threshold

temperature ranging from 2200 to 2400°Ffurnce
iemnersture." (B&W has stated a belief, however, that
the actual temperatures of the zircaloy specimens
were at least
0W
F Jigher thin the furnace
temperatures.)

To recapitulate, measures of zircaloy oxidation, whether by
perent, Xi, or Fw, re largely or wholly
determnined
from
the
brittle
layers
of
zirconium
or stabilized alpha phase, wh9e the ductility and
strength of oxidized zirconium depend upon theoxide
According to Westinghouse's sample calculations condition and the thickness of the prior beta phase.
(Exhibit 1078, page A-l0) the proportion of
the total
oxygen content that is In the prior bets phase
is of the order of 4 to 10%. Ths a criterion band
aolely
an
h exteM of total oxidation Is not enough, andsome
phaseu is not too britle. The srpedficatiA 6Ta maxim•um
add
itionamerion
needed
to assure
that the prior
tempesturei of
2200'F
wil accomplis
ft.-:
adequatiy.'T7h data cited in Exhibit 1113 would
not support a choice ofa less conserative limit.
There is relatively good agreement among the
industrial participants as to what the limit on
total
oxidation should be. Babcock and Wilcox and General Electric have suggested
a
limit
of
17%
of
the
'zirconium
oxidized, while Westinghouse proposed 16%. Although Westinghouse
limit to be being
expressed as percent
has preferred the
total equivalent oxidation, they equated their 16%
to a ratio of brittle layer
thickness (Xi) to original thickness of 0.47.
Combustion Engineering's recommendation
of 0.65 is also equivalent to a maximum
of a minimum FW
Xi ratio of 0.47, so that all of the reactor venders
are in essential
agreement. The Utility Group also reconumended
the 17%oxidation limit, but aid that If one wants
to be
more conservative and avoid brittle behaviot even when the clad were to
be cooled to room temperaturea
125F lrnii would be reasonable. The Regulatory Staff
in their concluding statement compared various
measures or oxidation (page 90) and concluded that a 17%
total oxidation limit Is stisfactory, Lf •alculated
by the Baker-Just equation. The Consolidated National Intervenors in
their direct testimony (Exhibit
1041) Indicated satisfaction with the Riftenhouse criteria,
and as argued by the Regulatory Staff, it appears
that the 17% oxidation limit is within the Rihterhouse criteria.
Thus a remarkable uniformity of opinion
seems to exist with regard to the 17% oxidation limit.
None of the reactor manufacturers agreed with
calculated temperature (Concluding Statements the Stafrs proposed stipulation of a 2200F maximum
and Responses to the Staff Concluding Statement).
Westinghouse proposed a maximum calculated
temperature limt of at Ieast 2700F; Combustion
Enir,eering and the Utility Group agreed on 230OWF
as the peak allowable calculated temperature on the
basis that much of the data on oxidation and its effects stops at 25000 F.
Babcock and Wlcox suggested a'
more conservative 24DO0F as the peak calculated temperature to be
allowed, presumably because
"significant eutectic reaction and an excessive metal-to-water reaction
rate would be precluded below
2400F."' (Concluding Staterment, p. 242.) General Electric
argued strongly that the limit should not be
reduced to 2200WF; that 2700OF is really all right as far as
embrit•lement Is concerned, but that the Interim
Acceptance Criterion value of 2300°F should
expressed desire not to change any of the criteria,be retained. In addition to being consistent with their
the GE recommendation of relaining the 2300*F
limit Is
Intended to ensure that the core never "gets into
regions where the metal-water reaction becomes
a
serious
concern." (Initial Closing Statement, Vol. 2, p.
M-49,.
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The bases for the higher tmperature recommendations of the reactor manufacturers are. (1) cal.
Lulations of the stresses mposed on fuel rods during the LOCA and particularly
during quenching,
(2) measurements of the stresses and strains that oxidized zircaloy tubes can
withstand, and (3) quench
tests of oxidized zircaloy tubes to deterrmne their resistance to shattering. The
calculations are important
to both items (2) and (3) because they tend to show that the greatest
stresses that the rods would
encounter are those of the thermal shock during quench. The thermal shock stress
calculations are useful in
indicating the general order of magnitude, or limit, of these stresses. Taken
as a whole, however, they do
mot protide a confident basis for an accurate number. Combustion Engineering
calculates a peak thermal
stress of 24,600 lbs/sq in; General Electric-38,O00 Ibs/sq in.; Babcock and
Wilcox-23,000 Ibs/sq in.; and
Westinghouse-36,O00 lbs/[sq in. in Esh. 1 078, later corrected to 3500 lbs/sq
In. in Exh. SI .-Some of the
difference between various values may be due to different assumptions about
the heat transfer coefficient
during the rapid queLch. (Trans. 21,619-20)
Other strsses on the fuel rods that have been calculated include those
from cUcumferential
temperature variation, internal gas pressure, rod-rod interaction, assembly
restraint. and arom flow.
Westinghouse's rod to rod interaction seerms to be the same as GE's circumferential
temperature variation,
and aside from the thernal shock strsses, thes seem to be the largest calculated
(1000 to 2000 psi). There
is some lack of certainty as to just what nature of stresses would be encountered
during the LOCA. As an
example it is stated by Westinghouse, Exhibit 15], page 16.2: 'At the inception
of the LOCA, a pressure
wave passes through the system and imposes a dynamic loading on the fuel assembly.
However, at this time,
the fuel rod ductility has not yet been reduced by oxidation and hence
this blowdown load is not of
interest to this analysis". It seenm possible that such a load might distort the
ductile fuel rods and lea
them in a state that would aggravate the later rod-to-rod interaction. The
only point in mentioning this
possibility is to draw attention to the fact that it may not be possible to anticipate
and calculateAll of the
stresses to which fuel rods would be subjected in a LOCA. Although we believe
the c•lculations of thermal
shock stresses are worthwhile and informative, we agree with the regulatory
staff that they afe not
suf•iciently well defined to depend on for regulatory purposs
Since the principal stresses calculated for the fuel rods were those of thermal
shock during quench, It is
atal that in the testimony considerable reliance has been placed on the
demonstrated ability of the
oxidized chd to withstand a rapid quench. General Electric in Exhibit 1122,
page 3-3, showed a plot of
data indicating that no zircaloy tubes shattered on quenching if they were
oxidized to les than 17 %,orif
their oxidation temperature was less than 2700(F. Additional data and plots
of others did not change this
conclusion. However, many of the oxidation tests of zircaloy have involved
quick quenching all the way
from the peak temperature at which oxidation took place. Scatena pointed
out (Exhibit 1122, page 2.4)
"--the time spent in the alpha * beta transition region can enhance embrittlement."
Scatena attributed the
additional embrittlen•ent to precipitation of zirconium oxide along grain
boundaries, although the
Regulatory Staff in their concluding statement (pase 83) indicated that a
more likely explanation is the
precipitation of alpha zirconium in the grain boundaries while the bulk of
the material is still in the beta
phase. This explanation is fortified by Hobson's observation of pronounced
incursions of alpha phase into
the beta phase for specimens exposed at 2400 and 2500fF. (Exhibit
1126, page 11). One bit of
experimental evidence on the effect of slow cooling is gven by the ANL experiment
number 3, as discused
by Scatens, page 3-7. This sample remained at a temperature between
1500 and 1600'F for sverd
minutes, and failed upon final quenching, although the amount of oxidation
was less than that at which
failure was expected. The transition temperature from beta to alpha is in the
range of 1500 to 2000F, and
judging from the PWR FLECHT tests (e.g., Exhibit IS0, page C-15), the cooling
rate experienced through
this temperature range during a LOCA might be quite slow as compared to
the fast quench typical of most
laboratory tests. (General Electric stated that the quencb from peak temperature
in BWR would be fast, but
the curves displayed in evidence do not provide quantitative data in
this regard.) The uncertainty
introduced by the effect of cootng rate in the temperature region above 500•'F
casts some doubt upon the
applicability of some of the quench tests that have been carried out. Nevertheless
we find the quench
results encouragIng in h2at they provide assurance that the 2200*F limit is conservative.
Our selection of the 2200F limit results primarily from our, belief that retention
of ductility in the
zircaloy is the best guarantee of its remainIng intact during the hypothetical
LOCA. The stress calculations,
the measurements of strength and flexibility of oxidized rods, and the thermal
shock tests all are reassuring.
but their use for licensifg purposes would involve an assumption of knowledge
of the detailed process
taking place in the core during a LOCA that we do not believe•isjustified.
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AX of the reactor manufacturers except Combustion7Engineering objected strongly to theto
application
of
regions that
oxidation and maximum temperature criteria to the hottest spot of the cladding, especially
small

this represents only an extremely
are calculated to have swoUen and burst open. It was argued that
became fractured it would do no harm.
fraction of the reactor core and that even if thi small amount
if these hot spots were oxidized more
Another contention is that the criteria are so conservative that even
out that if any damage were to occur to
than the criteria allow they would remain intact. It is also pointed
1000*F after the great bulk of the
about
these hot spots it would happen as they were being quenched at
3007F As put by Babcock and
of
range
the
in
core had already been quenched and was at a temperature
of conditions in which the core
conceive
to
difficult
is
"it
Wilcox in their concluding statement, page 255,
for the bulk of the core, and yet fnd a
has been substantially cooled, the transient completely arrested
a significant thermal effect."
local fragmentation of a negligibly small portion of the core causing
a small part of the core would not
These are valued arguments, supporting the thesis that damage to
as opinions as to what would happen in
lead to more extensive damage. However, they must be recognized
that a local failure would not be propagated
a situation that has never yet occurred. Others are not so sure
In view of the lack of experience in this
more widely throughout the core. (CNI, Exhibit 1041, p. 5.67.)
to all of the core and not to exempt any
criteria
ou
hypothetical sitution, we think it prudent to apply
pan.
the inside of burst cUdding should be
There remains the question of the extent to which oxidation on
experiments MF.1 and FRF-2. FRF-I
calculated. The two principal pertinent experiments are the in-pile
was approximately the same as on
went to only I 800f F, but the oxidation on the inside of burst cladding
and had signifitantly less
temperature
the outside in the region of the burst rea. FRF-2 went to a higher
linited, as indicated by
steam
was
experiment
oxidation of the inside than the outside. However, this
there is no basis for
Thus
occurred.
temperatures
peak
cessation of steam effluent during the time when the
in
burst tubes, as stated the criterion.
assuming anything but equal access of steam to the inside of the
of hydrogen generated from the
(3)Maximum Hydrogen Generation. The calculated total amount
0.01 times the hypothetical amount
chemical reaction of the cladding with water or steam &hallnot exceed
the fuel, excluding the
that would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding
cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.
would not be generated in amounts
Discussiorl The object of this criterion is to ensure that hydrogen
the same as Interim Acceptance
essentially
is
criterion
The
that could lead to explosive concentrations.
be used as the base for the one
to
is
zircaloy
the
of
much
how
Criterion #2, but is more explicit in detailing
Its purpose was misunderstood in some
percent calculation. This criterion h'non.-controveria. However,
retain strength of cladding.
intervenor and vendor analyses. It has nothing to do with the need to
be such that the core remains
(4) Coolable Geonmeny. Calculated changes in core geometry shall

amenable to cooling.

the core would probably eventually
Discussion. If there were no emergency core cooling after a LOCA,
to allow the fission product heat
area
surface
fuse together into a large mass with insufficient external
at such a state might be the
arriving
In
steps
Intermediate
generated within it to be transferred away.
dioxide fuel pellets to fall together
oxidation and melting of the zircaloy cladding, allowing the uranium
been envisaged, some the result of an
into a heap that would be difficult to cool. Other difficulties have
are the bulging of the cladding to the
ECCS that was not fully effective. Those most often mentioned
of zircaloy becoming embrittled by steam
extent of closing off the coolant passages and the possibility
to fall into a heap. (Exhibit 1041, wc. 7;
cxidation and shattering during quench, allowing the fuel pellets
Exh. I 0o7n).
in their Concluding Statement
Thinking largely of the latter difficulty. Combustion Engineering
by criteria I aid 2, a specific
placed
oxidation
cladding
suggesed that, in view of the restrictiom on
Wilcox omitted a criterion on
and
Babcock
Similarly,
needed,
criterion on coolable geometry is no longer
A of their Concluding Statement.
coolable core geometry from their proposed criteria in appendix
are inclined to agree that, for any
Considering all of the required features of the evaluation models, we
However, in view of the
superfluous.
should be
situation that we have been able to anticipate, this criterion
this criterion as a basic
retain
we
fundamental and historical importance of maintaining core coolability,
It is not controversial
Criteria.
Acceptance
Interim
the
objective, in a more general form than It appearedin
of controversy.
matter
a
is
swelling
clad
from
"asa criterion, although the extent of flow blockage resulting
Models.
Evaluation
the
of
Features
Acceptable
and
This subject is discussed in the section on Required
,
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bcCS, the calculated
be removed for the
shall
heat
decay
and
value
low
acceptably
an
at
maintained
be
core temperature shall
extended period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.
on the events of
Discussion. Although most of the attention of the ECCS hearings has been focussed
would be
cladding
the
that
time
the
to
the first few minutes after a postulated major cooling line break, up
equally
be
would
cooling
of
maintenance
long-term
cooled to a temperature of 300*F or less, the
non.controvetsil.
is
it
and
important. The intent of this criterion Is self-evident
(5)Long Term Cooi'ng. After any calculated successful initial operation 01 the

MODELS
I1. REQUIRED AND ACCEPTABLE FEATURES OF THE EVALUATION
behavior of the reactor system
An evaluation model is the calculation fraework for evaluating the
computer programs and all
during a postulated loss-of.coolant accident (LOCA). It includes one or more
to a specific LOCA, suc!; as
other information necessary for application of the calculational framework
procedures for treating the program
mathematical models used, assumptions included in the programs.
analysis not included in computer
input and output information, specification of those portions of
specify the calculational procedure.
to
prograrm, values of parameters, and all other information necessary
result from the Ios of reactor
would
that
Loss.of-coolant accidents (LOCA's) are hypothetical accidents
from breaks in pipes in
system,
makeup
coolant
reactor
the
coolant, at a rate in excess of the capability of
equivalentvin size to the double-ended
the reactor coolant pressure boundary up to and including a break
rupture of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system.
A. SOURCES OF HEAT DURING THE LOCA
assumed that the reactor has been
For the heat sources listed in paragraphs 1 to 4 below It shall be
power level (to allow for such
ope.ating continuously at a power level at least 1.02 times the licensed
factor allowed by the technical
uncertainties as instrumentation error), with the maximum peaking representing power distributions
specifications. A range of power distribution shapes and peaking factors should be that which results in
selected
that may occur over the core lifetime da be studied and the one
breaks and single failures analyzed.
postulated
of
spectrum
the
for
consequences,
the most severe calculated
distribution and stored energy in
1. The Inir! Stored Energy in the FueL The steady-state temperature bum-up that yields the highest
the
for
the fuel before the hypothetical accident shall be calculated
stored energy.) To accomplish this.
calculated cladding temperature (or, optionally, the highest calculated
the thermal conductivity of the UO

taking
shall be evaluated as a function of burn-up and temperature,

conductance of the gap between the U03
into consideration differences in initial density, and the thermal
taking into consideration fuel densification
and the cladding shall be evaluated as a function of the burn-up,
fuel rod, the initial cold gap dimension
gases within the
and expansion, the composition and pressure of the
creep.
with its tolerances, and cladding

and reactor kinetics. Shutdown
2. Thsion Heat. Fission heat shall be calculated using reactivity
plausible values, including
minimum
their
reactivities resulting from temperatures and voids shall be given
factors indicated to be
peaking
and.
shapes
distribution
allowance for uncertainties, for the range of power
are calculated to occur.
studied above. Rod trip and imertion may be assumed ff they
of actinides, including neptunium and
decay
3.Decgy of Actinides. The heat from the radioactive
uranium, shall be calculated in accordance
plutonium generated during operation, as well as isotopes of
The actinide decay heat chosen shall be that
with fuel cycle calculations and known radioactive properties.
calculated fuel temperature during the
appropriate for the time in the fuel cycle that yields the highest
LOCA.
decay of fission products shall be
4. Fission Product Decay. The heat generation rates from radioactive
in the ANS Standard (Proposed
time
operating
assumed to be equal to 1.2 times the values for infinite
Rates Following Shutdown of Uranium
American Nuclear Society Standard-"Decay Energy Release
Standards Committee, October

ANS-5, ANS
Fueled Thermal Reactors", Approved by Subcomrrýittee
that is deposited in the fuel (including the
energy
&amina
1971). The fraction of the locally generated
calculation.

by a suitable
cladding) may be different from 1.0; the value used shall be justified
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hydrogen generation, and cladding
$.Metal-Water Reaction Rat& The rate of energy rcle;,
oxidation from the metallwater reaction shall be calculated using the Baker-Just Equation (Baker, L., Just,
L C., "Studies of Metal Water Reactions at High Temperatures, Ill. Experimental and Theoretical Studies
shall be assumed not to
of the Zirconium-Water Reaction," ANL-6548, page 7, May 1962). The reaction
be steam limited. For tods whose cladding is calculated to rupture during the LOCA, the inside of the
cladding shall also be assumed to react after the rupture. The calculation of the reaction rate on the inside
of the cladding a also follow the Baker-Just equation, starting at the time when the cladding is
no less than 1.5
=1l1lted to ruptue, and extending around the cladding inner circumference and axially
limited.
steam
be
to
not
assumed
Inches each way from the location of the rupture, with the reaction
internal
uon.fuel
and
walls,
vessel
6. Reactor Internals Mm? Týfzer. Heat transfer from piping,
hardware shall be taken into account.
7. 7ýi.rjizcd Water Reactor P1imary.:o.SecondwyHeat Trmnsfer. Heat transferred between primasy
and secondary systems through beat exchangers (steam generators) shall be taken into account. (Not
applicable to Boiing Water Reactors.)
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DISCUSSION
1. e Initial Stored Energy in the FueL. During reactor operation just before the accident is assumed
happen the temperature of the UO would depend strongly on the radial position in the fuel pellet. The
temperature would be highest at the center of the rod and much lower at its outer surface next to the
through the
zircaloy cladding. The hbt generated anywhere within the UO1 must be conducted outward
region at
conducting
poorly
a
through
remaining U%)0, and all of heat generated within the UO must pass
either
conductivity,
heat
the
poorer
The
gap.
the
called
the boundary between the U02 and the zircaloy,
energy
stored
The
U0a.
the
of
temperature
average
the
be
would
within the U02 or in the gap, the higher
to that of
is defined to be the energy that would be released by the U0, if its temperature were reduced
distribution
the zircaloy cladding. Just before the postulated accident the average of the radial temperature
of the U02 in the hottest region would be near the melting temperature of zircaloy, and since the bet
transfer irte between the zircaloy and the water would drop abruptly within a fraction of a second after the
initiation of the accident, the stored energy would be an important heat source which could cause a sharp
rise in the temperature of the cladding during the blow-down period. The increase in zircaloy temperature
resulting from the redistribution of stored energy tends to contribute to the calculated peak temperature of
the zircaloy.
Although the importance of stored energy was recognized at the time the Interim Policy Statement was
no general rule was formulated. Rather, the methods for arriving at the initial fuel temperature were
,
specific 'in the descriptions of the individual evaluation models. A considerable amount of evidence
regarding\stored energy has been introduced in these hearings, indicating a wide diversity of approach.
therefore stored
(Exhibit 1113, p. 10.10 & fl). Furthermore, a new factor affecting gap conductance and
believe
therefore
We
296.)
15,
15,242-3;
transcript
see
rought itoiht (fuel densifation:
'en
yasbeen
that
require
to
and
energy,
stored
of
calculation
the
tha it is propef to require a more uniform approach to
basis.
case-by-case
a
on
made
be
the evaluation of gap conductance and stored energy
A summary of several reviews of the thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide is given in Exhibit 1113.
pages 10.23 to 10-29. The views of the Regulatory Staff are given on page 10-29 of that document, and the
Commission believes that thes views are reasonable and can serve a a reference for judging the adequacy
of the values of thermal conductivity used by licensees.
to 0.012
The steady state pp conductance depends on the thickness of the gap (ranging from 0.000
conductance
thermal
its
closed
is
gap
the
If
gap.
the
inches) and the thermal conductivity of the gas fillng
depends upot the prtsm= of the contwt between the UO and the zircaloy. Thus any change in fuel
The
density, whether by thermal expaioM fuel densificalion,or swelling will change the gap conductance.
".
dimensions will also change if the external piessuie causes the zircaloy to creep inward. As fission gas is
&
thermal
high
a
has
which
helium,
pure
released the conposition of the gas in the gap changes from
4
past,
the
In
to a mixture with xenon and krypton, which have low thermal conductivities.
a function of bum-up.
Babcock and Wigcox and Westinghouse have been calculating the gap conductance as
all -of the above
included
70)
page
Statement,
Babcock & Wilcox (transcript p. 5536 and Concluding
resulting in lower
conservative,
was
neglect
latter
This
features except fuel densilfcation and cladding creep.
has provided
Westinghouse
life.
fuel
of
end
the
gap conductivities and yielding the highest stored energy at
1101

p

sirilar calculations, but including creep. (Exhibit 1151, section 24). As a result their gap conductances have
been much higher at the end of fuel life.
These examples illustrate the wide divergence of these calculations in the past. Furthermore, with the
advent of the fuel densification problem, new fuels are being introduced, making it necessary to evaluate

I

(

stored energy on a case.by-case basis.
General Electric in their response to the concluding statement of the Regulatory Staff (pp. 60-70) and
in their initial closing statement (VoL 1!, K-I through K-I1) argued that there is no basis in the record to
require GE to abandon their ue of the fixed value of 1O00 BTU/hr-fte-F for gap conductance. Much of
their argument depends upon the fact that the fixed value of gap conductance was included in the approved
GE evaluation model, and that at the outset of the hearings the Staff in Exhibit 1001 affIrmed its
suitability. Their argument also depends on the fact that much of the technical discussion in the record
seems to be directed toward PWR's, and that BWR's were seldom mentioned. The Commission notes that

Jt

*

w
to

much was learned during the course of the hearings, both from new experimental and calculational results

and from further study of information that may have been previously available. As a result the Commission
places greater weight on the opinions of the Regulatory Staff as expressed in Exhibit 1113 than on those
expressed in 1101. The Commission also notes that booing water reactors are fueled with sraniurm dioxide
encased in zircaloy and that the uranium dioxide is subject to the fissioning process and temperature

th

variations much the same as in the pressurized water reactors. There is therefore every reason to believe that

I

the basic physical processes are similar in the two reactor types and the Commiion see no reason to
exempt boiling water reactors from the provisions of this ection. The importance of stored energy in the
LOCA has been well established, as has its dependence upon the steady state ap conductance, and there is
ample evidence that the intWia pp conductance of fuel rods in boiling water reactors can vary widely.
(Exhibit I113, pages 10-13).
2. F-ssion mte. This represents no change from previous practice.
3. Decay of Acti'dea. The decay of actinides (isotopes of U, Np, or Pu) produced in the fuel can
contribute a significant amount of heat, as much as 10% of that of the fision products. The Mode proposed
by the Regulatory Staff would have required that the maximum decay heat from actinides be Used in the
calculation of the consequences of the hypothetical LOCA. Both Westinghouse and Babcock & Wilcox
objected to this in their responses to the Regulatory Sta"s concluding statement on the grounds that it is
physically impossible to have the maximum actinide decay heat simultaneously with the maximum stored
energy and the maximum peaking factor. The rile adopted by the Commission recognizes this situatio.
and is in accord with the principle of Improving the realism of the calculation.
4. Fission ProductDecay. The major source of continuing heat production after reactor shut-down Is
radioactive decay of the fission products, their daughters, and other radioactive isotopes produced from
them by neutron absorption. The Regulatory Staff reviewed the literature, as described in Exhibit 1001.
pp. 3.24 to 3.26, and concluded that the tentative ANS standard gave the best representation of the
available information. The ANS standard is derived from the review and compilation by Shure* which, for
the region of most interest to the ECCS (up to 1000 seconds after shut-down) is taken largely from a
compilation by Stehn and Claricy.t In making their review, the Regulatory Staff also considered
experimental work done since the Shure review was published. (Exhibit 1113, page 22-3). The ANS
committee recomtmended uncertainty limits of +20% - 40%. The Staff concluded that there was an
uncertainty factor of *.15%. (1113, p. 22-3). Thus, In adopting ANS +20% for the Interim Policy
Statement they were providing a small margin above what they thought the uncertainty factor to be.
Although no new experimental work was presented during the hearings, new computer calculations
from the doctoral thesis of T. R. England were brought up and emphasized by the Consolidated National
Intervenors (Exhibit 1152, pp. 2.2-2.6). England's work was essentially a computer calculation and
summation of the contributions of individual nuclides, including for the first time the effect of neutron
capture in the fission product chains. As originally preseated, England's results indicated large deviations
above the ANS prescription, particularly for high neutron fluxes and fuel bum-ups. (See, for example,
Exhibit 1113, p. 22-5). However a series of errors in both Input daa and the calculational program were
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found both by England (Exh. 1178, p. 7) and in the course

of a review by Shure (Exhibit 1178), which
Jmrked]y reduced the deviations found by England's approach.
With the corrections made, the positive
deviations found by the England approach from the ANS standard
are nowhere greater than I0%, and are

rt, with the

to evaluate

generally much less. (1113, at 22.15). In addition, there is the possibility that the selection of
input data
(fission product yields and decay energies) may not have
the best (1113,22-8 and 22.9).
%fle England's approach is a valuable contribution, been
it is only one
the record; furthermore It prsents no new experimental determinations. piece of work out of many cited in
On the basis of the record of these
proceedings, however, one is led to believe that the ANS standard
curve way be about 5%low in the time

60-70) and
et record to
Xe. hluch of
* approved

region of principal interest, namely, zero to five minutes after
shut-down. England's revised values are well
within the previously expressed

Milnmed its
the record

limits of uncertainty, and to the extent of the credence given the
new
ca.culations, they tend to narrow those liamts of uncertainty. At
present it appears to us that the 20% on

notes that
MW results

top of the ANS decay heat formula fairly represents the uncertainty and does not provide
any margin ab6ve
that uncertainty. It is still conservative.

ommission
n on those
an dioxide
mperaoure

There Is some margin provided, hoaever, in the prescriptlorequiring lý the reactrr
.qul h.vebn
considered to have operated continuously at 1.02 times rate power,
with the maximum allowed peaking
factor, for an Inflnite length of time. The exact amount of
but it Is probably in the range of 5 to 15%. (Exhibit 1137, pp. 11.3 is uncertain, and it will vary with time,
to 5; and Staff Concluding Statement,
Considering AM of the above, the Commission believes that the
prescription of ANS + 20% for the
fission product decay heat Isreasonable and should be continued.

alieve that
reason to
r" In the
ad there is

S. Metal- Water Reaction Rate. A rate equation is needed for
the

calculation of hydrogen generation,
the extent of cladding oxidation, and the heat generation from
oxidation of the zirctloy by steam. The
ker-Just equation has so far been used in evaluation models for
this purpose. This equation was derived
by Baker and Just from their measurement of the rate of oxidation
at the
conjunction with Lemmon's and Bostrom's data at lower temperatures. melting point of zirconiun, in
The equation is a straight line
repmsentation of a plot of the logarithm of the reaction rate vs. the
reciprocal
of the absolute temperature.
The slope of this lin is the activation energy, and depends in an important
way on the single point of Baker
and Just at the melting point of zirconk.
The Baker-Just equation has been criticized extensively, principally
on three bases. (Exh. 1048, pp.
75.78 & 137-140; Exh. 258,

y widely,
- fuel can
pr
I4
& Wilcox
that it is
r stored

p. 40; Exh. 1122, p. 2-11.) One is that the data point at the
melting point of

ituation,

zirconium (336S5"F) is quite unrelated to the phenomenon of oxidation at the temperatures of
interest,
namely, 1801fF to 2200F. The second Is that more recent data
yield lower oxidation rates, especially at
about 2300F and above. The third basis for criticism Is the theoretical
one that a single activation energy
should not be expected for different crystal forrms at different temperatures.

-down is
ed from
a 1001,
Sof
the

Recent proposals for new rate equations (with the exception of Klepfer's, Exhibit 258, page
40) depend
largely upon the data of Hobson
and Rittenhouse, Exhibit 509. An example is the derivation
by
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Westinghouse in Exhibit 1078, pp. 75-78 and pp. 137-140. However, Babcock and Wilcox in
their
concluding statement (page 241) suggested that the Oak Ridge experiments
may have suffered from steam
=srvation, and also suggested that the temperatures may have been
higher than assumed from the furnace
te•mperasture measurements. These two observations, which may be justified, cast some doubt
on the Oak
Ridge results and possibly others of similar orign The required
measurements are difficult to make
accurately and there is usually a wide spread In the results, especially
from different investigators. This Is
evident, for example, from figure 3-4, page 137, of Exhibit 1078,
where values of the oxidation thickness
are plotted against a measure of the time-temperatwe history.
Until new data art obtaired and present doubts are resolved we
believe it best to continue the use of
the Baker-Just equation. It apparently gives about the correct results
at 2000F, and although It probably
over-predicts the oxidation at 22W0°F, this over-prediction
does not exceed the range of the data available.
For example, the Baker-Jus equation fairly represents the oxidation
data depicted in figure 1, page 3, of
ExhiW 2S8, tp to about 2372 F, well above our alloumd maximum
temperature.
There is evident need for new and better experimental data to resolve
this issue and to provide a rate
equation with a more representative activation energy. If we were
to establish such a new equation at this
time, we would choose one that provides about the same calculated
oxidation over the temperature range
of 1800 to 2200WF as the

Baker.Just equation, so that Its continued use makes little practical
difference.
6. Reactor Internals Heat Tinsfer. A substantial amount of heat is stored
in
the
metal
parts of the
primary circuit of a reactor system. This heat would be transferred
rather &lowlyto the coolant and would
1103

therefore be more important to the analysis of small breaks. Although General Electric in their response to
the Staff's concluding statement objected to its broader application, the Commission rules that this
sequseremnt should be applied to all evaluation models in the interest of having them as realistic in the
phenomena comprised as is reasonable.
7.Pressraned Water Reactor ,Priarr.y-o-SecondaryBfeat Transfer. This feature is recognized as

Important and does not represent any change from present practice.
S. SWELUNG AND RUPTUR.E OF THE CLADDING AND FUEL
ROD THERMAL PARAMETERS

*

*
*

Each evaluation model sl include a provision for predicting cladding swelling and rupture from
aonsiderat3Om of the axial temperature distribution of the cladding and the difference in pressure between
the inside and outside of the cladding, both as functions of time. To be acceptable the swelling and rupture
Lalculations shall be based on applicable data In such a way that the degree of swelling and incidence of
xupture are not underestimated. The degree of swelling and rupture sW be taken into account in
calculations orpgap conductance, cladding oxidation and embrittlement, and hydrogen generation.
The calculations wt' fuel and cladding temperatures as a function of time shall use values for pp
conductance and other thermal parameters as functions of temperature and other applicable time.
dependent variables. The gap conductance shall be varied in accordance with changes in pp dimensions and
any other applicable variables.
ZDISCUSSION In the postulated LOCA the reactor system pressure would drop rapidly and would
ssoon fall below the pressure of the helium and fssion gpses within the fuel rod. The resulting differential
pressure would exert an expansive force on the cladding. At the same time. as the cooling effectiveness
dropped, the temperature of the cladding would increase rapidly, decreasing the yield strength of the
cbladdng. At some time durinn the LOCA the yield strength of the zircaloy might become less than the
tensile stresses exerted by the differentci pressure, and the cladding would then swell and perhaps bunt.
For example, Babcock and Wilcox, using the evaluation model of the Interim Policy Statement,
estimated that, for pressurized fuel, rupture of the cladding would be predicted over 70% of the core 13
seconds after the maximum size cold leg break. (Exhibit 1059, p. 6-4.) This corresponds to the time when
the differential pressure would be about 200 psi and the cladding temperature about )800fF.
Westinghouse, in a similar calculation, conservatively estimated that 25% of the fuel rods would bunt
sometime during blowdown, and that, by the end of the reflood period, 70D% of the rods would bunt.
(Exhibit 1078, pp. D-48 and D-49.) Combustion Engineering calculated the degree of flow blockage
resulting from rod swelling for each fuel assembly in the core for both unpressurized and pressurized fuel.
In both cases, as judged from the blockage, they were calculated to be perforated or swollen rods in nearly
every fuel assembly. The major difference between the pressurized and unpressurized fuel was that the
unpressurized fuel was estimated to undergo less swelling and perforation during blowdown, as of course
rnmit ke expected. (Exhibit 1144, s". 5, using material from Exhibit 1066, sec. 2.)
For the Boiling Water Reactor the situation seems to be somewhat different. The blowdown would
provide a longer period of assured effective cooling of the fuel elements, and the initial calculsted ris Ih
temperature of the cladding is not so great. Furthermore, the pressure within the fuel rods Is said to be low,
so that ballooning of the clidding would not be expected to ocur during the blowdown. (Exhibit 1001,
p. 2. 2 4 .) General Electric offered one calculation for a 1967 product line SWR for which the peak cladding

temperature was 2105*F. (Exibit 1)48, sec.P.) Using some of the assumptions made by CNI (Exhibit
1041, sec. 7.2), but using a constant internal fuel rod pressure, they calculated that 13% of the rods the
hottest bundle would perforate. CNI, using the probably erroneous assumption that there was no
communication between the hot spot and the fission gas pleihumn at the top of the fuel rod, estimated hat
22% of all the fuel rods in the whole reactor would rupture. They said that this compares with 21%
7 9
estimated by General Electric for the Pilgrim reactor. (Exhibit 1041, p. . .) In Exhibit 1032, page 1,
8.2-1, reference is made to a calculation for a Roiling Water Reactor In which 60% of the fuel pins were
expected to rupture by the time the ECCS core sprays came on, with 75%ofrthe pins expected to rupture
ultimately.
For the most part General Electric seems to rely on the experimental evidence for cladding expansion
and channel blocking in the BVn'R FLECHT test Zr-2. The conditions in this test were stated to be
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significantly more severe than the conditions reasonably
LOCA, even for the "hot" bundle. (Exhibit 1148, p. P-15.)expected to prevail during a postulated BWR
In Zr.2, the maximum cladding temperature
was approximately 2250cF, and 39 out of the 49, or 80%,
of the heater rods perforated. (Exhibit 1069,
pp. 53-54.)
From the above it is obvious that, when the course
of the LOCA is calculated according to the
conservative prescriptions of an approved evaluation model,
swelling and bunsting of the cladding will be
estimated to occur, in abundance. Three of the reactor
manufacturers (Babcock and Wilcox, General
Electric, and Westinghouse) have objected to applying
the EXS criteria to regions of the cladding for
which swelling is calculated (Concluding Statements).
On the other hand, Combustion Engineering said,
31e extent of oxidation thus limited" (by CE's version
of the criteria) "for the worst cmae in the rupture
region assures that the remaining cladding will remain
intact in a LOCA." (CE Concluding Statement,
p. 2-13.) The Consolidated National Intervenors in their
Concluding Statement were very much concerned
with swelling of fuel cladding, particularly dwelling on flow
blockage. They assumed that swelling should be
taken into consideration, but were concerned that there
may not be enough information to calculate
blockage accurately or to take its effects into account
properly. The ECCS Utlity Group, in their
Concluding Statement, recommnded "that no changes;
be made to the current evaluation models to
account for effects of clad thinning and inside oxidation
near the locations of fuel sod ruptures,'
commenting that "i seems most appropriate to continue
to focus on the other more than 98 percent of the
core."
Some of the objections to inclusion of the effects of cladding
swelling and perforation will be dealt with
in more detall below, but the Commission sees no merit
in ignoring these consequences of a c4lculation
made with an official.y approved evaluation model.
Much of the information on which calculations of cladding
rupture are based comes from experiments
in which zircaloy tubes were pressurized and heated
at specified rates. Observations were made of the
temperatures at which the tubes swelled and bunt, and
profiles of the expanded tubes were used to obtain
the degree of svetlin& Many of the tests have been made
with xing.le rods which were free to expand
radi•ay. Other teats (multirod tests) have been made
with the zirconium tubes arranged in arrays with
.spacing similar to that which they would have in a
reactor. In this kind of test, interference between
adjacent rods can limit their expansion.
From these test, curves can be constructed relating the
internal pressure to the temperature at which
the tubes bunt. Such curves have been published by
ORNL (Exhibit 1007b, fig. 1), General Eectric
(Exhibit 137, fig. 9), Combustion Engineering (Exhibit
I066, fig. 2.4) and Westinghouse (Exhibit 1078,
p. D-64. The amount of swelling that the cladding would
experience before rupture appears to depend upon
the temperature at which It would begin to deform, in
dependence on the ductility of the crystal structure
of the zircaloy at that temperature, and on the rate of
heating. (Exhibit 1007b.) The amount of swelling is
usually plotted as a function of the internal pressure,
which Is of course related to the deformation
temperature (e.g., fig. 2.S of Exhibit 1066). This information
is then transformed by caculation to percent
flow blockale as a function of xod internal pressure (eg.,
Exhibit 1007b, fig. 4; Exhibit 1078, fig. D-2).
Fioro this type of information, together with detaied information
on the internal pressure of the fuel rods
and their temperature history, the degree of expected clad
relling for each reactor can be calculated.
The data from the rod burst tests show a great deal of
scatter, particularly in the degree of swelling
experienced. (See, for example, fig. 2.3 of Exhibit 1066).
The greatest controversy, however, has been with
respect to Interpretations and predictions of the resulting
blockage to coolant flow. (See. for example,
concluding statements: Babcock and Wilcox, V. 177;
General Electric Vol. 11, sec. 0; Westinghouse,
Appendix B; CNM Ck , see.. A; EMCS Utility Group, p.
50;
It is expected that variations in cladding thickness, fuel Combustion Engineering, Exhibit 1144, p. 5.1.)
pellet properties, gpp thickness and eccentricity,
and the texture of the zircaloy because of Its anisotropi
chara.•ter would go into the determination ofjust
where along the length of a fuel rod the perforation would
occur. (Transcript I 1,515.38).
The swollen and perforated region is expected to be About
I
as determined by the above variables over a length of relatively %to 3 inches long, and to occur at random
uniform temperature of from 7 inches to 27
Inches. (Trans. 12,701; Exhibit J066, fig. 2.7; Exhibit
1144, p. 5.2.) Thus it is not expected that a large
number of adjacent tods would have their maximum m.uelling
in the same plane. The maximum blockage
observed to date in any mnutirod experiment containing
16 channels or more has been approximately 70%
on any horizonta. plane. (Trans. pp. 9166-7).
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ADl in all, the record still supports the Regulatory Staff position in Exhibit 1001, pp. 2-12, namely, that
the core-wide flow area reduction in the plane of greatest blockage would not exceed 60% and that local
flow channel reductions, over perhaps a 4 x 4 array of fuel rods, would not exceed 90%. As shown by
calculations of blowdown and ECCS heat transfer considered elsewhere, these reductions of flow area,
while necessary to be considered, would not be disastrous. In other words, the Commission concludes that
-estimated fuel rod swelling and rupture would not render the geometry of the core to be uncoolable.
The swelling of the cladding would have an important effect on the thermal conductance between the
fuel pellets and the cladding (the gap conductance), but none of the evaluation models approved under the
Intiem Policy Statement has the capabWty of calculating the change of the geometry of the cladding
during the course of the postulated accident and the effects of this chnge. Neither do they bclde a
thermal radiation term in the calculation of the gap conductance, a term that becomes important at high
temperatures and for large sap dimensions (Concluding Statement of the Regulatory Staff). At low
temperatures the effecd of prior swelling would be to decrease the gpp conductance drastically, especially if
there were an appreciable amount of fssion product gas mixed with the original helium fill. (Trans. 5536;
Exhibit 1113, pp 10-21.) A decrease in gap conductance during the blowdown would tend to insulate the
cladding from the fuel pellets, reducing the amount of stored energy removed during blowdown, and
keeping the temperature of the cladding low during this time. (Exhibits 111, p. 13-1; 31113, sec. 10; 1137,
p. 10.3.) For pressuried water reactors ýuring refill and especially during reflood, radiation from the fuel
pellets to the cladding would become important for the rods with the swollen cladding, initially exceding
the rate of beat removal from the cladding. The greater stored energy thus transferred to the cadding
would tend to cause the peak temperature of the cladding to exceed that obtained by present evaluation
models. (Exhdbit 1113, sec. 10.) The scoping studies carried out by reactor manufacturers did not have the
adiation term and so do not properly calculate the peak temperature.
For boiling water reactors, the change in pp conductance from clad swelling probably would have little
effect on the heat removal, since swelling would be calculated to occur so late in the LOCA. However, the
swelling of the cladding would be expected to have a direct effect on heat removal by both spray cooling
and radiation. It is true that GE reported a calculation leading to their conclusion that radiative heat
transfer Js little affected by clad bulging (Exhibit 132, p. D-5S), but that calculation may have contained
the doubtful assumption of a uniform circumferential temperature for each rod. We cannot rely on the
stated result of the calculation without knowing what assumptions were made. Also, the data of the Zr-2
BWR FLECHT experiment were cited as evidence for the effectiveness of spray cooling, although no
temperature measurements were made at the positions of maximum bulging. We believe that additional
assessments need to be made of these effects.
In addition to the primary hbu transfer effects of taking into consideration the swelling and rupture of
the cladding, there would be important secondary effects arising from the steam oxidation of the cladding
by the steam. Higher temperatures would lead to increased oxidation, which would contribute to a furfhr
increase in temperature., and the opening in the cladding would allow oxidation on the inside, again
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Babcock and Wilcox, in discussing swelling in their concluding statement, stated that clad swelling
would not have a significant effect on cladding temperature response and therefore need not be considered
in LOCA evaluations (p. 183). The RegWatory Staff challenged the assertion of insignificance in their
concluding statement (p. 153), in part on the basis that the B&W calculation did not account for clad
thinning or for radiation from the fuel to the cladding, and added the statement that a SIF increase in
peak temperature can be significamt.
With regard to the related subject of transient gap conductance calculations, Babcock and Wilcox gve a
number of reasons why they contend that the problem of transient gap conductance "is an artifact of the
calculation and not a significant problem In any physical sense." (Concluding Statement, pp. 184-193;
Response to the Concluding Statement of the Regulatory St•fT, pp. 48.58.) These reasons are: (1) That the
initial stored energy is overestirnated. (2)The peak power density that is assumed is higher than c be
reasonably expected. (3) The blowdown heat transfer would be substantially better than the calculation
allows. This would be especially important be-cuse, If true, It would ptevent clad swelling and rupture
during blowdown. (4) E&W interpreted the Staff statement on page 17-11 of Exhibit 1113 to mean that
oscillatory flow during reflood would greatly improve reflood beat transfer. In our discussion on reflood
heat transfer we urge caution in making this interpietation, at least for &e present. (5) According to B&W
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studies the calculated peak temperature is insensitive to variations in gap conductance. However, as pointed
out above, their calculation did not include radiative heat transfer between the U0 2 and the cladding.
(6) The requirement that no heat shall be considered lost from the fuel rods during refill until the water
itaches the bottom of the core was said to be extremely conservative. Although this is not a requirement of

icludes that

this rule, it makes little difference because there would be very little heat transferred during this period to

ible.
wetween the
d under the
he cladding
y include a

the stagnant superheated steam that would be present. (Exhibit 1001, at 3-36).
The Commission agrees that Items (1), (2) and (6) provide moderate degrees of conservatism, and
beliees it probable that item (3) provides a substantial degree of conservatism. These are welcome
conserntisms; it is intended that there should be a margin to allow for extremes in statistical fluctuations
from the expected behavior of the systems, components, flows, cooling mechanism, and materials. The
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fact that the calculation is intentionally conservative should not, in the opinion of the Commission, keep
one from following the consequences of that calculation to Its logical conclusion.

General Electric, in opposing any change in the Interim Policy Statement for Boning Water Reactors,
stated that the "preponderance of the evidence in the record provides no basis for changing the BWR
evaluation model." With regard to clad bulging, they said *,.. the overwhelming weight of the evidence
(and all of tht reliable evidence) indicates the flow blockage is not a concern for the BWR." (Closing
Statemnxt, p. 0-4.) With regard to taking into consideration clad thinning and oxidation i=de burt ros,
"GE stongly opposes the .. osuggestJons ... that this highly localized wal thinning and Inside oxygen
penetration should form the basis of any opect of the embrittlement assessments used for licensing
purposes." (Closing Statement, p. M-22). On pages K-35 to X-40 of their Closing Statement they argued
that the requirement for calculating changes in gap conductance during the LOCA can not apply to BWR's,
largely on the basis that the calculations showing the possible magnitude of the effects were made for
PWR's.
General Electric further commented on "Clad Swelling and Rupture" in their Response to the

Concluding Statement of the Suff, Vol. 2, pp. 1-.7 6. Some differences between our wording of the rule
ad that proposed by the Regulatory Staff a•r in response to some of the comments on page 51. The rule
proposed by- the Staff was criticized by GE as vague and unworkable. Phrases such as "applicable data" and
"in a conservative way" were characterized as imprecise. The Commission believes that the reactor vendors
have the capability to interpret the existing data in formulating adequate evaluation models that include the
effects of clad swelling and rupture. for instance, calculating the incidence of cladding rupture could be
done using the methodology described in Exhibit 1144, pp. 5.1 and S-2.
As stated above, we believe that the effect of calculated clad swelling on heat transfer may be small for
a WR, as claimed by GE, although the evidence of this in the record is not very extensive. However small
the effect might be, we believe that ignoring It would be nonconservative, and to it should be included to
make sure the evaluation model is as comprehensive as the present state of understanding allows. With

regard so taking into consideration the calculated thinning of the cladding and internal oxidation of burnt
we have aheady ruled in connection with our discussion of the first two criteria that the maximum
ts,
rpod
temperature limit and the oxidation limit should be applied to the section of the cladding that would reac
the highest temperature and be most oxidized. Therefore the estimated burst of cladding must be taken
into consideration.
Westinghowe objected to the inclusion of clad swelling and rupture on the basis that there Is no Mason
to befeve that Jf=Vy localized and limted rod cracking or severance during quench or at any other time in
the transient wold i•pak ewe coolablIty. (Comnents on the Concluding Statement of the Regulatory
Staff). However, since there is Lnsufficient evidenrt of a substantial nature to the effect that that such
locahzed damage would prove harmless, the Commission must make the conservative choice. We therefore
require that the most highly damaged places calculated to be found along the length of the fuel rods shall
be taken into consideration.
In the Consolidated National Intervenors! Concluding Statement, Chapter V discusses some of the
technical issues. Sections A on Flow Blockage and C on Cap Conductance are pertinent to this section. In
Section A CNI implied that the state of knowledge of flow blockage is deficient, and they stated further:
"It would appear that swelling can and likely will yield an unacceptable degree of coolant channel closure
in some LOCA circurmstances." With regard to the state of knowledge, the Commission recognizes that
data,
there are differences of opinion as to how flow blockage should be caculated from the basic swelling
unnatural;in
seems
situations
and that there is a high degree of scatler in the swelling data. Neither of these
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fact they make it possible to understand better the degrees of conservatism in the difterent calculations.
Additional multirod tests will help to refine the calculations, but if proper regard is shown for the divergent
views, the present situation allows sufficiently conservative estimates. As to the possibility of "an
unacceptble degree of channel closure," the Commission his seen no hard evidence that this is at all likely,
and believes that the risk of such a circumstance ocrring is acceptably smail.
C. SLOWDOWN PHENOMENA
1. Beak

hadaetristica and Flow

a. In analyses of hypothetical loss-of-oolant accidents, a spectrum of possible pipe breaks shall be
considered. This spectrum shall include instantaneous double-ended breaks ranging in crofltectional area
"upto and inclur•ng that of the largest pipe in the primary coolant system. The analysis shall aho include
the effects of longitudinal splits in the largest pipes, with the split area equal to the cros-sectional area of
the pipe.
after the discharhing fluid has been calculated to be two-phase in
b. Dischaie ModeL For all ti
composition, the discharge rate shal be calculated by use of the Moody model (F. J. Moody, "Maximum
Flow Rate of a Single Component, Two-Phas Mixture," Journal of Near Transfer, Tmnsaction of the
Amefan Society of Mechanka) Engineers, 87, No. 1, February, 1965).The calculbtion dual be conducted
with at least three vaues of a discharge coefficient appbied to the postulated break •area, these values

spanning the range from 0.6 to 1.0. If the results indicate that the maximum clad temperature for the

hypothetical accident is to be found at an even lower value of the discharge coefficient, the range of

tcalculation

*end-of-bypass

discharge coefficients shall be extended until the maximum clad temperature calculated by this variation
has been achieved.
c. End of Blowdowv. (Applies Only to Pressurized Water Reactors.) For postulated cold leg breaks, all
emergency cooling water injected into the inlet lines or the reactor vessel during the bypass period shall in
the calculations be subtracted from the reactor vessel calculated inventory. This may be executed in the
during the bypass period, or as an alternative the amount of emergency cor cooling water
calculted to be injected during the bypass period may be subtracted later in the calculation from the water
remaining in the inlet lines, downcomer, and reactor vessel lower plenum after the bypass period. This
bypassing shall end in the calculation at a time designated as the "end of bypass," after which the expulsion
or entrainment rm:hanisnu responsible for the bypassing are calculted not to be effective. The
definition used in the calculation shall be justified by a suitable combination of analysis and
experimental data. Acceptable methods for defining "end of bypass" include, but are not limited to, the

following: I. Prediction of the blowdown calculation of downward flow in the downcorner for the
remainder of the blowdown period; 2. prediction of a threshold for droplet entrainment in the upward
velocity, usinglocal fluid conditions and a conservative critical Weber number.
d.Noding Near the Break and the ECC Injection Points The noding in the vicinity of and including
the broken or split sections of pipe and the points of ECCS injection shall be chosen to permit a reliable
analysis of the thermodynamic history in these regions during blowdown.
2. Frictional Pressure Drops
The frictional losses in pipes and othe rcomponents including the reactor core shall be calculated using
models that include wealivsic vafiation of friction factor with Reynolds number, and realistic two-phase
friction multipliers that have been adequately verified by comparison with experimental data, or models
that prove at least equally conservative with respect to maximum clad temperature calculated during the
hypothetical accident. The modified Bavocay correlation (Barocry, C. I., "A Systematic Correlation for
Two-Phase Piessure Drop," Cthem Enging. Prog. Symp. Series, No. 64, Vol. 62, 1965) or a combination of
the Thorn correlation (Thorn, J.R.S., "Prediction of Pressure Drop During Forced Circulation Boiling of

Water," In!. JA of Hear A Alass Transfer. 7, 709-724, 1964) for pressures equal to or graeate than 250 psia

and the Martinelli-Nelson correlation QManinelli. R. C., Nelson, D. B., "Prediction ofPlessure Drop During
Forced Circulation Boiling of Water," Transoctions ofASME, 695.702, 1948) for pressures lower than 250
psia is acceptable as a basis for calculating realistic two-phase friction multipliers. (See Combined Discussion

of Frictional Pressure Drops and Momentum Equation below.)
11I
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3. Momentum Equation
Sd~ert

Sof "an
ai taely,

"]The following effects shall be taken into account in the conservation of momentum equation:

1. temporal change of momentum, 2. momentum convection, 3. area change momentum flux, 4. mo
entum change due to compressibility, 5. pressure loss resulting from wall friction, 6. pressure loss
esulting from aa change, and 7. gravitational acceleration. Any omission of one or more of these terms

under stated circumstances shall be justified by comparative analyses or by experimental data.

4. Cuic NMI Flux
a. Correlations developed from appropriate steady-state and tlransentftate experimental data are
acceptable for use in predicting the critical beat flux (CHF) during LOCA transients. The computer

a W•l1 be
area
.*enW
4, ughide

programs In which these correlations are used shall contain suitable checks to assure that the physical
are vithin the range of parameters specified for use of the corlations by their respectve
parameters
authors.

areI of

b.Steady-state CHF correlations acceptable for use in LOCA transients include, but are not limited to.
the following:
() W 3. L S. Tong, 'Trediction of Departure from Nucleate Boiling for an Axially Non-uniform
Heat Flux Distributiok," JournalofNucldAr EneWr, Vol. 21,241-248, 1967.
(2) B&W-2. 3. S.Gellerstedt, R. A. Lee, W. .. Oberjohn, R. H. Wilson, LJ. Stariek, "Correlation of

..t

.in
"USUMUM

.L; Of the

Critical Heat Flux in a Bundle Cooled by Pressurized Water," Th'o-Phase Flow and Heat Transferin Rod
Bundles, ASME, New York, 1969.
(3)Hench-Levy 3. M. Healzer, 3. E. Hench. E. Janassen, S. Levy "Design Bass for Critical Heat Flux

,.Zjuced
w- valuft
4.11 lo the

wealft

Condition in Boiling Water Reactors," APED-5 186, GE Company Private report, July 1966.

of

(4) MAacbeth R. V. Macbeth, "An Appraisal of Forced Convection Burnout Data,"PJoweding of the
Jnsaeof MechanicalEngineers, 1965-1966.

•f

A
.Ow.
%

(5) Barnett P. G. Barnett, "A Correlation of Burnout Data for Uniformly Heated Annuli and Its Uses
for Predicting Burnout in Uniforily Heated Rod Bundles," AEEW-R 463, 1966.
(6)BHugh. E. D. Hughes, "A Correlation of Rod Bundle Critical Heat Flux for Water in the Pressure
Range
i150 to 725 psia&" IN-141 2, Idaho Nuclear Corporation, July 1970.

.

c. Correlations of appropriate transient CHF data may be accepted for use in LOCA transient analyses If
comparisons between the data and the correlations are provided to demonstrate that the correlations
predict values of CHF which allow for uncertainty in the experimental data throughout the range of
parameters for which the correlations are to be used. Where appropriate, the comparisons h ue
statistical uncertainty analysis of the data to demonstrate the conservatism of the transient correlation.
d, Transient Ci"F correlations acceptable for use in LOCA transients Include, but are not limited to, the
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4.5I4following:

a,ia
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a'..

1)GE trmnskim CHF . C. Slifet, 3. E. Hench, "Loss.ofCoolant Accident and Emergency Core
Cooling Models for General Electric Bolling Water Reactors," NEDO- 0329, General Electric Company,
Equation C-32, April 1971.

e. After CHF is Ds predicted at an axial fuel rod location during blowdown, the calculation shall not
use nuclkate bo•ar bat tranafee -onrretions at that location subsequently during the blowdown even If
the czculated loca fluid and surface comditiocs would apparently justify the reestablishment of nucleate

SV lRea transfer assumptiorns chaiactefistic of return to nucleate boiling (rewetting) shall be permitted
bolig.
when
-v justified by the calculated local fluid and surface conditions during the reflood portion of a LOCA.

s&
4

S. Post-ClIF Heat Transfer Correlations
a.Correlations of heat transfer from the fuel cladding to the surrounding fluid in the post-CHF regimes
of transition and fim boiling shall be compared to applicable steady-state and transient.state data using
"stistical correlation and uncertainty analyses. Such comparison shall demonstrate that the correlations

____

predict values of heat transfer coefficient equal to or less than the mean value of the applicable
experimental heat transfer data throughout the ralige of para•eters for which the correlatiois are to be
used. The comparisons shall quantify the relation of the correlations to the statistical uncertainty of the
-

applicable data.
1109
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b. The Groeneveld flow film boiling correlation (equation 5.7 of D. C.Groeneveld, "An Investigation of
Heat Transfer in the Liquid Deficient Regime," AECL-3281, revised December 1969), the Dougall
Rohsenow flow fim boiling correlation (R. S. Dougall and W.M. Rohsenow, "Film Boiling on the Inside of
Vertical Tubes with Upward Flow of the Fluid at Low Qualities," MIT Report Number 9079-26,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1963), and the Westinghouse correlation of steady-state transition
boiling ("Proprietary Redirect/Rebuttal Testimony of Westinghouse Electric Corporation," U.A.E.C.
Docket PRM.50-1, page 25-1, October 26, 1972) are acceptable for use in the post-C-F boiling regimes. In
addition the transition boiling correlation of McDonough, Milich, and King (J. B. McDonough, W.Milich,
E. C. Iing, "Partial Film Boiling with Water at 2000 psig in a Round Vertical Tube," MSA Research Corp.,
Technical Repon 62 (NP.6976),.(1958)) is suitable for use between nucleate and film boiling. Use of all
these correlations shall be restricted as follows:
(1) the Groeneveld correlation shll not be used in the region near iu low-pressure singularity,
(2) the first term (nucleate) of the Westinghouse correlation and the entire McDonough, Milich, and
King correlation shall not be used during the blowdown after the temperature difference between the clad
and the saturated fluid first exceeds 300°F.
(3) transition boiling beat transfer shall not be reapplied for the remainder of the LOCA blowdown,
even if the clad superheat returns below 300"F, except for the reflood portion of the LOCA when
justified by the calculated local fluid and surface conditions.

I
5
d
©
C
4
C

1

6. Pump Modeling
The characteristics of rotating primary system pumps (axial flow, turbine, or centrifugal) shall be
the rotating
derived from a dynamic model that includes momentum transfer between the fluid and
model resistance used for analysis
member, with variable pump speed as a function of time. The pump
shall be verified by applicable two-phase
should be justified. The pump model for the two-phase region
pump performance data. For BWR's after saturation is calculated at the pump suction, the pump head may
be assumed to vary linearly with quality, going to zero for one percent quality at the pump suction, so long

S

as the analysis shows that core flow stops before the quality at pump suction reaches one percent.

During Blowdown
7. Core flow Distribution
(Applies only to pressurized water reactors.)
a. The flow rate through the hot region of the core during blowdown shall be caculated as a function of
time. For the purpose of these calculations the hot region chosen shall not be greater than the size of one
fuel assembly. Calculations of average flow and flow in the hot region shall take into account cross flow
between regions and any flow blockage calculated to occur during blowdown as a result or cladding su.lling
or rupture. The calculated flow shall be smoothed to eliminate any calculated rapid oscillations (period less
than 0.3 seconds).
b. A method shall be specified for determining the enthalpy to be used as input data to the hot channel
heatup analysis from quantities calculated in the blowdown analysis, consistent with the flow distribution
caculations.

I
s
a
A
I

DISCUSSION
ca

I. Break Characteristics and Flow
a. The Interim Acceptance Criteria and the models that have been accepted for their application require
the consequences of postulated rupture of primary system pipes. The requirements differ
* .[considering
from one accepted model to another. In general, analysis must be made of the effects ofrupture
S•sormewhat
the primay system. Double-ended rupture must
of pipes whose areas range up to that of the largest pipe in that
the pipe is severed instantaneously by a
be considered, which means that it must be assumed
circumferential break, and the two parted sections undergo mutual lateral displacement so that each can
discharge primary system water without interference from the other.
For pressurized ater reactor models, a requirement was also established for analysis assuming instead
of double-ended breaks, longitudinal splits whose areas ranged from a factor of 0.6 to 1.0 times that of the
tmaximum• No such iequirement was placed on analysis applied to boilng water reactors
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For the approved ABC Model, Babcock and Wilcox Model, and Combustion Engineering Modef, a lower
end of the break spectrum to be analyzed was defined as 0.5 ft'. For the Westinghouse Model,
no
Jower limit was set, but exceptions to the Westinghouse Model were stated only for pipes exceeding such
O.S ft2
in area.
The spectrum of pipe breaks to be considered was not an issue during the hearing. The
original
testimony presented by Aerojet indicated little difference to be found between the effects of
a split and a
double-ended break of the hr•w pipe for a3 oop PIA7, though Ybarrondo stated in questioning
his belief
,on theoretical grounds that a split should ead to lower rates of fluid discharge (Transcript,
p. 10848).
Other infornation im the hearing record also confirms the essential equivalence of effects
of splits and
double.ended breaks.
The rule proposed by the Staff in Its Concluding Statement of Position has rectified the existence
of
differences in assumed break sizes and types for models to be accepted, but has done so at some
expense of
clarity of direction. We believe that the rule should be explicit in its requirement that analysis
be made of
the effect of splits as well as double-ended guillotine breaks. We agree with the Staff in eliminating
specific
Stference to a minimum in the size of break to be anyzed. We have worded our statement of
requirements
to reflect these points.
b.Disc&age ModeL The blowdown period can be divided into two pauts, from the standpoint
of
models to describe the discharge of primary coolant. During the first, the fluid leaving the postulated
break
would be liquid or almost entirely liquid. The second would begin when the fluid is definitely
two-phase.
The record of the hearing considers at length in anajlytical method based on use of a correlation
due to
Moody, incorporated in all accepted calculational models for treating the rate of discharge
of two-phase
coolant during the second tnterval. Moody's correlation was derived assuming the two
phases in the
discharge nozzle to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. This assumption letads to a relationship
for the
maximum rate of fluid discharge.
The record shows that predictions based on the us of the Moody model have been extensively
tested
against blowdown experiments in several facilities. These include blowdowns of the Containment
Systems
Experiment at Hanforcd the LOFT Serniscale vessel at NRTS, and simple pipe blowdowns
by Edwards in
England. Some compriasons have also been nude with the results of other experiments induding
some by
The Regulatory Staff, ANC, and the four vendors all agreed that calculated blowdown ntes
based an
direct use of the Moody correlation overestimate the observed rate of discharge for any given
break sz,
especially for the larger breaks. ANC testimony and answers during questioning of the
Staff (Ross,
Transcript, pp. i8001806) and ANC personnel during the hearing attributed the difference
possibly to
Moody's use of equilibrium thermodynamrics. The testimony by Roy (Babcock and Wilcox)
expressed the
nine view. The lack of thermal equilibrium would be expected to have a greater effect
when cold
accumulator water is injected in the nozzle nea the hypothetical cold leg break. Ybarrondo
stated that
ANC calculations aa now fit discharge aites without use of a critical flow model such as
Moody's and
associated use of a discharge coefficient (see below). But the Staff's Supplementary Testimony
attributed
this to ANCs incorporation of the momentum flux into the computational model used,
nther than a
non-equilibrium calculation.
Because the calculation overestimates the discharge rate and underestimates the time unto
end of
blowdown, ANC and the vendors have all tried modifications of their crlcultions based
on use of a
so-caed discharge coeMcienL Ths coelTirnt is applied directly to the break amea for
which the
clculafloi is made; this the calculated blowdown assuming a beak area A and a discharge
coefficient D
would be made assuming a mythical area AD. It is found that if a fixed value of the discharge
coefficient is
used, It is chosen best to be below unity, especially for the larger breaks. This reflects the
need to reduce
the calculated discharge rate to agree with observatJon.
The initial Staff lestimony and the Staff Supplementary Testimony reported a best value ofabout
0.6
for the discharge coelricient for large LOCA breaks; this value was supported by Roy's
testimony
(Babcock & Wilcox), and by Zane (Transcript p. 10791), Cennak (Westinghouse, Transcript
p. 15134), and
Moote (Westinghouse, Transcript p. 15504).
There was also widespiead a2peement that a variable discharge coefficient provides a better
fit to the
data than a constant one (Brockett, Transcript p. 7484; Moore, Transcript p. 15161; Staff
Suppiementary
Testimony; Babcock and Wilcox Redirect and Rebuttal Testimony; Bingham, Transcript p.
21143; Roy,
Transcript p. 21144).
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There was some difference of opinion as to the effect of the value of the discharge coefficient on the
calculated clad temperature. The Babcock and Wilcox Direct Testimony report a reduction in nax•mum
calcuated clad temperature when the discharge coefficient was taken as 0.6 instead of 1.0. Colmar's
Testimony staed that a reduced discharge coefficient could increm the maximum Clad temperature
through delaying the onset of ECCS, and that a variable discharge coefficient can lead to a higher maximum
calculated clad temperature than a fixed value of unity. Ybarrondo (Transcript p. 6362) reported the result
of an ANC calculation with a discharge coefficient initially 2.0 and later in the blowdown 0.6, where the
first peak in the clad temperature exceeded by about 100* the value obtained with a fixed discharge
coefficient of 1.0. Roy (Transcript p. 12944) reported lowered maximum cdad temperatures when a
variable discharge coeffrcient was used by Babcock and Wilcox in place of the value 1.0. lanni (Transcript
pp. 14W68.1407l) reported a reduced maximum clad temperature calculated by General Electric when a
discharge coefficient less than unity ws used. Moore (Transcript E-26) reported asmia result from
proprietary Westinghouse analyses.
'The Direct Testimony of the Consolidated National Intervenors argued that the use of the Moody
Smodel leads to in-orrect res•ut becar.-e the liquid discharged would be rnetastable (supercooled) and so
would emerge at a rate about 1.7 times that predicted by Moody. This would lead to higher transient
containment pressures and to faster core dryout which would cause maximum calculated clad temperatures
to be hWi . it was stted that this tendency would be found esciaUy if the break were near the vessel.
Data from experiments by Barton and by Fauske were cited in support of CNI's view. During questioning.
Dawson (Transcript pp. 18348-18349) added that CNM also has some supporting data based on cryogenic
fluids. The CNI position was discussed at length during questioning reported on pp. 18290-18653 of the
Transcript.
The Redirect and Rebuttal Testimonies of Babcock and Wilcox and or General Electric Senerally
addressed the points made by CNM, and disagreed with CNI both in detail and in general. General Electric
testimony caimed that CN misinterpreted the Fauske data and ignored dau of Barton that do not support
their case. GE reported that Edumrds' blowdowns, Bogrty data, and other data show metastability to have
decayed in less than 1 mnillisecond which is less than the transport time of fluid from the nozzle entry to the
hypothetikal break. The Babcock and Wilcox testimony pointed out that the Fauske data were obtained
with a X-inch diameter orifice near the bottom of a vessel 1O ft. high, and the liquid at the bottom of the
vessel was subcooled because of the liquid bead. For this and other stated reasons Babcock and Wilcox
claied that the Fauske data used to support the CNI positi-on were not relevant.
The Staff took the position in its concluding Statement that the Moody model is well supported, apart
from the possible need to use a discharge coefficient, and that tis model should be used for quality
exceeding 0.02.

We agree with the Staff position as to correctness of use of the model based on critical flow, since the
length of time avaiable during the blowdown far exceeds the amount needed for nucleation and bulld-up of
two-phase discharge. Furthermore, the evidence is strong that use of the Moody correlation does not
underestirmte observed experimental discharge rates, as would be the case if discharge were realy
metastable, but in fact it definitely overestimates the discharge rates.
We require calculations with at least three values of the discharge coefficient ranging from 0.6 to 1.0.
Use of a discharge coefficient less than unity is equivalent to assuring a smaller break, and the requirement
to calculate the consequences of a spectrum of breaks whose sizes range up to the area of the largest
primary coolant pipe makes the calculations with discharge coefficlents less than unity seem unnecessary.
However, the practical effect of th redundancy wern negligible. The need to calculate for smaller breaks
takes care of an concern raised in connection with Colmar's view as to the greater severity of longer
discharge times.
We note finally the point raised in the ANC direct testimony, to the effect that fits of calculated
blowdown transients to experiments were based primariy on comparisons of pressures. Measurements of
fluid density or of mass discharge rite were not reliable enough to be used in tests of analytical methods.
Lack of the'rmal equIlibrium in the as-yet-lo-be discharged fluid can lead to incorrectly estimated fluid
inventory even vwhen the pressure is correctly calculated. This is not likely to be very much of a problem
near the end of blowdown, however, where rates of change in pressure and flow rtae have eased off in
rapidity. At this point the primary system Inventory is mostly vapor, and therefore the average mass
discharge rate ovEr tah erCtire transient will turn out to have been predicted adequately If the piessure.timt
curve has been predicted properly.
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c. End of Blowdown. The event that was most influential in raising questions about the adequacy of
-emergency core cooling was the publicity Oiven to the loss of injected coolant during blowdown in
Semi-scale test 845 at Idaho, and one of the major features of the Interim Policy Statement was the
iequirement that all emergency core coolant injected during blowdown should be considered lost. Although
there is still objection to comparing PWR's with the Semi-scale tests (Combustion Engineering Response to
the Regulatory Staff's concluding Statement, p. 23), there appears to be no major objection to the rule.
The nrle moderates the arbitrariness of the "accumulator bypass" section of the Interim Policy
Statement in a conservative way, requiring that the calculation of the end of bypass be supported by
suitable experimental data. Although the Regulatory Staff in their concluding statement reject for the time
being the Wallis correlation proposed by Westinghouse and the -Waterfall" concept suggested by
Combustion Engineering, these methods of calculating the extent of cooling water bypass can clearly be
considered under the rule when adequate calculational detail and experimental verification are available.
The primary importance of calculating the correct curve of system pressure versus time for a PWR is
found in calculat;,Nn of the time at wh~ich blowdown ends and effective emergency coolant injection is

assumed to start. Several definitions of the end of blowdown have been proposed, and each has some
difficulties. The Staff Direct Testimony stated that end of blowdown is assumed to be the first time when
fluid flow from the break ceases. Parks (B&W, Transcript pp. 12526-12527) stated that this may not be the
best definition, because zero break flow may never be reached for some breaks such as hot leg breaks and
very small breaks. But he added (Transcript p. 12527) that B&W calculations show a time of zero break
flow for all cold leg breaks but the smallest ones. Rosztocry (Transcript p. 13230) reported that no CE
calculation has shown the core recovered before zero break flow occurs, and so zero break flow is adequate

to define the end of blowdown.
The B&W Redirect and Rebuttal Testimony discussed calculatiors of accumulator water entrainment
which considered the end of blowdown to be the time at which entrainment ended. Roy stated however
that R&W does not at this time recommend such a definition (Transcript pp. 21164-21165).
"Definition of "end of blowdown" is replaced in the Staffs Concluding Suttemen by -end of bypass,
means assumed end of accumulator water bypass. This is the time at which calculations supported by
experiments indicate the ECC bypass or entrainment mechanisms to be no longer effective. We believe that
it will be possible to provide calculations satisfying these requirements, and this procedure for defining the
start of effective emergency coolant injection is superior to the one used formerly. The proposed procedure
on page 188 of the Regulatory Staffs' Concluding Statement is correct and precise, and we have elected to
adopt it verbatim.
d. Noding Near the Break and the EC'C Injection Points. A number of witnesses in the course of the
hearing pointed out that incorrect noding near the assumed break or the point of ECCS injection can lead
to non-consertive conclusions. Excessively large nodes near ECCS injection could lead to unrealistic
calculated cooling of the water in the downconer and/or the lower plenum, and more rapid reduction of
the driving force during blowdown than would really be expected. The noding detail in the vicinity of the
break as discussed on page 40 of the Staff's Concluding Statement is directed to avoiding this problem.
The advantages of correct thermodynamic description of the discharge nodes have been discussed
earlier.

2 arnd 3. Discussion of Frictional Pressure Drops and Momentum Equation
(a)Jdendficzicm of the Terms. The momentum equation describes the Newtonian behavior of the
coolant as it is subjected to such forces as fluid pressure and gravitation. Two terms in the momentum
equation received special attention during the hearing. One of these is the momentum flux. The other is the
frictional pressure drop.
Thes two terrm have assumed extra importance because they can become more than usually sgificant
when the coolant is two-phase.
(b) Momentum Flux. The momentum flux represents the spatial convection of momentum. In regions
of the system where accelerations of the coolant are occurring, and where heat transfer changes the ratio of
liquid water to steam, the momentum flux differs from zero. Thus the momentum flux assumes finite
-lues at places where area changes in flow paths occur (form losses) and where heat sources and sinks are
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found. It is also finite if phase changes are the result of system pressure changes, such as accompany
depressurzation.
The Stlafs supplementary testimony pointed out that none of the vendor computational models
includes the momentum flux as it appears in the momentum equation. The form of RELAP 3 approved for
use with the interim criteria did not incorporate the momentum flux, either. The models used by
Combustion Engineering and by Babcock and Wilcox did include the area change part of the momentum
flux. The Westinghouse model, the General Electric Model, and the ANC model contained empirical form
losses or abrupt losses to account for the area change and the heightened turbulence at such locations as the
cote entrance and exit. Different methods were sometimes used to modify form factors for two-phase
"ondltions, and to change magnitudes of pressure losses when flow reversal occurred.
The questioning of witnesses led to a rather uniform set of statements to the effect that the momentum
flux is not vry important to analysis of the transient. Bingham said that the R&W model does not include
the density change component of momentum flux, but calculations that had been done accounting for this
component of the momentum flux had not changed the results significantly (Transcript p. 12621).
Rosztoczy reported insensitivity of the peak clad temperature as to whether calculations are made with and
without the momentum flux term. Cermak said that the Westinghouse model used the momentum flux in
1967, but the term was removed because it led to computational instabilities and had only a small effect on
the result (Transcript 15592). Rockwell said that the acceleration terms in the momentum flux amount
only to 4 percent of the bundle pressure drop during the early part of a BWR transient, and the effect
decreases as the transient proceeds (Transcript p. 21420). He also said that the momentum flux is included
in GE's empirical loss coefficients (Transcript pp. 2l 4 21, 21542.3).
The Staff's Supplementary Testimony expressed the view that vendors' codes should be modified to
include all momentum flux terms. This view was supported by consultants at ANC and at ORNL. The
Concluding Statement of the Suff in its proposed rule took the same position, but also indicated that
specific terms can be left out if the omission isjustified by comparative analysis or experimental data.
The B&W Concluding Staement took issue with the Staffs position, generally on the basis that the
B&W CRAFT code cau already predict the course ofa blowdown so as to achieve a conservative assessment
of system response to a hypothetical LOCA, and also that the record does not support any need to include
all terms of the momentum flux in the model. Thewe views were also stated in BMW's Response to the
Concluding Statement of the Regulatory Staff.
The Concluding Statement of GE and also GE's Responsive Closing Statement, Responding to
Concluding Statement of Position of the Regulatory Staff, also gave similar reasons why the GE computer
model need not be modified to include the momentum flux. We note that the question of the weed to
include the momentum flux in the momentum equation was in fact argued during the hearing. Views both
pro and con were expressed, though it appears that the arguments against the need for momentum flux
were a little more quantitative than those favoring the need.
On the other hand, the evidence in all respects was not overwhelming. Since the momentum equation
does contain the momentum flux term, It seems that the burden of proof must rest on those who wish to
leave this term out. The contentions in the record do not add up to such proof.
The Staff's proposed course Is fair and is supported by the record. Momentum flux is seen to be a
reality, and in any stated circumstance its components must all be included in the analysis or any omission
must be justified. We have adopted the Staff's careful wording for this riason.
The record contains only a few references directly or indirectly as to including momentum flux in
calculating the effect of any core blockage that might occur during blowdown. It should be clear that the
requirements as to use or the momentum flux apply to all LOCA blowdown flow calculations.
(c) 7'w-Phase Muxipfin. The practice in estimating fluid friction for a two-phase fluid is normally so
calculate the friction coefficient for a single-phase fluid and then tomultiply t•hs value by a factor that
corrects for the quality. This is the two-phase friction factor.
The vendors' practices differ in calculating the single phase friction coefficients, as is seen on page 4-5
of the Staff's Supplementary Testimony. Westinghouse and GE blowdown codes do not include single
phase friction factors with explicit dependence on the Reynolds number. The E&W and CE models do
include such a dependence, as does the GE transient CHF model. Parks said that B&W's calculation of
Reynolds number dependence is not extended into the la•inat flow regime, because no laminar flow is
encountered during blowdown (Transcript, p. 12766-0). Rosztoczy stated that the CE single phase friction
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.4. Discussion of Critical Heat Flux (CHF)
The critical heat flux would be important during
because it marks the point at which a
Vransition would be made from the more efficient heatblowdown
transfer from fuel to clad produced by nucleate
boiling, to a less efficient heat transfer regime. The change of heat transfer mode
is called departure from
atucleate boiling (DNB).
The values of the critical
flux used in practice have usually
determined in experiments
slow transients, such as a slowheat
rate of increase of heat flux, or small been
step-wise increases in beat flux. with
The
transients during a postulated loss.of-coolant accident from a large pipe rupture
would be much more rapid.
For a PWR subjected to an assumed instantaneous rupture of a cold leg pipe, flow
reversal in the core is
calculated to occur wnLhin about 0.1 seconds of the break. At approximately this
time, for any point in the
core, flow stagnation would exist. Just prior to flow reversal the conditions in
the coolant would be such
the DNB would have taken place if the transient were slow. The computational
to the Interim Policy Statement have assumned that DNB would take place at models accepted according
this time, and afterwards the
heat would be transferred through stable film boiling or a transition boiling which
is intermediate between
nucleate boiling and stable film boiling.
For a BWR subjected to an assumed instantaneous break of a recirculation pipe,
to DNB
conditions appropriate
would occur much later, from 5 to 10 seconds into the transient, and
would accompany
reduced
core flow as the jet pump nozzles are uncovered.
SCHF is predicted in Interim Acceptance Criteria models through use
of a number of correlations. Most
are based on experiments conducted under quasi-steady.state conditions and
correlations. GE has used a correlation based on transient data, that leads to a these are called steady state
brief delay in onset of DNB.
The hearing explored the use of steady state heat transfer correlations for
DNB under transient
conditions. The evidence was uniformly that under rapid transients DNB if anything
would be delayed, and
so actual heat removal would be better tran calculated assuming steady state correlations.
Combustion Engineering's Redirect and Rebuttal Testimony cited numerous
experiments showing this,
though there is some confusion from Vouping together results of experiments
with different kinds of
transients (flow decrease, pressure decrease). But
this and other evidence considered during the hearing
lead
us to agree with the position stated in the Staff's Supplementary Testimony,
that the steady state
correlations can be used to predict the CHF realistically in slower, quasi-steady.state
blowdowns and to
predict the CHF conservatively in fast blowdown transients.
Also in its Supplementary Testimony. the Staffsuggtsted that the
steady state CHF correlations should
be modified in use to reflect statistical uncertainty. The suggestion contained
a technical flaw. but the
intent was cleat. In its Concluding Statement, the Staff withdrew this suggestion
and appears content now
to accept realism in this part of the calculation in place of conservatism.
The MWvendors have all used steady state CHF correlations. GE has used its
own correlation based on
transient daa. GE has reported sensitivity studies that show the results to depend
only wetakly on the use
of a transient model.
In Its concluding statement the Staff proposed to accept use of several steady
state CHF correlations
where comparisons with data show that the correlations predict values
of the CHF that allow for
uncertainty in the experimentat data throughout the range of parameters for
which the correlations are to
be used. Acceptance of the GE correlation wis also proposed on this basis.
We believe that the record upholds the conservatism of this approach.
SWestinghouse has proposed to add the condition that DNB should be assumed
to occur in reality only If
.
conditions appropriate to DNB persist for a period greater than 50 ms. Although
the record includes reports
of laborat-ry studies showing that DNB doe not occur during rapid flow
reversal, we believe that this
obs•erriion is not well enough substantiated under the conditions thst would
prevail during a reactor
blowdowm to be accepted in LOCA computational models. We agree with
the Staff's omission of the
Westinghouse assumption from its approved evaluation models.
On the Same baVs. we agree with the ornission of the similar proposal by GE,
to the effect that DNB be
neglected if conditions appropriate to it persist less than 3 mns.

A
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We have again accepted the carelul wording used by the Regulatory
Staff in their Concluding Statement
to establish the requirementsas to calculation of critical heat flux.
S.Discivsion of Post CNIF Heat Transfer Correlations:
The flate at which heat is transferred from the clad t0 the water after departure
from nucleate boiling
is vital to estimation of the course of a hypoth~etical loss~or.coolant
accident
for a PWR. DNB is
calculated go occur within about a tenth of a second after a postulated
instantaneous
double-ended
#Po
break of
8r~
*~ lrePipe, Ofa lar~ge split. The heal
transfer after this time would primarily determine the tempersature
history of the clad during blowdown and the possibility that
clad damage would occur during this phase. It
-04 ev-k-would also determine the effectiveness
of
removal
or
heat
from
the oxide fuel itself and thus the stored
-, Uenergy
in the fuel at the time refill of the plenum by ECCS fluid starts,
The lack of flow reversal in the design basis accident
regards DNB and post-CHF heat transfer. DNB would to a BWR leads to a very different situation as
no: occur until about 5
42
TVblowdown,
when the jet pump int~akes were uncovered by the blowdown. to 10 seconds into the
The heat transfeir regime
subsequent to this would then be a principal determinant
of heat removal from the clad and the oxide fuel
later in the blowdo-n. By this time, however, the heat
generation rate from fission and fission products
hr
would have decayea iurthez.
1eiiem Polio-t Siatememn Alode'ls for PWA i.- The Interim
transfer coefficients for PWR's calculated using stable film Policy Statenmenr has required the use of heat
boiling correlations after DNB. Exceptions have
been defined. Westinghouse has been permitted use of
a proprietary transition boiling correlation, which is
meant to bridge the region of time between nucleate boiling
and stable Mim boiling, and the other vendors
and ANC have similarly used the transition boiling correlation
of McDonough, Milich, and King for the
V
samne purpose. The transition period affected by this bridging typically
occupies a small fraction of a second
-I'f
otter DNB, and its use instead of immediate use of a coefficient
appropriate to stable film boiling hasbulttl
effect on the maximum calculated clad temperature. The
use of a transition boiling coefficient after
DNB
serves to provide a smooth transition from nucleate
to film boiling, and to prevent developing
mathemratical oscillations in the results of computer code
calculations.
The practice as regards correlations for film boiling has varied
from case to case. The Staff'has noted in
its direct testimony that use of the Groeneveld correlation
is the nsu:;. conservative for this purpose. The
Westinghouse piactice has been to continue use of the transition
boiling correlation during the period when
the quality is above zero. The first part of this correlation
is a nucleate boiling term which is unimportant
.1
after the first brief interval, and the remainder of the
leads heat transfer close to that
by the Groeneveld correlation. The THETA code usedcorrelation
for hot channel analysis by ANC and B&Wpredicted
uses the
Groeneveld correlation. as does the RELA? blo~down
code used by ANC'. The STR1ICIN and CEFLASH
codes used by Combustion Engineering
incorporate the Dougall.Rohsenow
CRAFT code used by B&W employs a modified Douptll.Rohsenow
film boiling correlation. The
correlation, which includes
a factor
(TjtTeiad)%suggesied by McEligot to corect for cases
of high clad superheat.
AVl of theme but the Westinghouse correlation were derived
from steady state data. The Westinghouse
correlation was derived from both steady state and transient
data.
The validity of these practices followed according to the
Interim Policy Statement was reviewed at
length during the hearing, and a number of points bearing
on the acceptability or the various correlations
were considered. These wre discussed below.
Interim Policy, Siaatenieni Mfodel fior BWR 's: GE has been
required to use sthe Groeneveld correlation
after DN'B, as long as the quality of the fluid is between
zero and unity. The extension of the requirement
through the period otlo'wer plenum flashing is discussed at
greater length beow.
Blowdo'.in Heo; Transfer. The transition from nucleate
boiling to stable filin boiling would diminish the
1.'!t transfea from Clad to fluid by about two orders of
magnitude. Evidence was presented that in fact the
heat transfer would not be
this much, because the
of bulk nucleation during
depressurization would cause thereduced
coeffIcient to remain near the highexistence
value appropriate to nucleate boiling.
0
This evidence was mostly provided by B&W, who have
Alliance. Ohio facility on blowdown heat transfer. The carried out an extensive research program at their
B8V reports indicate that heat transfer would be
dominated by bulk nucleation until the channel
is almost empty of liquid. These experiments w~re
performed with a fluid velocity several times that appropriate
to a LOCA, and with heat fluxes several times
those that would exist at appropriate
.p~j.
a(DlNB)

q

4--.mostly

.1

times during a LOCA. They were also performed
with rods six feet
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and the
long, about half the length used in water reactors. Some questions were therefore raised by ANC
Staff as to the direct applicability of the results to analysis for a PWR.
during
Transient Hear Transfer: Some criticism was expressed as to the use of steady state correlations
5766-7),
pp.
(Transcript,
Lawson
by
stated
the fast transients a•nlyzed for a Large LOCA. These views were
7480, 7588). The
Ybarrondo (Transcript, pp. 6069, 6272, 10282, 10890, 10906-7), and Brockett (pp.
overpredicted the
correlations
state
steady
that
conclusive
not
was
tenor of the criticsm was that evidence
accurately.
ransient cýoefficients or predicted them
Considerable evidence was provided nonetheless to the effect that during depressurization the use of
was the
steady state correlations for stable film boiling was a conservative course. The strongest evidence
transient
that
indicating
as
B&W
by
B&W work cited above. Additional work in the U. S. was referenced
this
heat transfer duting blowdown will be better than predicted using the steady state correlations;
experiments
Other
Laboratory.
Power
Atomic
Bettis
the
at
and
included work at Columbia University
evidence is near
referenced were performed at MAN in Germany and in the Soviet Union. In out view the
will provide a
ClE
after
boiling
film
stable
-for
correlations
state
of-steady
overwhelming ta-t the use
conservative estimate .-% eat transfer during blowdown,
Rewetring mad Hysteresis-like Effects: It was stated by the Staff that Westinghouse used its transient
Beach
heat transfer correlations throughout calculations of blowdown for safety analysis of the Point
implies
it
because
Staff,
the
by
questioned
reactor. This extended use of a transition boiling correlation was
that rewetting occurs as soon as the fluid conditions again become appropriate for nucleate boiling after
has
DNB has once occurred. This is equivalent to assuming instantaneous rewetting after the superheat
fallen below the LWidenfrost value.
The issue is posed in a sornewhat different way in that both GE and Westinghouse have proposed the
ume of switching criteria for Critical Heat Flux. Westinghouse has proposed that if conditions providing
DNB persist for less thin SO ms, it should be assumed that nucleate boiling continues unimpaired. This

.
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period of interest for pressurized water reactors would be that attached to flow revers

1the

Sof
Sand

almost instantly

after the break. The Westinghouse position would then be essentially that the full transition boiling
correlation with lu nucleate boiling term should be used throughout most of the blowdown phase of the
transient. In this form, the Westinghouse argument is that rewet does not need to be considered because
there has not been enough time for dryout.
GE's proposed switching criterion would lead to continued use of nucleate boiling heat transfer
be
coefficient If the conditions appropriate to DNB persist for less than 3 mns. The practical result would
the
essentially
use of a heat transfer coefficient calculated from the GE nucleate boiling correlation during
entire period of lower plenum flashing of a blowdown of a RWR.
We note the inconsistency of vendor positions that would rely on hysteresis-like effects as the basis for
We
switching criteria such as those above, as compared to other positions calling for instantaneous rewet.
is
there
that
remains
point
The
cases.
both
in
contrary
the
to
positions
Staff
note also the inconssisency of
a
in
reversal
flow
during
effects
hysteresis-like
of
or
CHF
after
Tewet
either
of
Vt,adequate understanding
been
has
DNB
once
fast transient. The Staff's position has been to approve use of only stable film boiling
This
calculated to occur, even when fluid and clad temperature conditions appropriate to rewet exis.
with
concur
We
hearing.
the
of
record
the
course is conservative. No less conservative position is justified by
DNB
used.after
be
not
coirelations
Westinghouse
Staff's proposal %hatthe nucleate boiling term of the
is calculated to occur, and that other rnodels incorporate the equivalent assumption of stable film boiling
toug&houi the period after DNB.
The Groeneveld Correlation: The Interim Policy SUatement approved use of the Groeneveld correlation
tasconservative for calculating stable film boiling coefficients. The criticism of this choice on the grounds of
of a
its derivation from steady state data has been discussed above. We have concluded that the use
use
the
account
into
s.eady-state correlation for stable film boiling is conservative in this case, even taking
realistic rather than bounding correlations in this application.
A difficulty his arisen as to which Groeneveld correlation should be used. The Interim Policy Statement
the models accepted in this connection simply identify "the Gioeneveld correlation". This situation
most of
persists through the Staff's Testimony, the Staffs Supplementary Testimony, and in fact through
the
foregoing
the
all
in
that
agreed
Mattson
questioning,
GE
Under
the record up till near the end.
of Hela
correlation referred to was thal stated in equation 5.7 of D.C. Groeneveld, "An Investigation
20696).
p.
(Transcript
1969
December
revised
AECL.3281.
Regme",
Deficient
Transfe; in te Liquid
Slaughterbeck
that
correlation
Mattson also agreed that the analysis of the acceptability of the Groeneveld
1118
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.had conducted at ANC had used the expression Groeneveld
had stated in Equation 5.9 of the same paper,
rather than that coefficient developed
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by Groeneveld in Equation 5.7. He also said that
heat transfer
coefficients measured fox rods and annuli should fall
below those appropriate to rod bundles because of
cross-flow effects. He said that this situation has been regularly
seen in correlations tested in recent years
(Transcript, p. 20563.5). Groeneveld's statement of the same point was quoted
from his paper.
was continued by the observation that the Groeneveld
point
5.7 correlation, derived using only singleThis
rod data,
miderestimates heat transfer in bundles that have been
tested (20709).
The Staffs concluding statement proposes acceptance
of the Groeneveld 5.9 correbtion, but not the
Groemeljd 5.7. This position is not upheld by the record of the
hearing, and we sapee in general with the
argument made in this connection by GE in their Responsive Statement.
If there is any position maintained
throughout the liaiing on the acceptability of a Groeneveld correlation,
it is that the Groeneveld 5.7
correlation is acceptable. The rule must be in accord with this point for
both PWR's and BWR'I. and any
departure from this choice must be considered in later reviews whether
rule-making or licensing.
lBear Transferat Lowfbeitre: It was observed a number of times that no
non-propnietary data have
been provided for heat transfer at pressures below 5WX.
Combustion Engneering sponsorship were provided psi. Data developed at Columbia UniT:sity under
to the Staff and the Hearing Board by CE. on a
proprietary basis. The Staffs position in its Concluding
Statement was based in part on the existence of
these data and their implhcations. GE has objected in their Responsive
Concluding Statement to a position
cm GE reactors based on proprietary data provided
by other vendors,-as prejudicial to them. This point
is
considered from other aspects in another section
of this opinion. (see pp. 1088-1089 spra).
We note that CE data effectively fill the void in data
below 500 psi used by Groeneveld in deriving his
correlation.
Doul.ARohsenow Correkloions: Combustion Engineering
has used the DougaU-Roha•now correlation
for calculaing heat transfer coefficients in the stable
film boring regime. Babcock and Wilcox has ued the
nmodified DousalI.Rohbsenow correlation, which differs
from the D-R through the use of McEigo'$ ovterl]
I"asctor of (T-7c•.1d)lk In regions of interest at low
pressure, McEhigots factor is significantly below unity.
"Thus, the heat transfer predicted by the D-R correlation is
better than that of the modified D-R by an
"appreciable factor. CE has provided data and analysis showing
that the D-R correlation Leads to heat
transfer coefficients for suble film boiling that are
lower bounds to the range of values observed. CE
believes that their proprietary data justify use of the
D-R correlation after CHF.
Staff position has been to accept we of the modified D-R correlation,
but not the D-R itself.
Presumably this has been done because the modified
D-R correlation goes over in s smooth fashion to the
Dittus-Boelter correlation for single phase steam at the
limit of unit quality (pure steam).
"Intheir Response to the Staff's Concluding
Combustion Engineering objects to elmination
of the D-R correlation from the proposed StaffStatement,
rule. On this point we believe the Staff was
wrong. The
evidence supplied by Combustion Engineerig supports
ue of the Dougall-Rohsenow correlation. Of
course, if the Dougall-Rohsenow is acceptable, -,,sk
the modified'Dousal.Rohnow.
6. Di-usdon of Pump Modelin
part of the blowdown. This reverse flow would be opposed by the pumps in the unbroken
loops, to that the
calculted flow magnitude and the
resulting cooling would depend upon
the model used for the pumps. In
some evaluation modls it was assu•ned that the pnmp
delivered
zero
head
as soon as the suction pressure
was reduced to saturation pressure. The liannited data
available indicated, however, that pump operation
continue into the two-phase flow region. (Exh. )32)
loops would diminish
pump
the eore flow during the cauY pat of'Continued
in the
intact
blowdown and, inoperation
some instances, PWR
change the
calculated peak Zicaloy iemperaiuie appreciably, sometimes
in one direction, and sometimes in the other.
(Exh.
J33, p.
6-4).
Dating
the hearings pump modeling was criticized on
the basis that pumping action might continue
into
the two phase reglon when it was assumed not to (Transcript
pp. 6311-12 and 7477), and for the lack of
applicable two phase performance data, at least in
the publid domain (Transcript p. 5643). The new rule
"addressesitself to these criticisrm.
"For the BWR's, the core flow would not reverse as a result
of tne hypothetical accident. The
recircublton Line 'ps would continue to drive the
jet pumps and their continued operation would tend
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to prolong core flow and provide longer initial cooling of the core. GE's present model
assumes trat me
pump head would start to decrease as soon as saturation pressure is reached at the
pump suction. going
linearly to zero as the quality at the pump suction goes to one percent. In analyses reviewed
by Regulatory
to date, the jet pumps would become uncovered and the core flow fall to zero
before the one percent
quality occurs at the pump suction (Exh. 1113, p. 6-2). This situation is recognized in
the rule.
In their responses to the Concluding Statement of the Regulatory Staff, Combustion
Engineering and
Westinghouse stated or impbled that applicable data do not yet exist for two.phase pump
performance. We
encourage obtaining such data. There is no disagreement with regard to the ue of
a dynamic pump model.
•

""

"Interim

7. Discussion of Core Flow Distribution Dining Slowdow.
The analytical models used in reviewing the course of a hypothetical
loss of coolant accident under the
Policy Statement have all been one-dimensional, with no direct treatment of flow redistribution
in
the core. The detaed flow in the reactor core following initiation of the hypothetical
loss-of.coolant would
be complex, and would be different depending on the kind of reactor and fuel and
the specific tire during
the LOCA. The n=aure and decree of flow redistribution were discussed at length during
the hearing.
Flow redistribution between channels is a phenomenon primarily affecting Pressurized
Water Reactors.
because they have no channel walls to restrict cross-flow. The principal forces affecting
cross-flow are
friction, acceleration, drag in channels, drag through spacer grids and fittings, and buoyancy
(Morgan.
Transcript pp. 12678-9). The presence of a two-phase fluid affects buoyancy and
frictional drag (through
the two-phase multipliers). In upflow the buoyancy effects tend to produce higher
hot channel flow than
average channel flow (though frictional effects act in the opposite direction). In downolow
the buoyancy
and the friction act together to reduce hot channel flow relative to average
channel flow (Morgan.
Transcript 12679).
""The Interim Acceptance Criteria models have accounted for these effects
by a requirement that the
average channel flow during blowdown of a PWR be multiplied by a factor 0.8 to obtain
the flow in the hot
channel calculation. Westinghouse Testimony stated that calculations made using the
THINC code are the
basis for this choice of factor. The calculation assumed parallel channels, and zero
cross4)ow resistance
between channels, so that the pressure was constant in every horizontal plane. These
calculations did not
unambiguously lead to flow reductions bounded by the factor 0.8.
Although the vendors' discussions of the effect of flow redistribution generally
tended to support
choice of the factor 0.8. there was little sympathy elsewhere for it. Its conservatism
was questioned by
Rosen (Testimony), Lawson (Transcript 5755). and
Ybarrondo (Transcript 6076, 6270. 10255). and
its
continued use has not been proposed by the Staff.
It appears that considerations of flow redistribution prior to the hearing comprised
only circumstances

a.'

in which the clad is not deformed. Questioning during the hearing also dealt with
effects of clad swelling.
fuel deformation, and partial blockage on flow redistribution. It %as less apparent that
the factor 0.8 would
be adequate if partial channel biockase occurred than if channels were undeformed.
The Stafts Supplementary Testimony recognized this point, and proposed that models
be developed
and used that explicitly calculate the effect of flow redistribution during both the upflow
and downflow
phases of blowdown. The view included use of models that calculate the flow redistribution resulting from
flow blockage if that should be calculated to take place.
We believe this is the correct course to follow. We believe the wording in the Staffs
proposed rule
adequately expresses the position supported by the record, with one exception.
There is no basis in the
record for continued use of the flow reduction faclor of 0.8 after flow redistribution
effects have been
calculated for the hot channel. We have not included this requirement in the Rule.
D. POST-BLOWDOWN PHENOMENA; HEAT REMOVAL BY THE EMS
I. Single Failure Criterion. An analysis of possible failure modes of ECCS equipment
and of their
effects on ECCS performance must be made. In carrying out the accident evaluation
the combination of
ECCS subsyslems assumed to be operative shall be those available after the most damaging
single failure of
ECCS equipment has taken place.
2. Conkainment Pressure. The containment pressure used for evaluating cooling
effectiveness during
reflood and spray cooling shall not exceed a pressure calculated conservatively
for this purpose. The
calculation shall include the effects of operation of all installed pressure-reducing systems
and processs.
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Ckuklation of Re/loWa Rate for Prtesrized Water Reactors. The refilling of the reactor
vessel and
the time and rite of reflooding of the core shall be calculated by an acceptable model that takes
into
consideration the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the core and of the reactor system. The
primary
system coolant pumps shall be assumed to have locked impellers if this assumption leads
to the maximum
calculated cladding temperature; otherwise the pump rotor shall be assumed to be running free.
The ratio of
the total fluid flow at the core exit plane to the total Dquid flow at the core inlet plane (carryover
fraction)
shah be used to deternine the core exit flow and shall be determined in accordance
with applicable
experimntal data (for example, "PWR FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat
Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7665, April 1971; 'PWR Full Length EmergencyTransfer) Final
Cooling Heat
Transfer (FLECHT) Group I Test Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7435, January
1970; 'TWR
FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Coolng Heat Transfer)
1VTest Report," Westinghouse Report
WCAP.7544, Septemba 1970; "PWR FLECHT Final Group
Report Supplement,"' Westinghouse Report
WCAP-7931, October 1972).
The effects on reflooding rate of the compressed gas in the accumulator which Is discharged following
accumulator water discharge shall also be taken into account.
4.Steam interaction uiih Emergency Core Cooling Water in
Water AReactorL. The
thermnal-ydraulic interaction between steam and all emergency core Piswfired
cooling water shall
account in calculating the core reflooding rate. During refill and reflood, the calculated be taken into
steam flow in
unbroken reactor coolant pipes shall be taken to be zero during the time that accumulators
are dischargng
water into those pipes unless experimental evidence is available regarding the realistic
thermal-hydraulic
interaction between the steam and the liquid. In this case, the experimental data may be
used to support an
•alternate assumption.
S.Ref7l and Reflood Heat Transferfor Preasrerfcd Water Reactors. For reflood
rates of one inch -per
second or higher, reflood heat transfer coefficients shall be based on applicable experimental data for
cores including FLECHT results ("PWR FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Cooling
Heat
Transfer) Final Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7665, April 1971). The use of a
correlation derived
from FLECHT data shah be demonstrated to be conservative for the transient to which
presently vavilable FLECHT heat transfer correlations ("PWR Full Length Energency It is applied;
Cooling Heat
Transfer (FLECHT) Group I Test Report," Westinghouse
Report WCAP.7544, September 1970; "PWR
FLECHT Final Report Supplement," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7931, October 1972)
are not accepuble.
New correlations or modifications to the FLECHT heat transfer correlations
are
acceptable
are demonstrated to be conservative, by comparison with FLECHT data, for a range only after they
of parameters
consistent with the transient to which they are applied.
refill and during reflood when reflood rates are less than one inch per second, heat transfer
shall be based on the assumption that cooling is only by steam, and shall
into account any
&low
blockae calculated to occw
as a resul of cladding swelling or rupture as such take
blockage might affect
both local steam flow and heat tnsfer.
"6.Con'ective Beat Transfer Coefficients for Boiling Water Reactor Fuel Rods Under Spray Cool'ng.
Following the blowdown period, convective heat transfer shall be calculated using coefficients
based on
experimental data. For reactors with jet pumps and having fuel rods in a 7 X 7 fuel assembly
array, the following convective coeffiicents are acceptable:
(a) During the p•iod fow-ing•1voar1num
but prior to the core spray reaching rated flow, a
ctonvective beat tanslat €oefficient oreewo sh• be flMshng
applied so an fuel ro&.
(b)tDurin the priod after core spray reaches vated flow but pror to reflooding, convective heat
transfer coefficients of 3.0,33.5, .,Sand 1.5 tu-Vhr4 o.'F") shall be applied to the fuel
rods in the outer
corners, outer row, next to outer row, and to those remaining in the interior, respectively,
of the assembly.
(c) After the two-phase reflooding fluid reaches the level Under consideration, a convective
heat transfer
coeffcient of 25 Btu-hr'-f.,'.PF' shall be applied to all fuel rods.
7. The Boiling Water Reactor ChannelBox Under Spray Cooling. Following the blowdown
period, heat
transfer from, and wetting of, the channel box shall be based on appropriate experimental
data. For
reactors with jet pumps and fuel rods in a 7 X 7 fuel assembly array, the following heat transfer
coefficients
and wetting time correlation are acceptable.
(a) During the period after lower plenum flashing, but prior to core spray reaching
rated flow, a
convective coefficient of zero shall be appl;ed to the fuel assembly channel box.
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(b) During the period after core spray reaches rated flow, but prior to wetting of the channel, a
1onvective heat transfer coefficient of 5 Btu-h'fi-2."F' shall be applied to both sides of the channel box.
(c) Wetting of the channel box shall be assumed to occur 60 seconds after the time determined using
the correlation based on the Yarmnouchi analysis ("Loss-of-Coolant Accident and Emergency Core Cooling
Models for General Electric Boiling Water Reactors," General Electric Company Report NEDO-10329,

April 1971).
DISCUSSION
ConidanmensPhesxret One of the anomalies of the LOCA is that, although one would normally think
that it would be desirable to have a low containment pressure to reduce leakage, a high containment
pressure would be advantageous for the operation of the ECCS. A high containment pressure after the
accident would terminate the blowdown sooner and would improve the capability of the ECCS because
convective heat transfer coefficients are higher at high pressures. For the PWR's, a high ambient pressure
would reduce the steam binding (through the higher steam density) and would lead to high reflood rates,
which would further improve the heat transfer coefficients. Thus a guide is needed for the containment
pressure that an be used in the analysis of the hypothetical LOCA.
The Interim Pobcy Statement specified that the maximum containment
pressure allowed for the
calculation of the effectiveness of the ECCS should be the original pressure (presumably atmospheric) plus
80% of the pressure increase estimated to be brought on by blowdown. For containment systems used so
far for PWR's (dry containment) this prescription was shown to be conservative by the ReSulatory Staff
(Exhibit 1113, Sec. 15). However It is not too difficult to calculate the actual pressure, allowing for the
various cooling devices placed in the containment structure to limit its pressure, and the new requirement is
to make such calculations. Improving the generality of the requirement has made i applicable to other
types of containment, such as ice condenser containment.
The importance of containment pressure has been less for BWR's than PWR's because steam binding is
less of a problem and because the heat transfer coefficients ava lable for we in BWR analysis were derived
at atmospheric pressure and so are conservative for elevated pressures.
In their response to the Stafrs Concluding Sttement, Combustion Engineering statesa preference for
the old formula. As the new rule is stated the old formula may stil be used, provided it is shown that the
pressure so calculated continues to be less than that obtained by a detailed calculation.
Both Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse pointed out in their responses to the Stafrs
Concluding Statement that the LOCA analysis is made assuming some loss of power, under which condition
some of the pressure reducing systems might not be operable. They therefore suggest that for consistency
one should not assume that all of the pressure reducing systeis would be operating, Since iR is possible for

a

-

the LOCA to occur with no loss of power, the Commission rejects this suggestion.
Calculation of Reilood Rate for Pressurtzed Water Reactorn. The reflooding rate for pressurized water
reactors would be controled to a large extent by steam binding, the phenomenon by which the resistance
to flow through the reactor system (steam generators, pumps, etc.) of the effluent from the reactor Core
lirrts the rate of reflood and, indirectly, the rate of heat removal from the fuel rods. The pumps in their
locked rotor condition would typically provide nore than half of this resistance to flow so that the
stipulation of their being locked is a serious limitation. If the pump rotors were not locked, their resistance
to flow would be reduced by 60% (Exhibit 1113, p 14-10). In their Concluding Statement, Combustion
Engineering states that if the pumps were free running during reflood the calculated maximum temperature
of the zlrcaloy ch dding would be reduced by 75*F (CE Concluding Statement, p 3-61).
The stipulation of locked pumps during reflood is unchanged from the Interim Policy Statement, and
no new experimental information was provided during the hearing justifying a change in this part of the
rule.

The Regulatory Staff in their Concluding Statement proposed the development of more sophisticated

refill-reflood computer programs, including those c2pable of predicting the expected oscillatory flow of
water into the reactor core. The Staff also proposed that the calculation should consider the carry-over of

fluid from the top of the reactor core to be based on experimental data, principally the FLECHT tea,
which were married out with fixed flow rates. Combustion Engineering, who have a sophisticated code,
PERC, lh.t predicts osciiations, pointed out a difficulty in their Comments on the Staff's Concluding
Statement, in that use of the experimental carry-over data would nake major portions of their
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sophisticated code superfluous. Since the heat transfer coefficients must come from the FLECHT tests,
the
leaving
fluid
of
amount
the
determine
to
data
those
use
to
consistent
and
least for now, it seems logical
core and passing out through the system. The Commission believes with the Staff that improved and more
realistic miodels are desirable, but realizes that the full benefit of sophisticated models that predict the
can be
oscillatory flow cannot be obtained until there are more suitable experiments sith which they
they
when
codes
sophisticated
more
of
and
data
new
of
=e
the
compared. The rule, as written, allows for
.zre avaiLahie.
As several participants have observed, the method chosen for calculating the mass of fluid leaving the
top of the reactor overestimates it, at lekst for the FLECHT tests from which it is derived, by the amount
of two phase fluid retained in the core above the quench front. To the extent that this carry.over fraction is
overestimated, the amount of steam binding is overestimated and the reflood rate is Uidereltimated,
providing an additional modest conservatism. The method that we have chosen for Calculating the
carry-over fraction is, however, as realistic as the FLECHT data allow.

Stwm Inreraction %ithEmergency Core Cooki'tg Water in PW4 k The steam flow coming from the core
through the cold legs of Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse PWR's would be subject to increased
reistance as a result of the high accumulator-injection flow rates (thousands or gallons per minute) into
those legs. The restriction of no steam flow in the non-ruptured legs during MCC injection is conservative; it
was part of the Interim Policy Statement. Combustion Engineering has already proposed a new prediction
model based on experimental evidence (Concluding Statement, p 3-64; Exhibit 1144, pp 8-10 to 8.18), and
Westinghouse also proposed submitting a new model (Concluding Statement, p 80).
Reflood Hear Transfer for Pressr•zed Water Reactoro Th convective heat transfer coefficient used
for calculating the cooling of the fuel rods during the reflood phase are derived from the PWR-FLECHT tsgt
program (.Exhibit 150). In these tests electrically heated rods, smulating full length fuel rods, were cooled
by bottom flooding at various rates. Characteristically, after the very bottom of the heated section of the
rods had been wetted, the rapid generation of steam led to an entrainment of water droplets and the
generation of a two phase fluid that swept upward through the rod bundle. The mechanisms of heat
transfer to this two phase fluid have been postulated to be (1) convective cooLng to the steam, (2) droplet
impingement an the rods and (3) radiation to the water droplets (and to the steam). Along at lest par of
the length of the rods the two phases would not be in thermal equilibrium, i.e., the &team would be at a
higher temperature than the water droplets, and therefore the water droplets would be heated by the steam
and evaporate as they pass up the column (Exhibit 150, pp 3-69-3-77). This complicated heat transfer
mechanism was interpreted by calculating heat transfer coefficients, which, when multiplied by the
difference between the measured surface temperature of the rods and the saturation temperature of water
at the test pressure, yielded the measured heat flux from the rods to the coolant.
The FLECHT tests and their calculated heat transfer coefficients have been criticized on several baes
(Transcript. pp 6868, 19,489; Ex.ibit 1041, Sec. 6). The principal items questioned were: the effect of dhe
flow housing, the use of stainless steel for the cladding of the heater rods instead of zircaloy, the use of
steady flow instead of allowing the flow to oscillate as It would in a reactor, and the probability of errors.
Each of these will be discussed in turn.
The FLECHT tests were carried out with bundles of either 49 or 100 rods, arranged in a square array
and surrounded by a steel housing about % inch thick., The peak temperature of the housing was typically
750*F. even when the rods next to It were at temperatures in the vicinity of 2000'F. The concern was
exp•res5ed that this houng did not suitably simulate the surrounding sows of fuel rods that would be
piewen in the reactor. The Commission believes that this question has been adequately explored by
experiment and examined in the record (Ex~hibit 1113, pp 17-2; Exhibit 1078, pp 46-59), and concludes
that the heat transfer measued for the inside rods of the bundles was not affected in any major way by the
housing. The effect of radiation to the housing on the calculated heat transfer coefficients was estimated to
be less thian 5% by Aerojet Nuclear Corporation (Exhbit 1113, p 17.3) and about three percent by
We stinghouse (Exhbit 107, pp 46-52).
Stainless steel vas used instead of zircaloy as the cladding material for nearly all of the FLECHT tests
because It is more durable under the test conditions. Although it is not usual to expect significant
differences in convective heat transfer coefficients from different solid material surfaces, the possibility of
such differences was considered, perhaps resulting from such factors as differences in thermal conductivity
and differences in wetting properties. The reasonable conclusion was reached that the effect of the
difference between zircaloy and stainless steel, if any, would be small. There is a difference, of course, in
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the rate of heal generation from steam oxiltion, but this heat is deposited within the metal under the
surface of the oxide film. The presence of this heat source should not affect the heat transfer coefficients,
which depend on conditions in the coolant outside the rod.
The few FLECHT runs made with zircaloy clad rods provide uncertain and conflicting evidence.
Westinghouse pointed out that all of the zircaloy runs except one (run 9573) yield higher heat transfer
coefficients than were obtained with steel (Westinghouse Concluding Statement, pp C.74 to C-76; Exhibit
130, pp 3-98 & ff). Consolidated National Intervenors pointed out that most of these runs were made at
unreasoably high flooding rates, and that a different result was obtained from run 9573 where the
flooding rate was about one inch per second. In the first 18 seconds of this run, before multiple heater rod
failures occurred, the zircaloy clad rods heated up faster than predicted from the stainless steel based
correlations (Exhibit 1041, pp 6.7 & ff). This anomalous result has been attributed to experimental error,
or possibly to an unusually skewed initial temperature distribution along the length of the rod (Exhibit
1 ] 13, pp 17-6-17-7).
On balance, the CormIssior sees no basis for concluding that the hut transfer mechanism is different
"forzircaloy and stainless steel, and believes that the heat tnmsfer correlations derived from stainless steel
clad beater rods are suitable for use with zircaloy clad fuel rods. It is apparent, however, That more
experiments with zical, .wcladding are needed to overcome the impression left from run 9573.
At a number of places in the record mention is made of the oscillatory flow that would be expectd in
reflooding a reactor (Exhibit 1113, Sec. 17, pp 1, 2, 11, 12, 13; Exhibit 1144,Sec.9)and ofan enhanced
heat transfer to be expected from it (Trans. p 6838). In the PWR FLECHT tests presently available, the
water entered the bottom of the rod bundle at a predetermined rate, without provision for the development
of an oscillatory flow. Westinghouse is carrying out another group of tests called FLECHT SET with a
hydraulic system that more closely simulates a reactor, which is expected to allow oscillatory flow to take
place. The results of one run, run 5, are discussed in some of the above references. This run did exhibit the
oscillatory flow. The initial reflood rate, averaged over the oscillations, was quite high, but settled down to
a value of about two inches per second within 20 seconds. After allowance is made for the effects of the
Jugh initial flow, the heat transfer coefficient observed is very similar to that which would have been
predicted from the prior FLECHT tests. (Exhibit 1113, p 17-12). Thus, until more experimental evidence is

available, heat transfer coefficients should continue to be based o:. the FLECHT tests, and caution should
be exercised in asserting the existence of a conservatism because th.)y are based on steady flaw.
The accuracy of the FLECHT-determined heat transfer coefficients has been examined several times.
(Cf. the review in the Babcock and Wilcox Concluding Statement, pp 202.204.) Westinghouse estimated a
possible uncertainty of 1 2% in the coemicients. (Trans. page 6878). The Aerojet Nuclear Company
concluded "that the FLECHT data currently represent a best estimate of the heat transfer that will occur in
a large undistorted core." They also concluded that an allowance of up to 20% may be needed "to bound

the data due to experimental and inferential errorsm" (Exhibit 1113, p 17-14) The Commission approves of
the use of the FLECHT data for calculating P%R reflood heat transfer, but notes that these will be more
nearly "bes! estinmate" calcuations than bounding calculationm.
.. FWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement, WCAP-7931, loves revised formulae for the calcultion of

beat transfer coefficients, and, in a series of curves, compares both the old and new calculations with the
experiments. These curves indicate that the calculations, both old and new, predict greater heat transfer
than would actually occur in the early part of the reflood transients for low reflood rates. (Exhibit 1113.
p 17-14). As a result, we requite tht new coefficents be used in this region, together with a demonstration
that they represent the data in a conservative ranne..

The FLECHT tests simulated flow blockap in a number of runs by the Insertion of perforated
horizontal plates. With reflood rates of one inch pet second or higher, improvement was found in the rate
of hea% transfer as far as two feet upstream and four feet downstream of the blockage. The improved heat
transfer was shown to be caused by break-up of the entrained droplets and increased turbulence. (Exhibit
1006a). The blockage in these tests ranged vp to complete blockage over several channels with 75%
blockage in other channels. For the flow blockage tests at a reflood rate of 0.6 inches per second, heat
"transfer was degraded by blockage. Presumably the poor results at the low reflr.d tale were the result ofa
lack of entrained water droplets, leaving only single phase steam cooling. (Exhibit 1113, p 17-5).
The FLECHT flow blockage tests were criticized on the basis that the flat plates were not typicalof

bulging of the cladding. However, Davis tried blockage with sleeves versus plates and round little difference.

(Trans. p 4130).
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a result of thewe tests it appears that heat transfer coefficients based on undistorted rod geometry
would provide a reasonable approach to estimating core temperature behavior during reflood, for reflood
rates above one in./sec. For lower reflood rates blockage would have a deleterious effect and one must
resort to calculation with single phase steam cooling, taking into consideration the effects of blockage on
core flow distribution.
Convecdwv i/ear Transfer Coefficients for BWR FuelRods Under Spray Cooling. The time-lustory or a
hypothetical design basis Boiling Water Reactor accident can be divided into six periods (Exhibit 1001,
vp 4-7 & ff). A flow coast-down period would end when the water level fell below the jet pump inlet. There
would then be a short period of flow stagnation in the core until more water escaped from the pressure
vessel. When ste~am started to escape through the break there would be a rapid drop in the system pressure,
causing the water in the lower plenum to flash to steam. creating a two phase flow through the core. After
the end of flashing there is assurned to be a short "core heatup period" dining which no core cooling would
take place before the ECCS came into action. The ECCS would start irst with a spray of water into the top
of the core and later flood the core from the bottom.
Flooding the core is said to occur within three minutes of the piping break in the design basis accident,
or wihhin two and a half minutes after the start of the core spray. (Exhibit 1113, p 16.36). The reflood rate
would be quite high, typically 3.7 inches per second (Exhibit 137, p 23) and would terminate the excursion
quite rapidly once the reflood water started entering the bottom of the core. (Exhibit 1069. p 15). Thus
the function of the core spray is to keep the cladding temperature from iising too rapidly during the
approximately two and a half minutes between the core heatup period and the quenching acton provided
by the core reflood.
The EWR fuel rods are in 7 X 7 arrays, with each wamy contained in Its own channel box. With fth
arrangement each group of 49 fuel rods is largely *independentof the rest of the core as far as cooling is
concerned. 'The channel boxes would not become as hot as the fuel rods, since their only source of beat
would be absorption of thermal radiation and pamma rays from neighboring fuel rods, and they would be
mnore easily quenched by the core spray. They would serve as a convenient heat sink for radiation from the
hotter fuel rods, especially those near the outside of the 7 x 7 array. There would be'a diffusive slow
outward of heat from the inner rods, through radiation. The fuel rods would also lose some heat to the
water droplets and assoa~ted steam by convection and radiation, Through these mechanismns the core spray
would limit the rate at which the core heats up. (Exhibit 1069, p 15).
the BWR FLECHT tests there is Information on the heat transfer coefficients for both the
convective heat flow to the water droplets and steam and for the reflood phase. The FLECHT tests were
:ade with an electrically heated mock-up of a 7 x 7 rod array complete with its channel box. The
convective heat transfer coefficients were determined from the residue of a thermal balance after all of the
known inputs and outputs were calculated. The factors considered were the electrical heat input, the rate of
chanie of the beat content of the rods as calculated from their temperature history, and the calculated
radiation from the rods to each other and to the channel walls. The residue from these inputs and outputs
was ascribed to convective beat transfer. The convective beat transfer coefficients so determined could not
be very accurate because their calculation involved taking the difference between two large numbers. The
coefficients so obtaired aie small and are about what one would expect from the mechanisms of natural
convretion and radiation to steam. (Exhibit 1113, p 16.14).
The values of the calculated convective heat transfer coefficients depend to some extent upon the value
used for the therirul emnissivity of the stainless steel, since the conviective heat transfer is obtaned after
subtrzectin the radiative heat transfer from the total. Theoretically a hig value of the emissivity leads to a
low calculated convective heat transfer coefficient. Values of the emnissivity measured after the tests ranged
from 0.6 to 0.9 (Exhibit 461.p 81 and Exhibit ll13.p 6 -141,and to add conservatism to the calculation,
the Interim Policy Siatement requited the use of the highest measured errtissivity, 0.9, or the calculation of
the conVective heat transfer coefficients. Hiowever It turned out that this resulted In a higher coefficient
(less conservative) for the critical inner rods, with a higher estimated standard eri or, (Exhibit 461, Table 2.)
After reviewing the derivation of the coefficients as given in Exhibit 461, we believe that those originally
listed as best estimates by General Electric are the miost credible and should be used. The effect.of this
change oui the peak cladding temperature will be small, about five degrees according to Exhibit 461..
There has bgen a gTeat deal of criticism of the BWR FLECH-T tests, particularly by the Consolidated
Natioriz[ Intervenors (Exhibit 1041, Chapter 5), and both General Electric and the Regulatory Staff have
defededthe
(Cosig Sateent). oweerforthe purpose of calculating the maximum cladding
1
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temperature, only the derived beat transfer coefficients are of any great importance. The values obtained
have always been known to have a high statistical error; furthermore the values are low and reasonable,
and
there seems little to be gained by renewing the controversy over the manner of conducting and interpreting
all features ofUte tests.
The high but inevitable statistical error of the coefficients for the inner rods (1.5 :t 1.0 TU/hr-ft 2-. F)
Is bothersome and Ieads 1o an estimated error band of as much as 1200*F in the calculated
peak
temperature in some cihcumstances (Exhibit I1 13, p 16-36). The test bundle SS2N was used to derive
the
beat transfer coefficients; another test bundle, SS4N, resulted in cladding temperatures 200°F higher
than
those of the bundle used as a standard; one half of this discrepancy could be explained by test differences,
with the other half left to be attributed to statistical variations. (Exhibit 1113, p 1&38). The problem
of
these lrge statistical errors in the convective beat transfer coefficients is compensted to some extent
by
the fact that the coefridents were determined at atmospheric pressure, whereas the reactor would
be at
some elevated pressure at which the heat transfer would be improved (Exhibit -1113, p. 16-26).
The evidence for the value 25 BTU/hr.ft:%F of the two phase reflooding bhet transfer coefficient
is
sketchy (Exhbit 1032, p.1-63-SI), but it is applied for only a short time because the high reflood
rate
would quickly quench the core, and the exact value is of little signif=ince.
The BWR Channel Box Under Spray Cooing. Radiation to the channel box would be an important
mechanism for cooling the outer fuel rods of a 7 x 7 array, and the magnitude of the radiative tooling
would depend to some extent upon the temperature of the channel box. During the LOCA the channel
box
would be heated by radiation from the fuel rods and by absorption of gamma rays, and later It would
be
cooled by the core spray. Its temperature would drop sh•rply after it is wetted by the core spray
and
subsequently it would become a better hbut sink.
The time of wetting his been calculated by an extension of a theory developed by Yamntnouchi
'amanouch, A., Joumal of Nuclear Science and TechnololD, 5, pp.547-$58, Nov. 1968). This theory
calculates the progress of the wetting front for spray cooling by considering the longtudira thermal
conductance of the dianne) wall. Although the direct application of this theory over-predicted the wettin&
times observed in the FLECHT tests, it vas pmoible to correlate the data from the stainless steel rmus with
a
group of channel parameters that were involved in the theory. The data for the runs with zircaloy cladding
bad more scatter, with both positive and negative devations from the stainless steel correlation line.
By
adding one minute to the wetting times predicted by the correlation, all but one of the quench
times
observed in the FLECHT tests were encompassed. (Exhibit 461, A.6) Modified in this way, the calculated
quench times seem to be adequately onservative.
With regard to the convective heat transfer coefficient to be used during core spray but prior to wetting,
General Electric's present practice is to use a convective heat transfer coefficient of 20 BTU/hr.ft•-F
applied to only one side of the channel box. This number was derived from the FLECHT experiments
as a
best fit to the data. (Exhibit 461, p8) The Regulatory Staff points out that the geometry in the FLECHT
experiments differed from tha in a reactor, in that there was an insulated outer channel surrounding
the
channel box In the experimtmm. They calculated that radiation from the channel box to the outer
channel
,ay have contributed up to half of the heat transferred from the channel box in the FLECHTexperiments.
(Exhibit If13, p.16-8) They therefore recorrmend reducing the convective heat transfer coefficient
by a
factor or two. Although General Electric objected (Responsive Closing Statement, Vol. 2, pp.80.81)
on the
basis that the calculation is already over-conservative by virtue of ate minute added to the channel wetting
time, the Commission supports the position of the Regulatory Staff on the basis that no single cooling
mechanism should be counted upon to exceed its expected performanco
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IV. REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
I. (a) A description of each evauation model shall be furnished. The description slhall be sufriciently
complete to permit technical review of the analytical approach including the equations used,
their
approximations in difference form, the assumptions made,and the values of all parameters-or the procedure.
for their selection, as for example, in accordance %ith a specified physical law or empirical correlation.
(b) The description shall be sufficiently detailed and specific to require significant changes in the
eraluation mde!
-pe•• rfied in amendments of the description. For this purpose, a significant chinge is
-',a change that would result in a calculated fuel cladding temperature different by more than 20*F from
the
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temperature calculated (ab a function of time) for a postulated LOCA Wing the lust
previously accepted
smodel.
teig(c)A complete listing of each computer program, in the &=me form as used in
the evaluation model,
Ohall be fumished to the Atomic Energy Commission.
2. For each computer program, solution convergence shall be demonstrated by studies of system
.anodeling or noding and calculational time steps.
3. Appropriate swnsitivity studies shall be performed for each evaluation model, to evaluate the effect
On the calculated MulS of wariatko in noding, phenomena assu-md in the calculation to predominate,
including pump operation or locking, and rAlues of parameters over their applicable rnmges. For items to
which results are shown to be eoittive, the choicers nmde shall be justified.
4. To the extent practicable, predictions of the evaluation mxodel, or portions thereof, shall be
compared with applicable experimental information.
S. General Standards for Acceptability-Elen•ints of evaluation models reviewed will include technical
adequacy of the calculational methods, including compliance with
required features or section I of
Appendix K to10 CFR Part 50 and provision of a level of safety and margin of conservatism comparable to
other acceptable evaluation models, tC.0ing into account significant differences in the reactors to which they
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DISCUSSION:
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Previous Experience with the Interim Policy Statement has shown thst additional do:umentation
be useful (Exhibit 1031, page 2; CNM Concluding Statement, page 4.16; and Transript pages 5643; would
6675;
6691; 10,879; to 10,883).
Considerable- hearing time was devoted to consideration of the adequacy of codes and analyts methods
ExhFtbit J043 and Transcript pages 8294; 8386; 11,065-11, 112; 1 !,1S6). Time would be saved in the
hearing process, Jm generic reviews, and in case reviews, if for each evaluation model a detailed desciption
provided which defined the anabtical approach and equations, the assumptions, the references, the
selection and justification for the input parameters, and the mathematical symbolism used to establish the
corresponding computer programs. A complete description and listing of the computer programs, in
identical form to those approved and being weed (at a specific time) for LOCA analyses, Is needed by the
Regulatory Staff so that they can be certain that the codes used for safety analyses aJlways correspond to
Rd
the approved, published evsluation model.
Is recognized that revisions in the evaluation models will be made from time to time, within the
restrictions imposed by the section on required and acceptable features. When these revisions constitute a
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"significant change" as defined in paragraph L.(b) above, the changes must be described in detail and an
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updated revision of the computer codes provided.
seed for no&ng and sensitivity studies for the computer programs Is clearly reflected by the
record (eg., Exhibits 1006, 1043, 1044, 10D0, 1113, 1148). This rule formalizes the scope and

2L

itent of such studies.
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The need for comparisons of the calculations of analytical models with experimental data is discued
the value is reco zed In the written tetmony of nearly all of the participants, including t
Staff (Exhrbft 1001 & 1113). Westinghouse has stated the existence of some problems In
interpreting the requvrerent for such comparisons. It is reasonble to restrict these comparisons to thos
that the pioponents of evOLialian models have nmde of their owa vobltion to c.heck out certain features and
to comparisons sequesed by the Regulatory Staff.
In their comments Babcock and WVilcox suggested omission of the technical review of the evaluation
models. It is the Commission's opinion that, with the changes being nade by this rule, it is necessary that
a
technical review of the evaluation models be made by the ComminiMon; this review is the responsibility of
the Regulatory Staff.
Both Westinghouse and General Electric objected that the subject of computer codes should not be part
of this rule. As indicated in the above references, the codes were discussed at length in the record in terms
of their adequacy and content; that there should be this much question is deemed sufficient reason to We
the computer codes revealed to the Commission.
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CONCURRING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER ANDERS
the basi for my
Though I join in the Commi•sion's rulermking decision issued today, a statement ofgenerally that the
agree
I
itself,
rule
substantive
the
to
As
concurrence may be helpful to the participants.
record is that it does not
record leads to our conclusions. In my view, however, a weakness of the present actual compliance with
of
provide an adequate basis for a thorough analysis of the benefits and penalties
prescribed implementation
the rule's operational requirements. I am nonetheless able to concur with theLacking.
now
information
of
procedure because it offers the potential for development
period will entail certain
Compliance with the new rule's operational limits within any short time
These factors were
benefit.
safety
of
degree
some
achieve
will
vtime, such compliance
penalties. At the same
summarized by the Regulatory Staff (with respect to its recommendation) thusly: public health and sfery
(a) decrease in an already low radiological risk to the natural environment and 5 percent of capacity
about
from postulated loss.ofcoolant accidents; (b) potential derating averaging
air pollution and economnic
in
increase
attendant
of nuclear power plants for about two years, with
generation costs due to
nuclear
increased
(c)
generators;
costs from increased operation of fossil-fueled
Statement
cost of fuel design changes perrniting resumption of full-power operation. (Environmental

p. 3).

quantified to the degree of
Wle these benefits ad some penalties were identified, they were not
issue. Moreover, the criteria
important
by'this
approximation that I believe possible and clearly warranted
analysis (Final
cost-benefit
sutfaf
the
short,
In
by which the balance was struck were undefined.
has properly
Commission
The
persuasive.
nor
adequate
neither
Environunetal Statement pp 99-149) was
the burden of justifying
rejected the precipitous implermentation schedule recommended by the staff since
It Was not Diet.
that a reactor
Today's decision does not exclude the possibility of an exemption from the requirement few, if any.
Hopefully,
date.
be brought into compliance with the new rule sx months after its effective
stated in Section 50.46(aX(vi.
exemptions will be found warranted after careful review. In this r•egard, as
that any such exemption
Commission
the
of
vii) of the new rule, a licensee must show to the satisfaction
consideration
Commission
and
submission
for
would be in the public interest. This procedure leaves room
implementation
the
affecting
factors
of
analysis
and
of appropriately detailed showings and quantification
schedule such as those I now discuss briefly.
a highly unlikely event. The
First, it is undisputed that the hypothetical loss.of-coolant accident is itselfan accident, coupled with a
staff repeatedly acknowledged on the record that the probability of such
Criteria, is"negligible" (Ex. 2023.
simWltaneous failure of an ECCS conforming to the Inter•m Acceptance
of these simultaneous
probability
The
Tr. 22179; Transcript-Oral Argument Before. ABC, p 20).
million reactor years
10
in
one
or
year
reactor
per
occunences has been estimated at approximately 10I
occur, the reactor
would
coincidence
unlikely
highly
a
(ft. 22177, 22181,. 22185). Even If such
of safety for public protection. Of
containment structure would still provide substantial additional margins
and the new rule unquestionably
course, there must be itasonable aurv ce of public health and safety,
attempting to prejudge the
affords a somewhat increased degree of assurance than the old. But, without reduction in an already
further
a
the advantage iof
outcome of any particular exemption request,
"'negligible" risk must be weighed critically against potential adverse impacts of rapid implementation. This
"in the national interest"
is consistent with the Commission's statutory responsibility to regulate
amended).
(Section 2e of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,as
fabrication and loading of
Second, compliance with the rule's operational iequitrements prior to
example, the Regulatory Stiff
resigned fuel will apparently require a derating of some plants. For
of nuclear generating capacity
estimated that its proposed rule could produce a temporary average derating
could conceivably cause power
of about 5%(Final Environmental Statement, pp 108, 130). Such detatings outages. Occurring at a time
of power
reserves to fall below accept2ble limits with incoeised probability threatens to'produce such disruptions.
already
which
crisis
energy
unparalleled
an
when the nation faces
of these deratings certainly
deratings would exacerbate a critical situation. The potential adverse impacts
would not be "negligible,
to alternate fuels to make up the lost energy.
Third, derating also would force utilities to resort
suggest the reduced availability of this
International conditions involving uncertain oil supplies stronglycould cause some adverse envýonmental
derating
fuel. To the extent that utilities must turn to coal,
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•tonequence&. In the C'hicago region, for example, the staff has stated that 'there would be a signifiUant
impact on ar pollution" it a Sderating were to occur (PES p 126). Air pollution increases could result in
thereby tending to nullify the public health
adverse effects on the health of persons living in affected areas,
recommendation for rapid implementation.
the
support
to
submitted
and safety considerations which were
and better analysis so as to provide
The presence of these facton shows the need for more information
of rapid compliance with the
impact
of the true
the Comrission a more rational basis for an assessment
benefit to be gained will
safety
incremental
operational requirements of the new rule. It may be that the
is outweighed by the
compliance
rapid
of
that the benefit
justify the cmts. On the other hand, it may be
in
be avoided by requiring compliance with the rule
various drating penalties-pelhnlties which might
of-or
support
in
event, showing%can be made
accordance with a reactor's normal refueling cycle. In any
the procedures described in our decision. It is
under
submitted
in opposition to-requests for exemption
obtain the information now lacking that I am able to
precisely because we have devied these procedures to
concur in today's decision.
of proprietary data. Protection of
In addition, I wish to add a few words concerning the -question
own research. This fundamental
its
of
the benefits
proprietary matters legitimately preserves for industry
R&D which in turn has
nfetyrelated
in
investment
private
principle of ou free enterprise system fosters
plants. On the other hand, the public
rsulted in enhanced safery margins for our nation's nuclear power
provides the underpinning of a paricular sfety
interest clearly requires some disclosure of data which
public has a legitimate right to know and examine such
requirement applicable to an entire industry. The
this right must not be allowed to be abused, especially
data for the purpose of determining its validity. But
support to safety.related R&D in an
as U.S. industrial participants are able to provide substantial
Balancing thes conflicting considerations is a
environment of rising domestic and foreign competition.
case which is before us. I would agree that the
difficult task. In the special circumstances of the
and that this action should not be considered as
Combustion Engineering item should be made public;
all legitimate interests will be developed in the near
precedent. Hopefully, procedures which can satisfy
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future.
does not end here. There are areas in which
Finally, as we recognize in today's decision, the inquiry
shows conflicting estimates as to the aeceptable
futher rewich is Decessary. In particular, the record
the recommendation for a limit of 2200F
maximum cl•dding temperature. Though I have accepted
experimental data), I am inclined to believe that
(reflecting a conservative interpretation of the available
overly conservative. But, the limitations of the p"rent
there is a high probability that this interpretation is
we have taken today. For the future, however, I
record do not justify any course other than that which
to give priority
Reactor Safety Research (supra, page 1088)
emphasize our instruction to the Director of the experimental procedures to be used should be developed
attention to this important area. In my view,
manufacturing industry and intervenor experts as well
with sufficient rigor to be acceptable to the nuclear
developed as this research continues. Where appropriate,
as to the Commission. More information will be
now built into the rule which may prove to be overly
these dat will enable us to refine thos assumptions
noted above should be a fuller achievement of the
conservative. The end result of this and the other factors
attention to matters of public health
benefits of nuclear power, while maintaining a policy of meticulous
and safety.
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Commission published in the Federal Register
On Novambr 30, 1971, tht Atomic Energy
on January 27, 1972,
legishtive.type public rule making hearing
a
scheduling
notice
a
22774)
(36F.R.
R. Quarles, and
H. Goodrich, Esq.,Chiirman, Dr. Lawrence
Nathaniel
of
consisting
board
hearing
a
emergency
before
of policy establishing acceptance criteria for
1971
John H. Buck, conce•ing its in•iem sltaenrnt
June29,
published
reactors,
power
zuc'let
cooling syslerm foe lght watei-cooled
•n
Regisler
Federal
published in the
"(36F.R.12247). Amendments to the interim criteria were
considered
be
also
would
stated that the amendments
December 18, 1971 (36F.R. 24082) in a notice that
at the rule mAking hearing.
extensive. The primary participants included the
Participation in the rule making hearing was
a consolidated group of electric utility
Commission Regulatory Staff, four reactor manufacturers, a group of about 60 organizations and
(CN1),
companies, and the Consolidated National Intervenors
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Individuals. In addition, three states, the Lloyd Harbor Study Group, and several individuals participated to
a les•er degree. The hearings lasted a total of 125 days and generated a record of more than 22,000 pages of
transcript and thousands of pages of written direct testimony and exhibits. Oral argument from the seven
principal participants was heard by the Commission on October 9, 1973.
In implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, (P.L. 91-190), a Draft
Environment
Statement concerning the proposed rule making was forwarded to the Council on
Environmental Quality on December 6, 1972, and circulated for comment to participants in the hearing
and interested Federal Agepi•s on December 7, 1972. Notice of public availability of the Statement and an
invitation for comment was abso published in the FedemlReghtter at that time. Comments on the'Draft
Statement were received and a Final Environmental Statement was published on May 9, 1973.
The Commission noted in the interim Policy Statement:
Protection against a highly unlikely loss-of.coolant accident has long been an essential part of tie
defens-in-depth concept used by the nuclear power industry and the AEC to assure the safety of
nuclear poaer plants. In this concept, the primary assurance of safety is accident prevention by
correctly designing, constructing, and operating the reactor. Extensive and systematic quality assurance
practices are required and applied at every step to achieve this primary assurance of safety.
Nevertheless, deviations from expected behavior are postulated to occur, and protective systems are
instalfed to take corrective action aw required in such events. Notwithstanding all this, the occurrence of
werious aceidents is postulated, in spite of the fact that they are highly unlikely, and engineered safety
features are installed to mitigate the consequences of these unlikely events. The loss-of-coolant acident
is such a postulated improbable accident; the emergency core cooling system is one of the engineered
safety features installed to mitigate its consequences.
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The Commission has adopted new regulations, set forth below, dealing with the effectiveness of ECCS.
bi a 140 page opinion issued on December 28. 1973, the Commission discussed the changes from the
interim acceptance criteria and the technical reason for them. Copies of this opinion are ava•able for
inspection and copying at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H. Street, N.W., Washington,

4

secki

D. C.

The principal changes from the Interim Policy Statement are as follows. The old criterion number one.
specifying that the temperature of the Zircaloy cladding should not exceed 2300"F, is replaced by two
criteria, lowering the alowed peak Zircaloy temperature to 2200*F and providing a limit on the maximum
allowed local oxidation. The other three criteria of the IAC are retained, with some modification of the
wording. These three criteria limit the hydrogen generation from metal-water reactions, require
maintenance of a coolable core geometry, and provide for long-term cooling of the quenched core.
The most important effect of the changes in the required features of the evaluation models is that
swelling and bursting of the cladding must now be taken into consideration when they are calculated to
occur, and that the maximum temperatue and oxidation criteria must be applied to the region of dad
swelling or bursting when the maximum temperature and oxidation are calculated to occur there. Another
important change is the requirement that, in the steady state operation just before the postulated accident,
the thermal conductance of the gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding should be calculated taking
into consideration any increase in Vp dimensions resulting from such phenomena as fuel densfication, and
should also consider the effects of the presence of fission gases. When these effects are taken into
consideration a higher stored energy may be calculated. Other changes in the evaluation models are mostly
in the direction of replacing previous broad conservative assumptions with more detailed calculations where
new experixrntal infoymation is available or wbere better calcul2tional methods have been developed.
The wording of the definition of a loss-of-coolant accident has been modified to conform to its
long-accepted usage, limiting it to breaks in pipes. The new regulations also require a more complete
documentation of the evaluation models that are used.
The Commission believes that the implementation of the new regulations will ensure an adequate
margin of performance of the ECCS should a design basis LOCA ever occur. This margin Is provided by
conservrative features of the evaluation models-and by the criteria themselves. Some of the major points that
contribute to the conservative nature of the evaluations and the cýiteria are as follows:
(])Stored Heat. The assumption of 102% of maximum power, highest allowed peaking factor, and
highest estimated thermal resistance between the U0 2 and the cladding provides a calculated stored heat
that is possible but unlikely to occur at the time of a hypothetical accident. While not necessarily a mar&in
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over the extreme concition, it represents at least an assumption that an accident happens at a time wfich is
not typical.
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(2)BSlowdov,. The calculation of the heat transfer during blowdown is made in a very conservative
manner. There is esidence that more of the stored heat would be removed than calculated, although there is
not yet an accepted way of calculating the het transfer more accurately. It is probable that this represents
a conservatism of several hundred degrees F in stored energy after blowdown, most of which can reasonably
be expected to carry over to a reduction in the calculated peak temperature of the Zircaloy cladding.
(3)Rate of Neat Generation. It is assumed that the heat generation rate from the decay of fission
products is 20% greater than the proposed ANS standard. This represents an upper limit to the degree of

of t"

uncertainty. The assumption that the fission product level is that resulting from operation at 102%of rated
power for an infinite time represents an improbable situation, with a conservatism that is probably in the
range of 5 to 15%. The use of the Baker-Just equation for calculating the heat generation from the steam

et of

oxidation of zircaloy should also provide some conservatism, but the factor is mncertain.
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provide a substantial degree of conservatism. They ensure that the core would suffer very little damage in
the accdent.
Pthrsuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and Sections 552 and 553 of Title 3 of the
United States Code, the following amendments to Title 10. Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 50, are published as a document subject to codification to be effective on 130 days after publication in
the FederalRegister].

ion by
urance

(4) The Pwk Temperature OCý'Uefon. The limitation of the peak calculated temperature of the cladding
to 2200"F and the stipulation that this criterion be applied to the hottest region of the hottest fuel rod

I. A new sentence is added to Section 50.34(aX4) of 10 CFR Part 50 to read as follows:
ECCS.
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§50.34 Contents of applications: technical information
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(4) 0'0 Analy•s and evaluation of ECCS cooling performance following postulated Iosa-of-coolant
accidents shal be performed in accordance with the requirements of §50.46 for facibties for which
construction permits may be issued after December 28, 1974.
2. A new sentence is added to Section 50.34(bX4) 10 CFR Part 50 to read as follows:
§50.34 Contents of applications; technical information.
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(4) e Analysis and evaluation of ECCS cooling performance following postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of §50.46 for facilities for which a
license to operate may be issued after December 28, 1974.
3. A new §50.46 is added to J0 CFR Part SO to read as follows:
§50A6 Acceptance Criteria for Eme-genry Core Cooling Systems for light Water Nuclear Power
Reactora.
(aXI) Except as provided in subparagraphs (2) and (3) of this paragraph, each boiling and pressurized
nuclear power ractor fueled with uranium oxide pellets within cylindrical zircaloy cladding
shall be provided with an emergency core woling system (ECCS) which shall be designed such that its
calculated cooling performance following postulated loss-of-coolant accidents conforms to the criteria set

nily

forth in paragraph (b). ECS cooling performance shall be calculated in accordance with an acceptable

here

evaluation model, and shall be calculated for a number of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents of different

btlew

acceptable features of evaluation models. Conformance with the criteria set forth in paragraph (b), with

J by

restrictions be imposed on reactor operation.
(2) With respect to reactors for which operating licenses have previously been issued and for which

that

operating licenses may issue on or before December 28, 1974:

quire

"a
,tn

sizes. locations, and other properties sufficient to provide assurance that the entire spectrum of postulated
los-of-coolant accidents is covered. Appendix K, ECCS Evaluation Models, sets forth certan required and
ECCS cooling performance calculated in accordance with an acceptable evaluation model, may require that

(i) The time wilthin which actions required or permaitted under this subparagraph (2) must occur. shall
begin to run on [30 days after publication of the rule in the FederalRegisver].
(ii) Within six months following the date specified in subparagraph (i) of this subparagraph (2), an
evaluation in accordance with subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (a) shall be subrmitted to the Director of
U31
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Regulation. The evaluation shall be accompanied by such proposed changes in technical specifications or
license amendments as may be necessary to bring reactor operation in conformity with subparagraph (I) of
this paragraph.
(iWi)Any licensee may request an extension of the six-month period referred to in subparagraph (ii) of
this subparagraph (2) for good cause. Any such request shall be submitted not less than 45 days prior to
expiration of the six-month period, and shall be accompanied by affidavits showing precisely why the
evahsation is not complete and the minimum time believed necessary to complete it. The Director of
Regulation shall cause notice of such a request to be published promptly in the FederalRegister; such
notice sbhll provide for the submission of comments by interested persons within a time period to be
established by the Director of Regulation. If, upon reviewing the foregoing submissions, the Director of
Regulation concludes that good cause has been shown for an extension, he may extend the six-month
period for the shortest additional time which in this judgment will be necessary to enable the licensee to
furnish the subnidsions required by subparagraph (ii) of this subparagraph (2). Requests for extensions of
the six-month period, submitted under this subparagraph, shall be ruled upon by the Director of Regulation
prior to expiration of that period.
(iv) Upon submission of the evaluation required by subpararaph (ii) of this subparagraph 2) (or under
subparagraph (iii), if the sx-month period is extended) the facility shall continue or commence operation
only within the limits of both the proposed technical specifications or license amendments submitted in
accordance with this subparagraph (2) and all technical specifications or license conditions previously

imposed by the Commission, including the requirements of the Interim Policy Statement (June 29, 1971.
36 F.R. 12248), as amended (December 18, 1971, 36 F.R. 24082).

(v) Further restrictions on reactor operation will be imposed by the Director of Regulation if he finds
that the evaluations submitted under subparagraphs (ii) and (io) of this subparagraph (2) are not consistent
with subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (a) and as a result such restrictions are required to protect the
public health and safety.
(vi) Exemptions from the operating requirements of subparagraph (iv) of this subparagraph (2) may be
granted by the Commission for good cause. Requests for such exemption shall be submitted not less than
45 days prior to the date upon which the plant would otherwise be required to operate in accordance with
the procedures of said subparagraph (iv). Any such request shall be filed with the Secretary of the
Commrission, who shall cause notice of its receipt to be published promptly in the FederalRegister; such

notice shall provide for the submission of comments by interested persons within 14 days followingFederal
Register publication. The Director of Regulation shall subrit his views as to any requested exemption
within five days following expiration of the comment period.
(vJi) Any request for an exemption submitted under s.bparagraph (vi) of this subparagraph (2) must
show, with appropriate affidavits and technical submissions, that it would be in the public interest to allow
the licensee a specified additional period of time within which to alter the operation of the facility in the

manner required by subparagraph (iv) of this subparagraph (2). The request shall also include a discussion
of the alternatives available for establishing sipliance with the rule.
...

(3) Construction permits may be issued after December 28, 1973 but before December 28, 1974

subject to any applicable conditions or restrictions imposed pursuant to other regulations in this chapter
an=d the Interim Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems published on June 29, 1971
(36F.R. 12248) as amended (December 18, 1971. 36F.R. 24082): Provided, however, that no operating
license shall be issued for facilities constructed in accordance with construction permits issued pursuant to
this subparagraph, unless the Commission determines, among other things, that the proposed facility meets

the requirements of subparagraph (1) of this paragraph.
(bXl)Peak Ckddinq Tempertume. The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature shall
not exceed 220OWF.
(2) Maximum Cladding Oxidation. The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed
0.17 times the total clAdding thickness before oxidation. As used in this subparagraph total oxidation
means the total thickness of cladding metal that would be locally converted to oxide if all the oxygen
absorbed by and reacte4 with the cladding locally were converted to stoichiometric zirconium dioxide. If
cladding rupture is cakulated to occur, the inside surfaces of the cladding shall be included'in the
oxidation, beginning at the calculated time of rupture. Cladding thickness before oxidation means the radial
distance from inside toioutside the cladding, after any calculated rupture or swelling has occurred but
before significant oxidation. Where the calculated conditions of transient pressure and temperature lead to
1132
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shall
a prediction of cladding swelling, with or without cladding rupture, the unoxidized cladding thickness

be defined as the cladding cross-sectional area, taken at a horizontal plane at the elevation of the rupture, if
it occurs, or at the elevation of the highest cladding temperature if no rupture is calculated to occur.

Uation

does not
divided by the average circumference at that elevation. For ruptured cladding the circumference
opening.
rupture
the
the
(3)Maxinum Hydrogen Generation. The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from
amount
hypothetical
the
times
0.01
exceed
not
shall
steam
or
water
with
chemical reaction of tbt cladding
that would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the
cladding s'rrounding the plenum volume, were to react.
(4) Coolable Geormtry. Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core remains
amenable to cooling.
($)Long.Tenn Cooling. After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the calculated
shall be removed for the
core temperature shall be rnaintained at an acceptably low value and decay beat
core.
the
in
remaining
radioactivity
long-ived
the
by
reqed
timsection:
extended
(c) Asperiod
used inofthis
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.teed in

(I) Loss-of-cc-ilant accidents (LOCA's) are hypothetical accidents that would result from the loss of
1reactor coolant, at a rate in excess of the capability of the reactor coolant makeup system, from breaks in
pipes in the reactor coolant pressure boundary up to and including a break equivalent in size to the
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double-ended rupture of the largest pipe in the reactor coolant system.
(2) An evaluation model is the calculational framework for evaluating the behavior of the reactor
system during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). It includes one or more computer programs
and all other information necessary for application of the calculational framework to a specific LOCA, such
as mathematical models used, assumptions included in the programs, procedure for treating the program
in computer
inm ad output information, specification of those portions of analysis not included
programs, values of parameters, and all other information necessary to specify the calculational procedure.
(d) The requirements of this section are in addition to any other requirements applicable to ECCS set
forth in this Part. The criteria sei forth in paragraph (b), with cooling performance calculated in accordance
an acceptable evaluation model, are in implementation of the general requirements with respect to
ECCS cooling performance design set forth in this Part, including in particular Criterion 35 of Appendix A.
A new Appendix K is added to 10 CFR Part $0 to read as follows: Appendix K-ECCS Evaluation
Models.
I. Required and Acceptable Features of Evaluation Models.
11. Required Documentation.
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I. REQUIRED AND ACCEPTABLE FEATURES OF THE EVALUATION MODELS
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A. SOURCES OF HEAT DURING THE LOCA
For the heat sources listed in Paragraphs I to 4 below it shal be assumed that the reactor has been
operating continuously at a power level at least 1.02 times the licensed power level (to allow for such
uncertainties as instrumentation error), with the maximum peaking factor allowed by the technical
specifications. A range of power distribution shapes and peaking factors representing power distributions
that may occur over the core lifetime shai? be studied and the one selected should be that which results in
the most severe calculated consequce for the spectrum of postulated breaks and single failures analyzed.
1. The Initial Stored Energy in the FueL The steady-state temperature dstribution and stored energy in
the fuel before the hypotheticl accidem shall be calculated for the burn-up that yields the highest
calculaied cladding temperaime (or, opfially, the highes. calculated stored energy). To accomplish this,
dthe sherrril zonducrfrity of the UO% shall be evaluated as a function of burn-up and temperature, taking
into consideration differences in initial density, and the thermal conductance of the gap between the UOa
and the cladding shall be evaluated as a function of the bum-up, taking into consideration fuel densification
and expansion, the composition and pressure of the gases within the fuel rod, the initial cold gap dimension
with its tolerances, and cladding creep.
2. Fission Yeal. Fission heat shall be calculated using reactivity and reactor kinetics. Shutdown
reactivities resulting from temperatures and voids shall be given their minimum plausible values, including

fad to
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a
allowant for uncertainties, for the
of power distribution sh• iid peaking factors indicated to be
studied above. Rod trip and insertion ange
may be assumed if they are calculated to occur.
3-Decay of Actinides. The heat from the
radioactive decay of actinides, including neptunium
plutonium generated during operation, as well
and
as isotopes of uranium, shalI be calculated
in accordance
with fuel cycle calculations and known radioactive
properties. The actinide decay heat chosen shall
appropriate for the time in the fuel cycle
be that
that yields the highest calculated fuel temperature
during the

LOCA.

-a-•

*

4.FssionProductDecay. The heat generation
rates from radioactive decay of fission products
*ssumed to be equal to 1.2 times the values
for infinite operating time in the ANS Standard shall be
(Proposed
American Nuclear Society Stndard-"Docay
Energy Release Rates Following Shutdown
"Fueled Thermal Reactors", Approved by Subcommittee
of Uranium
ANS-5, ANS Standards Committee, October
1971). The fraction of the locally generated
gamma energy that is deposited in the fuel
(including the
cladding) may be different from 1.0; the value
used shall be justified by a suitable calculation.
S. Meza.a-Water Reaction Rare. The rate of energy
from the metal/water reaction shall be calculated release, hydrogen generation, and cladding oxidation
using the Baker-Just equation (Baker, L, Just,
L.C.
"Studies of Metal Water Reactions at High
Temperatures, Ill. Experimental and Theoretical
Studies of the
Zirconium.-Water Reaction," ANL.6548, page
7, May 1962). The reaction shall be assumed
not to be steam
limited. For rods whose cladding is calculated
to rupture during the LOCA, the inside of the
cladding sh
also be assumed to react after the rupture. The
calculation of the reaction rate on the inside
of the cladding
shall also follow the Baker-Just equation, starting
at the time when the cladding is calculated
and extending around the cladding inner circumference
to rupture,
and axially no less than LS inches each way
from
the location of the rupture, with the reaction
assumed not to be steam limited.
6.Reactor Internals Heat 7hansfer. Heat
transfer from piping, vessel walls, and non-fuel
intenal
hardware
shall be taken into account.
7
.Pressuized Water Reactor P
ro-Secondany Heat 7qfer. Heat transferred
tn
between primary
and secondary systems through heat exchangers
(steam generators) shall be taken into account.
(Not
applicable to Boiling Water Reactors.)
S. SWELLTIN AND RUPTURE OF THE CLADDING
AND FUEL ROD
THERMAL PARAMETERS
Each evaluation model shall include a provision
consideration
of the axifl temperature distribution offor
cladding
and rupture
the predicting
from
cladding and
from swelling
the difference
in pressure
between the inside and outside of the cladding,
both
as
functions
of
time.
To be acceptable the swelling and
rupture calculations shall be based
on applicable data in such a way
that the degree of swelling and
incidence of rupture are not underestimated.
The degree of swelling and rupture shall
be taken into account
in calculations of gap conductance, cladding
oxidation and embrittlement, and hydrogen
generation.
The calculations of fuel and cladding
temperatures as a function of time
shall i:ae values for gp
conductance and other thermal parameters
as functions of temperature and other
applicable
dependent variables. The gap conductance shall
be varied in accordance with changes in gap dimensionstime.
any other applicabe variables.
and
4

Ia.

C. BLOADOWN PHENOMENA

Sup

1. Break Characteristics and Flow
In anyss of hypothetical loss-or-coolant
accdents, a spectrum of possible pipe breaks
shall be
" to and including
considered.
This spectrum shall include instantaneous double-ended
that of the largest pipe in the primary coolant breaks ranging in cross-sectional area
system. The analysis shall aso include
the
effect• of longitudinal splits in the largest pipes, with
the pipe.
the split area equal to the cross-sectional area of
b. Dischage Model For all times after the discharging
fluid has been calculated to be two-phase 1h
composition, the discharge rate shall be calculated by
use of the Moody model (F. J. Moody, "Maximum
Flow Rate of a Single Component, Two-Phase Mixture,"
Journal of Heat Transfer,
SAmerican So¢i: OT Af~er.harical Engineers, 87. No. 1. February 1965). The calculationTransactions of the
"halIbe conducted
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with at least three values of a discharge coefficient applied to the postulated break area, these values
spanning the range from 0.6 to 1.0. If the results indicate that the maximum clad temperature for the
hypothetical accident is to be found at an even lower value of the discharge coefficient, the range of
discharge coefficients shall be extended until the rnaximum clad temperature calculated by this variation
has been achieved.
c.End of Blowdowi. (Applies Only to Pressurized Water Reactors.) For postulated cold leg breaks, all
erergency cooling water injected into the inlet lines or the reactor vessel during the bypass period shall in
the calculations be subtracted from the reactor vessel calculated inventory. This may be executed in the
=clulation during the bypass period, or as an alternative the amount of emergency core cooling water
calculated to be injected during the bypass period may be subtracted later in the calculation from the water
remaining in the inlet lines, downcomer, and reactor vessel lower plenum after the bypass period. This
bypassing shall end in the calculation at a time designated as the "end of bypass," after which the expulsion
or entrainment mechanisms responsible for the bypassing are calculated not to be effective. The
end-of-bypass definition used in the calculation shall be justified by a suitable combination of analysis and
experimental data. Acceptable methods for defining "end of bypass" include, but are no limited to, the
following: (1) Prediction of the blowdown calculation of downward flow in the downcomer for the
remainder of the blowdown period; (2) Prediction of a threshold for droplet entrainment in the upward
velocity, using local fluid conditions and a conservative critical Weber number.
d.Noding Near the Break and the ECS Injection Poinms The noding in the vicinity of and including
the broken or split sections of pipe and the points of ECCS injection shall be chosen to permit a reliable
analysis of the thermodynamic history in these regions during blowdown.
2. Frictional Pressure Drops. The frictional losses in pipes and other components including the reactor
core shall be calculated using models that include realistic variation of friction factor with Reynolds
number, and realistic two-phase friction multipliers that hive been adequately verified by comparison with
experimental data, or models that prove at least equally conservative with respect to maximum dad
temperature calculated during the hypothetical accident. The modified Baroc-y correlation (Baroczy, C.,J,
"A Systematic Correlation for Two-Phase Pressure Drop," Chem. E'ing. Pros. Syrtp. Seris, No. 64,
Vol. 62, 1965) or a combination of the Thom correlation (Thorn, J. R. S., "Prediction of Pressure Drop
During Forced Circulation Boiling of Water," Int. I. of Rest d Mass 7rensfer, 7. 709-724, 1964) for
pressures equal to or greater than 250 psia and the Martinelli-Nelson correlation (Martinelli, R. C., Nelson.
D. B., "Prediction of Pressure Drop During Forced Circulation Boiling of Water," 74saccdons of ASME,
695.702, 1948) for pressures lower than 250 psi is acceptable as a basis for calculating realistic two-phase
friction multiiers.
3. Momentum Equation. The following effects shall be taken into account in the conservation of
momentum equation: (1) temporal change of momentum, (2) momentum convection, (3) area change
momentum flux, (4) momentum change due to compressibility, (5) pressure loss resulting from Wall
friction, (6) pressure loss resulting frorr. -. ." change, and (7) gravitational acceleration. Any omission of
one or more of these terms under stated circumstances shall be justified by comparative analyses or by
experimental data.
4. Critical Heat Flux
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a. Correlations developed from appropriate steady-state and transient-state experimental data are
acceptable for use in predicting the ritical heat flux (CHF) during LOCA transients. The computer
programs in which these correlations ae used shall contain suitable checks to assure that the physical
parameters are within the ranp of parameters specified for use of the correlations by their respective
authors.
b. &eady-Aste CHF correlations acceptable for use in LOCA transients include, but are not limited to,
the fodBfI3:
(1) W 3. L. S. Tong, "Prediction of Departure from Nucleate Boiling for an Axially Non-uniform Heat
Flux Distribution,".JournaofNuclearEnerly,Vol. 21, 241-248, 1967.
(2) B& -2. J. S. Gellerstedl, R.A. Lee, W.J. Ogerjohn, R.lH. Wilson, L. L Stanek, "Correlation of
Critical Heat Flux in a Bundle Cooled by Pressurized Water," Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transferin Rod
Bundles, ASME, New York, 1969.
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(3) Hench-Levy. 1. M. Healzer, J. E. Hench, E. Janssen, S. Levy, "Design Basis for Critical Heat Flux
Condition in Boiling Water Reactors," APED-S186, GE Company Private report, July 1966.

.
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(4)Macbedz. R. V. Macbeth, "An Appraisal of Forced Convection Burnout Data," Proceedings of the
Institute of Mechanicao Ernineers. 1965-1966.
(5) Barnett. P. G. Barnett, "A Correlation of Burnout Data for Uniformly Heated Annuli and Its Uses
for Predicting Burnout in Uniformly Heated Rod Bundles," AEEW-R 463, 1966.
(6)Hughes. E. D. Hughes, "A Correlation of Rod Bundle Critical Heat Flux for Water in the Pressure
Range 150 :o 725 psi&,: IN-141 2, Idaho Nuclear Corporation, July 1970.
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c. Correlations of appropriate transient CHF data may be accepted for use in LOCA transient analyses if
comparisons between the data and the correlations are provided to demonstrate that the correlations
predict values of CHF which allow for uncertainty in the experimental data throughout the range of
parameters for which the correlations are to be used. Where appropriate, the comparisons shall we
statistical uncertainty analysis of the data to demonstrate the conservatism of the transient correlation.
d. Transient CHF correlations acceptable for use in LOCA transients include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(1) GE 7Thnienr CHF. B. C. Slifer, J. E. Hench, "Loss-of-Coolant Accident and Emergency Core
Cooling Models for General Electric Boiling Water Reactors," NEDO-10329, General Electric Company,
Equation C-32, April 1971.
e. After CHF is first predicted at an axial fuel rod location during blowdown, the calculation shall not
we nucleate boiling heat transfer correlations at that location subsequently during the blowdown even if
the calculated local fluid and surface conditions would apparently justify the reestablishment of nucleate
boiling. Heat transfer assumptions characteristic of return to nucleate boiling (rewetting) shall be permitted
when justified by the calculated local fluid and surface conditions during the reflood portion of a LOCA.
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5. PostCHF Heat Transea Correlations
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a. Correlations of heat transfer from the fuel cladding to the surrounding fluid in the post-CHF regimes
of transition and film boiling shall be compared to applicable steady-state and transient.strte data using
statistical correlation and uncertainty analyses. Such comparison shall demonstrate that the correlations
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experimental heat transfer daa throughout the range of parameters for which the correlations are to be
used. The comparisons shall quantify the relation of the correlations to the statistical uncertainty of the

e

predict values of heat transfer coefficient equal to or less than the mean value of the applicable
applicable data.

/

b. The Groeneveld flow film boiling correlation (Equation 5.7 of D. C. Groeneveld, "An Invesigation
of Heat Transfer in the Liquid Deficient Regime," AECL.,3281, revised December .1969), the
DougaIl-Rohsenow flow film boiling correlation (R. S. Dougall and W.M. Rohsenow, "Film Boiling on the
Inside of Vertical Tubes with Upward Flow of 4•": Fluid at Low Qualities," MIT Report Number 9079.26,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1963), and the Westinghouse correlation of steady-state transition
boiling ('Proprietary Redirect/Rebuttal Testimony of Westinghouse Electric Corporation," U.S.A.E.C.
Docket RM-50-1, page 25.1, October 26, 1972) are acceptable for use in the post-CHF boiling regimes. In
addition the transition boiling correlation of McDonough, Mi~lch, and King (J.B. McDonough, W.Milich,
E. C. King, "Partial Film Boiling with Water at 2000 psig in a Round Vertical Tube," MSA Research Corp.,
Technical Report 62 (NP-6976), (1959) is suitable for use between nucleate and film boiling. Use of all
these correlations shall be rwricted as follows:
(1) The Groeneveld correlation shall not be used in the region near its low.pressure singularity,
(2) the first term (nucleate) of the Westinghouse correlation and the entire McDonough, Milich, and
King correlation shall not be used during the blowdown after the temperature difference between the clad
and the saturated fluid first exceeds 300F,
(3) transition boiling beat transfer shall not be reapplied for the remainder of the LOCA blowdown,
even if the clad superheat returns below 3000F, except for the reflood portion of the LOCA when justified
by the calculated local fluid and surface conditions.
6. Pump Modeling. The characteristics of rotating primary system pumps (axial flow, turbine; or
centrifugal) shall be derived from a dynamic model that includes momentum transfer between the fluid and
the rotating member, with variable pump speed as a function of time. The pump model resistance used for
analysis should be justified. The pump model for the two.phase region shall be verified by applicable
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two.phase pump performance data. For bWR's after saturation is calculated at the pump suction, the pump
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head may be assumed to vary linearly with quality, going to zero for one percent quality at the pump
suction, so long as the analysis shows that core flow stops before the quality at pump suction reaches one
percent.
7. Core Flow Distribution During Blowdown. (Applies only to pressurized water reactors.)
a. The flow rate through the hot region of the core during blowdown shall be calculated as a function of
tj..: For the purpose of these calculations the hot region chosen shall not be greater than the aize of one
cross flow
fuel assembly. Calculations of average flow and flow in the hot region shall take into account
swelling
cladding
of
result
as
a
blowdown
during
to
occur
between regions and any flow blockage calculated
or rupture. The calculated flow shall be smoothed to eliminate any calculated rapid oscillations (period less
than 0.1 seconds).

b. A method shall be specified for determining the enthalpy to be used as input data to the hot channel
heatup analysis from quantities calculated in the blowdown analysis, consistent with the flow distribution
calculations.
D. POST-BLOWDOWN PHENOMENA; HEAT REMOVAL BY THE ECCS

]. Single Failure Critedion. An analysis of possible failure modes of ECCS equipment and of their
effects on ECCS performance must be made. In carrying out the accident evaluation the combination of
ECCS subsystems assumed to be operative shall be those available after the most damaging single failure of
ECCS equipment has taken place.
2. Containment Pressure. The containment pressure used for evaluating cooling effectiveness during
rflood and spray cooling shall not exceed a pressure calculated conservatively for this purpose. The
calculation shall include the effects of operation of all installed pressure-reducing systems and processes.
3. Calculation of Reflocd Rate for Pressurized Water Reactom The refilling of the reactor vessel and
the time and ra•te of reflooding of the core shall be calculated by an acceptable model that takes into
consideration the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the core and of the reactor system. The primary
system coolant pumps shall be assumed to have locked impellers if this assumption leads to the maximum
calculated cladding temperature; otherwise the pump rotor shall be assumed to be running free. The ratio of
the total fluid flow at the core exit plane to the total liquid flow at the core inlet plane (carryover fraction)
shall be used to determine the cote exit flow and shall be determined in accordance with applicable

experimental data (for example, "PWR FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer) Final
Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP.7665, April 1971; "PWR Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat
Transfer (FLECHT) Group I Test Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7435, January 1970; 'PWR
FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer) Group It Test Report," Westinghouse Report
WCAP-7544, September 1970; 'PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement," Westinghouse Report
WCAP-7931, October 1972).
The effects on reflooding rate of the compressed gas in the accumulator which is discharged following
accumulator water discharge shall also be taken into account.
4.Steam Interaction with Emergency Core Cooling Water in Pressurized Water Reacrta The
thermal-hydraulic interaction between steam and all emergency core cooling water shall be taken into
in calculating the core reflooding rate. During refill and reflood, the calculated steam flow in
account
unbroken reactor coolant pipes shall be taken to be zero during the time that accumulators are discharging
water into those pipes unless experimental evidence Is available regarding the realistic thermal-hydraulic
interaction between the steam snd the liquid. In this case, the experimental data may be used to support an
alternate assumption.
5. Refill and Refload Heat Transfer for Pressurized Water Reactors. For reflood rates of one inch per
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coefficients shall be based on applicable experimental data for
second or Wgher, ieflood heat transferresults
("PWR FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat
cores including FLECHT
unblocked
Transfer) Final Report," Westinghouse Report WCAP-7665, Apri) J971). The use of a correlation derived
from FLECHT data shall be demonstrated to be conservative for the transient to which it is applied;
Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat
presently available FLECHT heat transfer correlations ("PWR
WCAP-7544, September 1970; "PWR
Report
Westinghouse
Report,"
Transfer (FLECHT) Group I Test
October 1972) are not acceptable.
WCAP-7931,
Report
Westinghouse
Supplement,"
Report
Final
FLECHT
are acceptable only after they
correlations
transfer
heat
FLECHT
the
to
New correlations or modifications
a range of parameters

are demonstrated to be conservative, by comparison with, FLECHT data, for
consistent with the transient to which they are applied.
During refill and during reflood when reflood rates are less than one inch per second, heat transfer
calculations slal, be based on the assumption that cooling is only by steam, and shall take into account any
1137
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flow blockage calculated to occur as a result of cladding welling or rupture as such blockage might aflect

both local steam flow and heat transfer.
6. Convectie Heat Transfer Coefficients for Bo1ing Water Reactor Fuel Rods Under Spray Cooling.
Following the blowdown period, convective heat transfer shall be calculated using coefficients based on
appropriate experimental data. For reactors with jet pumps and having fuel rods in a 7 x 7 fuel assembly
array, the following convective coefficients are acceptable:
a. During the period following lower plenum flashing but prior to the core spray reaching rated flow, a
convective heat transfer coefficient of zero shall be applied to all fuel rods.
b. During the period after core spray reaches rated flow but prior to reflooding, convective beat transfer
coefficents of 3.0, 3.5, 1.5, and 1.5 Btu.lf-ff 2.*F shall be applied to the fuel rods in the outer corners,
outer row, next to outer row, and to those remaining in the interior, respectively, of the assembly.
c. After the two.phase reflooding fluid reaches the level under consideration, a convective hat transfer

coefficient of 25 Btu-hfr .ff
X."F shall be applied to all fuel rods.

7. The Boiling Water Reactor ChannelBox Under Spray Cooling. Following the blowdown period,
transfer from, and wetting of, the channel box shall be based on appropriate experimental data. heat
For
reactors with jet pumps and fuel rods in a 7 x 7 fuel assembly ary, the following heat transfer coefficients
and wetting time correlation are acceptable.
a. During the period after lower plenum flashing, but prior to core spray reaching rated flow, a
convective coefficient of zero shall be applied to the fuel assembly channel box.
b. During the period after core spray reaches rated flow, but prior to wetting of the channel, a
convective heat transfer coefficient or S Btu-hi-' -ffF*' shall be applied to both sides of the chanim, box.
c. Wetting of the channel box shall be assumed to occur 60 seconds after the time determined using the
correlation based on the Yarmunouchi analysis ("Loss-of.-Coolant Accident and Emergency Core Cooling
Models for General Electric Boiling Water Reactors," General Electric Company Report NEDO-10329,

in •,
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April 1971).

It. REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
1. i. A description of each evaluation model, shall be furnished. The description shall be sufficiently
complete to permit technical review of the analytical approach including the equations ued, he"ir
approximations in difference form, the assumptions made, and the values of all parameters or the procedure
for their selection, as for example, in accordance with a specified physical law or empirical correlation.
b. The description shll be sufficiently detailed and specific to require significant changes in the
evaluation model to be specified in amendments of the description. For this purpose, a significant change is
a change that would result in a calculated fuel cladding temperature different by more than 20F from the
temperature calculated (as a function of time) for a postulated LOCA using the last previously accepted
model.
c. A complete listing of each computer progam, in the same form as used in the evaluation model, sh
be furnished to the Atomic Energy Commission.
2. For each computer program, solution convergence shall be demonstrated by studies of sysem
modeling or noding and calculational time steps.
3. Appropriate sensitivity studies shall be performed for each evaluation model, to evaluate the effect
on the calculated Yesuts of variations in noding, phenomena assumed in the calculation to predominate,
including pump operation or locking, and vaues of parameters over their applicable ranges. For Items to
which results are s•ow• to be sensitive, the choices made shall be justified.
4. To the extent practicable, predictions of the evaluation model, or portions thereof, shWl be
compared with applicable experimental information,
5. General Standards for Acceptability-Elements of evaluation models reviewed will include technical
adequacy of the calculational methods, including compliance with required features of Section I of this
Appendix K and provision of a level of safety and margin of conservatism comparable to other acceptable
evaluation models, taking into account significant differences in the reactors to which they apply.
ED NOTE:
7-here -will be forthcoming an official publication containing the material In the ECCS
proceedings
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Generic Letter 88-16

UNITED STATES

o

"NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
"AWA5IN0T04. 0. C. "M55

OCT 0 4 as
TO ALL POWER REACTOR LICENSEES AND APPLICANTS
SUBJECT:

REMOVAL OF CYCLE-SPECIFIC PARAMETER LIMITS FROM TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS (GENERIC LETTER 88-16)

License amendments are generally required each fuel cycle to update the values
The
of cycle-specific parameter limits in Technical Specifications (TS).
method
NRC-approved
an
processing of changes to TS that are developed using
ology is an unnecessary burden on licensee and NRC resources. A lead-plant
proposal for an alternative that eliminates the need for a license amendment
to update the cycle-specific parameter limits each fuel cycle was submitted
for the Oconee plant with the endorsement of the Babcock and Wilcox Owners
Group. On the basis of the NRC review and approval of that proposal, the en
closed guidance for the preparation of a license amendment request for this
alternative was developed by the NRC staff.
Generally, the methodology for determining cycle-specific parameter limits is
documented in an NRC-approved Topical Report or in a plant-specific submittal.
As a consequence, the NRC review of proposed changes to TS for these limits
is primarily limited to confirmation that the updated limits are calculated
using an NRC-approved methodology and consistent with all applicable limits
of the safety analysis. These changes also allow the NRC staff to trend the
values of these limits relative to past experience. This alternative allows
continued trending of these limits without the necessity of prior NRC review
and approval.
Licensees and applicants are encouraged to propose changes to TS that are
consistent with the guidance provided in the enclosure. Conforming amendments
will be expeditiously reviewed by the NRC Project Manager for the facility.
Proposed amendments that deviate from this guidance will require a longer, more
detailed review. Please contact the. Project Manager if you have questions on
this matter,
Sincerely,

8810050058
Dennis Ho Crutchfiel1
Acting Associate Di ector for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Enclosure:
As stated
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GUIDANCE FOR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES
FOR CYCLE-SPECIFIC PARAMETER LIMITS
INTRODUCTION
A number of Technical Specifications (TS) address limits associated with
reactor physics parameters that generally change with each reload core, requir
ing the processing of changes to TS to update these limits each fuel cycle.
If these limits are developed using an NRC-approved methodology, the license
amendment process is an unnecessary burden on the licensee and the NRC. An
alternative to including the values of these cycle-specific parameters in in
dividual specifications is provided and is -responsive to industry and NRC
efforts on improvements in TS.
This enclosure provides guidance for the preparation of a license amendment
request to modify TS that have cycle-specific parameter limits. An acceptable
alternative to specifying the values of cycle-specific parameter limits in TS
was developed on the basis of the review and approval of a lead-plant proposal
for this change to the TS for the Oconee units. The implementation of this
alternative will result in a resource savings for the licensees and the NRC by
eliminating the majority of license amendment requests on changes in values of
cycle-specific parameters in TS.
DISCUSSION
This alternative consists of three separate actions to modify the plant's TS:
(1) the addition of the definition of a named formal report that includes the
values of cycle-specific parameter limits that have been established using an
NRC-approved methodology and consistent with all applicable limits of the safe
ty analysis, (2) the addition of an administrative reporting requirement to sub
mit the formal report on cycle-specific parameter limits to the Commission for
information, and (3) the modification of individual TS to note that cycle
specific parameters shall be maintained within the limits provided in the
defined formal report.
In the evaluation of this alternative, the NRC staff concluded that it is
essential to safety that the plant is operated within the bounds of cycle
specific parameter limits and that a requirement to maintain the plant within
the appropriate bounds must be retained in the TS. However, the specific
values of these limits may be modified by licensees, without affecting nuclear
safety, provided that these changes are determined using an NRC-approved method
ology and consistent with all applicable limits of the plant safety analysis
Additionally,
that are addressed in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).
it was concluded that a formal report should be submitted to NRC with the
values of these limits. This will allow continued trending of this information,
even though prior NRC approval of the changes to these limits would not be
required.
The current method of controlling reactor physics parameters to assure conform
ance to 10 CFR 50.36 is to specify the specific value(s) determined to be with
in specified acceptance criteria (usually the limits of the safety analyses)
using an approved calculation methodology. The alternative contained in this
guidance controls the values of cycle-specific parameters and assures conform
ance to 10 CFR 50.36, which calls for specifying the lowest functional
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performance levels acceptable for continued safe operation, by specifying the
calculation methodology and acceptance criteria. This permits operation at any
specific value determined by the licensee, using the specified methodology, to
be within the acceptance criteria. The Core Operating Limits Report will docu
ment the specific values of parameter limits resulting from licensee's calcula
tions including any mid-cycle revisions to such parameter values.
The following items show the changes to the TS for this alternative. A defined
formal report, "Core Operating Limits Report" (the name used as an example for
the title for this report), shall be added to the Definitions section of the
TS, as follows.
[CORE] OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
2.XX The [CORE] OPERATING LIMITS REPORT is the unit-specific document
that provides [core] operating limits for the current operating reload
cycle. These cycle-specific [core] operating limits shall be determined
for each reload cycle in accordance with Specification 6.9.X. Plant
operation within these operating limits is addressed in individual
specifications.
A new administrative reporting requirement shall be added to existing reporting
requirements, as follows.
[CORE) OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
6.9.X] [Core] operating limits shall be established and documented in the
[CORE] OPERATING LIMITS REPORT before each reload cycle or any remaining
part of a reload cycle. (If desired, the individual specifications that
address [core] operating limits may be referenced.)
The analytical methods
used to determine the [core] operating limits shall be those previously re
viewed and approved by NRC in [identify the Topical Report(s) by number,
title, and date, or identify the staff's safety evaluation report for a
plant-specific methodology by NRC letter and date]. The [core] operating
limits shall be determined so that all applicable limits (e.g., fuel therm
al-mechanical limits, core thermal-hydraulic limits, ECCS limits, nuclear
limits such as shutdown margin, and transient and accident analysis limits)
of the safety analysis are met. The [CORE] OPERATING LIMITS REPORT, in
cluding any mid-cycle revisions-or supplements thereto, shall be provided
upon issuance, for each reload cycle, to the NRC Document Control Desk with
copies to the Regional Administrator and Resident Inspector.
Individual specifications shall be revised to state that the values of cycle
specific parameters shall be maintained within the limits identified in the
defined formal report. Typical modifications for individual specifications'
are as follows.
The regulating rods shall be positioned within the acceptable operating
range for regulating rod position provided in the [CORE) OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT. (Used where the operating limit covers a range of acceptable
operation, typically defined by a curve.)
The [cycle-specific parameter] shall be within the limit orovided in the
[CORE] OPERATING LIMITS REPORT. (Used where the operating limit has a
singlie point v~alue.):
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SUMMARY
The alternative to including the values of cycle-specific parameter limits in*
individual specifications includes (1) the addition of a new defined term for
the formal report that provides the cycle-specific parameter limits, (2) the
addition of its associated reporting requirement to the Administrative Controls
section of the TS, and (3) the modification of individual specifications to re
place these limits with a reference to the defined formal 'report for the values
With this alternative, reload license amendments for the
of these limits.
sole purpose of updating cycle-specific parameter limits will be unnecessary.

